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1. 
CHAPTER I 
INTRODUCTION 
The most recent full-length study of Matthew Arnold 
in America claims, I think ~ot extravagantly, that: 
No other foreign critic, and perhaps few native ones, have 
acquired such a reputation and exercised such a palpable 
influence on American culture, and Arnold would seem to be 
in modern criticism almost what Shakespeare was in the drama, 
a classic example o~ the man and the moment in proper and 
successful conjunction. What criticism needed at his time 
he provided.l 
Arnold still serves as a touchstone for literary and cultural 
criticism. In Lionel Trilling's recent essay, "On the Modern 
Element in Modern Literature," for example, Arnold's literary 
values are used as a vista to the rear by which Trilling ex-
plores for us the abyss in front: ~'And perhaps notping could 
make clearer how the conditions of life and literature have 
changed in a hundred years than to note the difference between 
the way in which Arnold defines the modern element in litera-
ture and the way in which we must define it."2 Trilling feels 
compelled to carry out Arnold!s logic and to confront the 
1 John Henry Raleigh, Matthew Arnold and American Culture 
(Berkeley, 1961), p. 1. 
2 Lionel Trilling, ,t,on the Modern Element in Modern Litera-
ture,n Partisan Review, XXVIII (January-February 1961), 21 .. 
2. 
modern teacher with Trilling's logic: to teach modern litera-
ture appears to be to commit oneself to teaching its modern 
element, nthe idea of losing oneself up to the point of self-
destruction, of surrendering oneself to· experience without 
regard to self-interest or conventional morality, of escaping 
wholly .from the societal bonds."3 
One suspects that Trilling's very use of Arnold as a 
touchstone demonstrates his ambivalence toward that modern 
commitment. -Certainly our own ambivalence to it is an element 
of the recent critical and scholarly interest in the Vict·orians 
generally and in Arnold particularly. Though the increase in 
studies of Arnold during the last ten years would seem to sug-
gest a gathering of forces for a major revival, a revival--in 
the sense that Donne o~ Pope were revived--may not be at all 
necessary. For, if Arnold's reputation has ebbed and flowed 
in America as well as England, an~ if there have been always 
the Whitmans and the T. s. Eliots for every Sherman or Tril-
ling, Arnold's relevance to American culture, from first to 
last, has been consistent as well as enduring. 
This consistent relevance is what impresses the scholar 
3 Trilling, p. 35; Trilling is perhaps pushing his point a 
bit far.; The nmodern.element" he speaks about can always be 
found in literature (e.g. The·Wife of Bath) and we are always 
committed to teaching this.element as well~as others. 
3. 
interested in Arnold's reputation. His criticism in all 
areas remains .vital, not simply because there are Arnoldi-
ans, who use his writings as a touchstone, nor because schol-
ars trace the formation and quality of his thought, but 
because seventy-five years after his death, critics still 
debate him as if he were still ali~e. 4 In one1 of the most 
satisfying sections of Matthew Arnold and American Culture, 
the one he labels "Ebb," John Henry Raleigh claims--incor-
rectly--that "as Arnold moved back into time, he soared up 
into space, becomi~g in that process both exalted and dim, a 
great misty figure i~ that long line of saints, the culture 
heroes of literature. He became the preeminent academic 
critic."5 In terms of his reputation, undoubtedly Arnold was 
more and more questioned and exalted. But Raleigh's own list 
of men who use Arnold--to accept or to debate him--demonstrates 
the vitality and relevance his writings had. T. S. Eliot, 
Randolph Bourne, Edmund Wilson, Christopher Morley, Ludwig 
Lewisohn, Paul Elmer More, Lewis E. Gates, Joel Spingarn, 
Irving Babbitt, Norman Foerster, Van Wyck Brooks, Robert Morss 
Lovett, George Santayana, all found Arnold's writings useful 
4 See, e.g., Harold L. Berger, "Recognition of Non-Conform-
ity," Humanist,-XXII (March-April; May-June, 1962), 68-69. 
5 
Raleigh, p. 140. 
4. 
and relevant, at least sufficiently relevant to want to de-
bate them when they were not using them.6 On the basis of 
his own ev~dence, therefore, Raleigh's labeling of the period 
'!890-1930 as "Ebb" in Arnold's reputation is misleading. 7 
It is, then, with the problem of "relevance" as well as 
with the problem of 11reputation" that this study is in part 
concerned. As important as the critical evaluation of the 
truth and worth of a writer, as important as tracing his 
"repute," is the problem of the nature of the response to his 
writings.. For this reason I shall analyze the early American 
responses to Arnold in detail, keeping in mind that a review 
may often shed light on both the reviewer and his object. And 
a rejection can be as sig~ificant as an acceptance of idea or 
ideal in revealing the vitality and relevance of an author's 
6 Raleigh, pp. 144-157. Other writers might be added to 
the galaxy of those who found Arnold useful; see The Educa-
tion of Henry Adams: An. Autobiography (Boston, 1930), p. 358; 
The Journal of Gamaliel Bradford: 1883-1932 (Boston, 1933), 
pp. 38-39, 41-44, 102, 177-178, 248-249; Sylvia Sprigge, 
Berenson: A Biography (Boston, 1960), pp. 35, 71-72, 75. 
7 We might also note that if Arnold is the "preeminent 
academic critic," his relevance to American c1:1lture is not 
therefore' lessened; the very burgeoning of academic influence 
in American life during the last three generations makesrus 
conclude that what fertilizes the "groves of academe," fer-
tilizes the fields in the secular world. However, in·fairness 
~o Raleigh, he seems to recognize the problem of Arnold's 
relevance; he simply is caught between the procrustean bed 
of his theory and the facts he presents; see Raleigh, p. 145. 
5. 
work--even during an age when he is held in low personal 
esteem. Accordingly, although this study will concentrate 
on the .early period of the growth of Arnold's reputation, 
its ultimate aim will be to show the relevance Arnold had to 
American society during one of the most critical times in 
its cultural history, the Civil War. 
Another important aspect of an author's reputation is 
the aura which grows about him as a npersonality." We deal 
here with the halo or horns of myth. The very term "Arnoldi-
an" (or "anti-Arnoldian") is manifestly an intellectual symbol 
. -
which transcends his words alone; and Arnold's particular form 
of humanism has stood as an intellectual fortification, whether 
to be defended or attacked makes no difference. In Raleigh's 
terminology, Arnold was and is an "archetypal" figure, with 
the natural result that various attitudes toward Arnold are 
created, attitudes separate from the total context of his 
work: 
In a rough way the divided reaction on the part of Americans 
toward Arnold follows the familiar schism between nationalism 
and cosmopolitanism, between the idea of the Virgin La~d an~ 
the idea of the Atlantic community, that has always underlain 
most of the cultural theorizing and practice in the United 
States. Within this general 9verall pattern there are indi-
vidual variations on specific strains of thought. Thus, 
while Arnold was considered by some Americans to be.a "de-
cadent," "effete," and "sterile" European in his attit1:1de 
toward American life, he was cons~dered by others to be a 
6. 
nsavage" and "dangerous" radical in the sphere of religion. 
Some coademned his "supercilious" coldness, while others 
applauded his nwarmthn and "hurnaaity." To some he was "mor-
bid" and 11doubt'ingn; to others nflippant" and "iconoclastic"; 
to still ethers he·was "harsh" and "angry." Bt:It under all · 
this, variousness runs a·· simple antithesis, ~the simultaneous, 
a·lternating, and conflicting impulses toward nationalism, on 
the one hand, and toward cosmopolitanism, on the other.8 
As it .grows and works its way into the fabric of American 
thought, the "antithesis" is far from nsimple," especially 
as it manifests itself in American intellectuals living 
through the immediate post-Civil War years of 1865-1870. I 
will detail here the complexity of this attitude toward Arnold 
and will show specifically the reasons for and some ~f the 
~esults of this attitude as it developed from the complicated 
personal and social reactions of those intellectuals who won-
dered if we were to be Americans or just different Europ_eans. 
' 
Arnold's relation with America is important quantita-
tively as well as qualitatively. That is, interest in Arnold 
is reflected in the availability of his writings and vice 
versa. One of the subsidiary functions of this study will be 
to detail the process by and extent .to which his writings had 
currency before 1870. Of this early period, Chilson Hathaway 
Leonard has said: "It is obvious that during this decade 
.. 
8 Raleigh, pp. 48-49. 
7. 
/1860-18707 Arnold was not particularly popular in America, 
with the A~erican reading public, with the reviewers, or 
with the notable literary figures with the exception of 
Henry James."9 In his valuable study, Leonard is admittedly 
more interested in preparing background for his main concern, 
the visits of Arnold to America in 1883-1884 and 1886; how-
ever, as we shall see, the total impression of Leonard's 
preparatory section is ambiguous when it· stresses "popular-
ity" in the ordinary sense of the word. The point is not 
whether Arnold was 11popular" (and for a time he was popular) 
but whether he was considered significant'. 
Seymour Gordden Link, on the other hand, attempts a more 
comprehensive survey in his dissertation, "Matthew Arnold 1 s 
•sweetness and Light' in America, 1848-1939": 
. 
This study comprises an investigation of Arnold's principal 
edu·cation theory ("Sweetness and Light") and the times that 
predicated it; the·growth of his thinkiag about America's 
cultural needs; America's reaction to his educative efforts; 
the reasons for his initiat failure and the effect in America, 
durinf the half century since his death, .of Arnoldian teach-
ings. 0 
9 
"Matthew. Arnold in America,n unpubl. diss. (Yale, 1932), 
p. 37. 
10 
"Abstract," George Peabody College for ·Teachers Contribu-
tion to Educatien,. no. 209 (Nashville, Tennessee, 1938) p. 1; 
all quotations from Link's dissertation. in this study will be 
from the nabstract, .. ·which is more organized and coherent than 
the dissertation itself, and is more readily available. 
8. 
Link's study, in fact, concentrates on Arnold's·pronounce-
ments on America, the 1883-1884 visit, and Arnold's later 
influence. Of this last, he claims for Arnold a major place 
. 
in the development of twentieth-century thought: nThe 
' . 
Arnoldian theory and the Arnoldian criticism have provided 
the impetus for much of our cultural aspiration, for much of 
our latter-day critical activity; they have had much to do 
with the sustentation of the liberal arts program in Amer-
ica.nll Yet Link's thesis fails adequately to demonstrate, 
detail and develop the conclusion he reaches. We still need 
. 
a separate and detailed work on Arnold's educational influence 
in America. From the point of view of this study, Link almost 
totally neglects Arnold's impact on America in the years be-
fore 1870 and so concludes that Arnold suffered "initial 
failure." 
While concentrating on Arnold's influence on American 
culture ~ith respect to specific literary critics, Raleigh, 
too, passes quickly over the early years: 
The general course of the reac.tion to Arnold in America 
follows, roughly, the development of his career and interests. 
He was known. first as a poet, then as a literary critic, next 
as a social critic, then as a religious controversialist, and 
finally as a figure encompassing perhaps all these roles, the 
11 
"Abstract," p. 12. 
9. 
diagnoser of human ills and the apostle of culture. But 
framing practically his whole career in America--the reputa-
tion as poet excepted--is an image of a literary critic, 
whose first Essays in Criticism were published in 1865 and 
whose Essays in Criticism, Third Series, came out in 1910. 
Between these two dates, Arnold's initial impress upon 
American culture began, developed, and, before the first 
World War, declined.12 
By neglecting the earlier period and ~y un~erstating Arnold's 
impress as a poet, all the critics inadvertently obscure the 
foundation on which Arnold's reputation in America lay, a 
foundation which protected ~im against the hostile reception 
of his later controversial religious writings. Similarly, 
Raleigh, like Leonard, neglects the extent to which Arnold 
was published in America before his 1883-1884 visit and so 
distorts the process by which Americans became familiar with 
Arnold's writings. Though his study is adequate when dis-
'cussing Arnold's critical reputation and influence, Raleigh's 
title is much too broad.for'his actual accomplishment. The 
cultural influence of Arnold reaches into the areas of educa-
tion, religion and political theory--areas which Raleigh does 
not cover. 
In our own time, however, perhaps no single work can 
expect to encompass Arnold's influence on American culture--
12 Raleigh, p. 48. 
10. 
if for no other reason than that his influence is still 
vital. In this study I propose only to examine in detail 
Arnold's publishing record in America before 1870, American 
' 
views of his work in the context of the time, and Arnold's 
reactions to these views. Such a detailed examination ex-
poses the roots of Arnold's reputation in America, illumi-
nates some aspects of his biography and early writings--
particularly Culture and Anarchy--and, finally, casts light 
on the co~plex cultural and individual reactions to Arnold 
and his writings. The study's superstructure will be the 
collection and presentation of neglected bibliographical 
material in order to demonstrate the availability of Arnold's 
writings to the American public, as well as to show that 
Arnold's works were more widely reviewed than has been 
suspected. Without fame Arnold would not have been the right 
man in the right time and place. 
11. 
CHAPTER II 
CLOUGH'S REVIEW 
The earliest American review of Matthew Arnold's poems 
is the famous one by Clough which appeared in the North 
American Review for July 1853. 1 For the most part, critic~ 
have discussed this review as one more piece of evidence in 
the critical debate between Arnold and Clough.2 However, 
Clough's article is interesting not only for that reason but 
also because it is an element in one of the most important 
nineteenth-century literary relationships and because it is 
the first review of Arnold published in America. Considered 
. 
from both points of view, a close examination of the review 
' and the circumstances surrounding it are enlightening. 
On October 30, 1853 Clough sai~ed for Boston hoping that 
in America he might find, if not capital for his soul, at the 
1 
"Recent English Poetry," North American Review, LXXVII 
(July 1853), 1-30; reprinted in The Poems and Prose Remains 
of Arthur Hugh Clough, /ed. Blanche Clough7 (London, 1869), 
I, 359-383·; citations in my text are from this volume, here-
after cited as Prose Remains. 
2 See Lionel Trilling, Matthew Arnold (New York, 1955), 
pp. 133-135; Katharine Chorley, Arthur H~gh Clough: The Un-
committed Mina (Oxford, 1962), pp. 119,- 334; Sidney M. B. 
Coulling, "Matthew Arnold and His Critics,n unpubl. diss. 
(Chapel Hill, 1957), pp. 51-68-. 
12. 
very least, capital for his marriage. That he was still con-
cerned for the first is evident throughout his correspond-
··3 
ence; as for the second, his letters to Blanche Smith are 
often more concerned with financial matters than matters of 
love. In both cases he seems to have had more prospects 
than success and his general tone is that of an unhappy exile . 
. 
Thoug~ he tries to be bright and hopeful in his letters to 
Blanche, the true state of his feelings is revealed at the 
first chanqe to go home: 
Cambridge, March 16th /1853/ 
Dear Mr. Carlyle 
Your letter came to hand yesterday, and this answer will 
go· I presume by the American steamer on Saturday. I am most 
ready and willing to return to England, and shall be most 
grateful to be restored. Yet !.do not like anticipating what 
.must be still quite an uncertainty, and I believe I should 
get on here well enough, though 'in a pecuniary point of 
view' I have not yet found myself in my Cali~o~nia; the 
auriferous strata are still to the west of me.. · 
After the first social successes, Clough's attitude toward 
his brave new world became more realistic and he became more 
cantankero~s. He wrote Arnold several sharp, he calls them 
3 . 
The Correspondence of Arthur Hugh Clough, ed. Frederick 
L. Mulhauser (Oxford, 1957), II, 327-453; hereafter cited as 
Clough Correspondence. 
4 Clough Correspondence, II; 394. 
13. 
"scolding,"5 letters which Arnold answered reassuringly. In 
fact, much of the burden of the four surviving letters Arnold 
wrote to Clough in America is that he (Arnold) is not un-
friendly: 
London, May 1,· 1853 
My dear Clough 
I do not know that the _tone of your letters exactly · 
facilitates correspondence--however, le.t. it be as you will. 
I for my part think that what Curran said of the constitu-
tion of the state holds true of individual moral constitu-
tions: it does not do to lay bare their fou~dations too 
constantly. It is very true I am not myself in writing--
but it is of no use reproaching me with it; since so it 
must be. 
I do not think we did each othe5 harm at Oxford .. I 
look back to that time with pleasure. . .. . 
It is quite likely that distance had exacerbated Clough's 
disturbed concern about their relationship and it seems 
fair to conjecture that he almost wished~ quarrel. Does he 
see in the progress of Arnold's career what he himself wants? 
Whatever the specific psychological condition of Clough's 
mind when he was writing, a more aware man, considering the 
state of this friendship, might have forborne the review, par-
ticularly since Arnold had been asked for and had given his 
approval to a review: 
5 Clough Correspondence, II, 364. 
6 The Letters of Matthew Arnold to Arthur Hugh Clough, ed. 
Howard Foster Lowry (London, 1932), pp. 134-135; hereafter 
cited as Lowry. 
14. 
As to that article. I am anxious to say that so long as I 
am prosperous, nothing would please me more than for you to 
make use of me, at any time, ~ if .I ~ your brother.7 
Nothing could be more open-hearted than this, and in the 
light of subsequent occurrences Clough seems to have be-
tr~yed his friend. Though he had no specific place to pub-
lish it before he went to America, Clough interestingly 
enough already had in mi~d an article about Arnold. 
After his t"R.eview of the Oxfor'd University Commissioners 1 
Report, 18s4n i~ the North Aine~ican Review, 8 ~lo"ugh di~ ha~e 
a place for his review. He writes Blanche on April.3: "Mr • 
. 
Bowen the N.A.R. editor begs I'll write another article on 
anything I like. So I suppos~ I shall."9 ·on April 19 he 
•\ 
tells her that he i·s going to write "a little article . . . 
upon some recent English poetry,rr~O and six days later he 
tells her: ni a~· wr.iti.ng ·an article, my ~e!ir, for the next 
North American, i.e. in July, on Recent English Poetry--i.e. 
of the last two years only-~in fact on Matt Arnold--as you 
may tell Mrs. Matt if you see her."11 He writes on April 27 
7 Lowry, pp. 123-124. The italics are mine. 
8 See Prose Remains, I, 405-408. 
9 Clough Correspondence, II, 409. 
lO Clough C d II 417 orrespon ence, , · • 
ll Clough C d II 419 orrespon ence, , • 
I 
15. 
that he is working on the review (though Longfellow 
interrupts him) and on April 28 that he is rushing to fin-
ish it as 11it ought to go in tomorrow."12 Nevertheless he 
is still at it on April 30: 
I don't /know/ what it is, but this weeK I can't write a 
bit. It-will come again soon, I don't doubt--but at present 
I am dumb; the burden of this solitary life or banishment 
has made itself felt, I suppose, rather more of late--or it 
may be that I have not got quite rid of my cold or whatever 
it has been. I have however finished or all but finished 
my Article for the Review, which is a comfort, for it has 
been rather a bore to me. I send it in on Monday and shall 
he glad to be rid of it.l3 
It would appear that he did finish it by Monday, for with 
one exception, we hear no more of his working at it. 
In any case, we can, in part, account for the disorgani-
zation of the article by the haste with which Clough (who 
was also tutoring, ·translating Plutarch, and leading an 
active social life) wrote it. Obviously Clough was ill at 
the time, and obviously the task had become uncongenial to 
him. One might suspect that he had second thoughts about 
Alexander Smith's poetry which he had started reading only 
I 
shortly before he began the review. He wrote Blanche on 
April 12: · uGod bless you, my dear girl. · I have been reading 
12 Clough Correspondence, II, 423. 
13 Clough Correspondence, II, 424. 
16. 
Poems by Alexander Smith; have you seen or heard anything of 
them7 1114 And again the next day, "Do you know, dear, I am 
very much taken with Alexander Smith's life-drama--it is 
really what I have had in my own mind. n 15 
Considering his own later strictures, what he finds 
inter~sting in Life-Drama at this time must be not only its 
vigor, but its reflection of his own situation. As Clough 
describes the burden of the poem: 
~he story, such as we have it, is inartificial enough. 
Walter, a boy of poetic temperament and endowment, has, it 
appears, in the society of a poet friend now deceased, grown 
up with the ambition of achieving something great in the 
highest form of human speech. Unable to find or make a way, 
.he is diverted from his lofty purposes by a romanti~ love-
· adventure ••••. Disappointed affections, and baffled 
ambition, contending henceforward in unequal s·trife with the 
temptations of scepticism, indifference, apathetic submission, 
base indulgence, and the like; the sickened and def.eated, yet 
only too strong, too powerful man, turning desperately off, 
and recklessly at last plunging in mid-unbelief into joys to 
which only belief and moral purpose can give reality; out of 
horror-stricken guilt, the new birth of clearer and surer, 
though-humbler, conviction, trust, resolution; these happy 
changes met, perhaps a little prematurely and almost more 
·than half-way, by success in the aims of purified ambition,' 
and crowned too, at last, by the blessings o.f a regenera"f:e 
affection--such is the argument of the latter half of the 
poem.l6 
In this rather intricate summary, ~hich Clough says "I have 
14 Clou~h Corres2ondence, II, 413. 
15 Clough Correspondence, II, 414. 
16 Prose Remains, I, 363-364. 
17. 
had in my own mind," is, certainly, something of Amours de 
Voyage. In any case, whatever his second thoughts, it is 
clear that at first Clough was very much taken with Life-
Drama. It is doubtful, however, that Clough had read the 
poem with an eye to reviewing it. Not until May does he 
mention the two poets together.17 Clough does not say when 
he had decided to link Smith and Arnolg in one. review, but 
the idea could have been suggested by a letter from J. C. 
Shairp (though the earliest the letter could have arrived in 
America would have been April 25 or thereabouts): 
. 
I fear Mat's last book has made no impression on the 
public mind. • • • It does not much astonish me, for though 
I think there's great power in it, one regrets to see so 
much power thrown away upon so false and uninteresting (too) 
a view of life. • • • Anything that so takes the life from~ 
out things must be false. It's this I like about your things 
that though in theory you maintain the contrary, yet in fact 
the 'great human heart' will out and you can't hinder it: 
Stick to this. Mat, as I told him, disowns man's natural 
feelings, and they will disown his·poetry. If there's 
nothing else in the world but blank dejection, it's not 
worth while setting them to music. 
You've heard of Alexander Smith, whom the reviews are all 
hailing· as 'our new poet'. I've watched the gradual rise 
of his star in the Critic. Keats-like, yet original, full 
of imagery, some new, some old touched in a new way--here 
and there grand lines--but one thought repeating itself in 
many forms through a long poem of a young poet confronting 
a gorgeous Lady Anna Maria.18 
17 Clough Correspondence, II, 424. 
18 Clough Correspondence, II, 401. 
18. 
Clough is to say some of the same things in his article. 
Ironically, he may have conceived the linkage between the 
two poets when he received from Arnold a letter recommending 
that he read Smith's poems. 19 
Whatever the source of the idea, a reader of the article 
comes from it wondering precisely what the reviewer thinks 
of both the pseudonymous nA~ and Alexander Smith. At best 
Clough's attitude toward the two poets appears ambivalent, 
at worst thoroughly murky. In the first paragraph he praises 
Smith's poems precisely because they have "a force of purpose 
and character which makes them a grateful contrast to the 
ordinary languid collectanea published by young men of lit-
erary habits; and which, on the whole, may be accepted as 
more than compensation for many imperfections of style and 
taste.n20 Ultimately, however, strength is apparently not 
sufficient: 
But if we have been inclined to yield to a preference for 
the-picture of simple, strong, and certain, rather than of 
subtle, shifting, and dubious feelings, and in point of 
tone and matter to go along with the young mechanic, in 
point of diction and manner, we must certainly assign the 
palm to 'A,' in spite of a straining after the rounded 
Greek form, such as, to some extent, vitiates even the 
19 Lowry, p. 133. 
20 Prose Remains, I, 359. 
19. 
style of Milton.71 
In retrospect, one suspects that this is a bit of sop 
thrown to friendship and the cavils are really part of the 
continuing debate between Clough and Arnold--now made pub-
lie--over poetics and philosophy, particularly since Clough 
has a few pages before said: 
Such a discrepancy there certainly does exist between the 
two books that have been before us here. We close one and 
open the other, and feel ourselves moving to and fro between 
two totally different, repugnant, and hostile theories of 
life. 22Are we to try and reconcil~ them, or judge between them? 
Clough's answer seems to be that all poles and latit.udes 
are to be tolerated: nNevertheless, upon the whole, for 
the present age, the lessons of reflectiveness and the maxims 
of caution do not appear to be more needful or more appropri-
ate than exhortations to steady courage and calls to action."23 
Therefore, when Clough's vote finally appears to be cast for· 
Arnold's poeins, he seems really to have chosen, against his 
I own desire not to choose, the poems he thinks are not needful 
in his time--that is, Arnold's. 
21 Prose Remains, I, 379-380. 
22 Prose Remains, I, 376. 
23 Prose Remains, I, 377. 
20. 
At this point in the review Clough appears to have 
second thoughts about Smith and becomes a more objective 
critic. It would seem that Life-Drama is really not worth 
the effort: "Though the rude vigour of the style of his 
Life-Drama may attract upon the first reading, yet in any 
case, it is not the sort of writing which people recur to 
with pleasure and fall back upon with satisfaction.n24 
From this hodgepodge of criticism, philosophy, and intro-
spective musing, the reader must finally conclude that 
neither poet is adequate: Smith's verse lacks control; 
Arnold's verse is precious, difficult, and pessimistic. 
Not only in comparison to Smith, but in his diction 
Clough reveals that his admiration for nAn is halfhearted. 
Immediately after claiming that "while you go forth in that 
'armour of pure intent,' the hearts of some readers, be 
assured, will go with you, n 25 Clough begins his review of 
Arnold: 
-
1 Empedocles on Etna, and other Poems,' with its earlier 
companion volume, 'The Strayed Reveller, and other Poems,• 
~re, it would seem,.the productions (as is, or was, the 
English phrase) of a scholar and a gentleman; a man who has 
received a refined education, seen refined 'society,' and 
24 Prose Remains, I, 383. 
25 Prose Remains, I, 367. 
• 
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been more, we dare say, in the world, which is called the 
world, than in all likelihood has a Glasgow mechanic. More. 
refined, therefore, and more highly educated sensibilities--
too delicate, are they, for common service?--a calmer judgment 
also, a mo~e poised and steady intellect • ·• • a finer and 
rarer aim, perhaps, and certainly a keener sense of diffi-
culty~ in life--the~g are the characteristics of him whom 
we are to call 'A.' · 
Clough is not o~ly hesitant; he is c~y. .He pretends. to 
derive a ·biography, of "A" from the poetry--perqaps in:araer 
to create a·mas~ of objectivity. And, on the surface, he 
seems to have prais.ed Arnold. In context, however, such 
words· as "refined" and "productions" (rather than "po.e~s") 
are almost pejorative. Clough's aside--utoo. delicate, are 
they, for common service?"--is an obv:ious cavil • 
Throughout the review, Clough de~onstrates his ambiv-
alence by indirect qualifica~ion; so that even when ~e 
praises Arnold he manages to communicate reservations and, 
. 
at ttmes, disagreement which border~ on contempt: 
Let us remark also in the minor_Poem~, which accompany 
f Empedocles,'' a disp"osition, perhaps, to assign too high 
a place to what is called Nature. • :. • Number is a wonder-
ful thing, and the laws of Natur·e sublime; .. neverth~less, 
have we not a sort of intuition of the exis~ence, even in 
our own poor human selves, of something akin to a-Power 
:superior to, and transc~nding, all manifestations of Nature, 
all intelligible forms .of Number and 'Law? We quote one set 
of verses, entit~ed 'Morality,' in which·our author does 
appear to have. escaped_for once from the dismal cycle uf 
26 Prose Rem~ins,.I; 367-368. 
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his rehabi.litated Hindoo-Greek theosophy. 27 
. -
Clough's rendition of 11the eternal not ourselves which 
. 
makes for righteousness." is in "Morality" reduced to a vague 
echo of a los.t past. And whi~e misunderstanding the poem, 
Clough singles out for praise one of Arnold's least success-
ful "(/productions." 
·But i't is not only the content and diction which re-
flects what Clough's most recent biographer calls the review's 
11chilly tone, ~'28 but also its structure. Since Clough had 
been contemplating an article for some time, since the subject 
was to be his own, since he does not mention Smith in connec-
.tion with the r.~view until it .has been sent in,· one wonders 
why he used Arnold as a foil to ~mith rather than vice versa. 
'· 
That is, structurally the review starts with Smith~ .turns· to 
Arnold-and then ·ends with strictures on the works of Smith.29 
By position alone, the r.eader might suspect the reviewer· of 
preferring Smith; then to praise Smith's strength and to 
I 
see 
I 27 · ·Prose Remains, I, 378 o . 28 . . Ghorley, p. 119_ o • • · 
29 Wberr the review originallyrappea~ed, Clough·also' dis-
cussed The Poetical Remains of William Sidney Walker and 
Poems by William Allingbam. 'Though·he highly praises 
Allingham.,. this last se·ction of the review appears to· be an 
afterthought; see "Recent English Poetry," North American 
Review, ~II (July 1853), 27 .... 30. 
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it as a function of his lack of culture while drawing atten-
tion to Arnold's obvious learning and cultivation is to 
vitiate much of whatever praise Arnold is to receive. It 
may well be that Clough had written about Arnold first and 
then added his section on Smith. Abstracted, Arnold's review 
would have been quite decent. Inserted into the review of 
Life-D~ra~m~a~., however, by position alone ·any praise of Arnold 
grows smaller and any blame grows larger. Smith had already 
been published in America; Arnold had not and was not to be 
published for another three years. 
Ordinarily one mi~ht expect that a review appearing as 
the lead article in the influential North American Review 
would lead to an American edition of the work in question. 
Though I suspect that American publishers might have been 
hesitant to risk printing a volume of verse which lacked the 
best-seller potential of Smith's ninety-day wonder, undoubt-
edly the absence of an edition was--in part--a function of 
Clough's chilly review and private opinion. Certainly Clough 
had an opportunity to do his friend great service in America. 
Moreover, if he honestly felt'Arnold's poetry to be inadequate, 
he could have left it out of the review since he had choice 
of his .subject. And whether the criticism impli~d in the 
24~ 
framework of the review was a function of ill-humor, a 
temporary infatuation with Smith, haste (at most he could 
have had only ten or twelve days to write) or a temporary 
lapse of social and crit~c~l taste, Clough seems to.have 
known that he did not do well: 
Sunday, /1 May_/ 
0 dear me, I am wishing myself back again sadly just at 
present. It is I believe the interruption of this. regular 
quiet Plutarch work, which is no use I suppose resuming 
until I hear from Mr. ·Brown--and which suited me much 
better than reviewing Alexander Smith and Matt ~rnold. If 
. you haven't read A. S. don't trouble yourself; '·tis hardly 
worth the while. M.A.'s Tristan has been givihg me 
pleasure.30 
Clough's good taste now reasserted itself except that he 
did not withdraw the review in which he singles out Tristram 
and Iseult for ironic comment: 
Beautiful, simple, old medicCeval story! We have followed 
it, led on as much by its own i.ntrinsic charm as by the 
form and colouring--beautiful too, but indistinct--which 
our modern poet has given it. He is obscure at times, and 
hesitates and falters in it; the knights and dames, we 
fear, of old North-France and Western Germany would have 
been grievously put to it to make him out.31 
In the review Clough's point seems to be that the poem is 
enjoyable because it draws on the myth; that is, the story 
3° Clough Correspondence, II, 424. 
31 Prose Remains, I, 371. 
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has intrinsic merit which the poetry la.cks. Alexander 
Smith, however, he has now totally rejected and he writes 
Blanche at a later time: "I am rather sorry I recommended 
Master.Alexander Sm~th to you. It was apropos of your 
32 
making me read Ruth, you know." 
D~spite his palinode, Clough's disservice to 4is friend 
seems to have troubled him but slightly. After having pre-
cipitately returned to England early in July 1853, he writes 
to Charles Eliot Norton that '~y friend Matt Arnold is well 
pleased with the Review of him: he is going to reprint 
Tristram and Iseult with corrections, and a new narrative 
poem on a Per~ian foundation--with his name."33 That 
Arnold was not tll'well pleased" is certain from his 1853 in-
traduction to his poems which modern critics. recognize as 
partially an·answer to Clough;34 that he understood the 
complexity of Clough's attitude might be suggested in a 
letter he wrote Clough late in August of the same_year: 
"They think here /his family at Fox How/that your article 
on me is obscure and peu favorable--but I do not.myself 
32 Clough Correspondence, II, 434. 
33 Clough Correspondence, II, 456. 
34 See Trilling, Matthew Arnold, p. 135; Coulling, pp. 51, 
57-60. 
.. 
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think either of these things.n35 It is not beyond Arnold 
to indicate a slight pique by reporting the words of others. 
And what he does think, he refrains from saying. As Lionel 
Trilling has noted: "To Arnold, Clough's comparison, 'from 
which Smith emerged the victor, must have been significant 
and distressing--even insulting."36 It is also likely that 
Arnold had learned from experience his friend's ambivalence 
an~ potential antagonism and so had learned to temper criti-
cism of any of Clough 1 s work. Arnold had had enough of -
Clough's "do you love men introspections. 
Whatever Arnold felt about the review and whether he 
understood the great service Clough might have done him, 
he would not have been as tolerant had he known the after-
math to the article. 
Clough seems ,to have suggested originally that Arnold 
send Poems, First Series to Ticknor and Fields for possible 
American publication.37 Since he had initiated the idea, 
or at least suggested the publisher, one might expect more 
full-hearted support and recommendation for the project 
than Clough appears to have given to C. E. Norton: 
35 Lowry, p. 140 • 
36 Trilling, Matthew Arnold, p. 133. 
37 Clough Correspondence, II, 470. 
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J 
He /Arnold/ has just arranged to have a selection from his 
previous volume of verse republished with some fresh 
pieces • • • by Longmans. Do you think that Ticknor and 
Fields would be inclined to~do anything in this kind, or 
is my friend too terribly European in his mind, matter and 
manner to bear crossing the salt water? • • • Perhaps as 
a son of Arnold's he might be of interest to vous autres 
Anglo-sauvages.38 
Later, Norton is to suggest that precisely because Arnold 
is too "European," Ticknor and Fields will not publish him. 
. . 
In November, Clough brings Norton up to date: 
Matt Arnold's book was to go to Ticknor and Fields; and I 
hope has gone; and come to your eyes amongst-others. He. 
is most ambitious about Sohrab and Rustum. • • • I myself 
think that the Gipsy Scholar is best. It is so true to the 
Oxford Country.~ I suspect you will like Pt III of the 
Chapel of Brou. I can't of course give any eritical opinion 
as to republishing it chez vous. But--you will judge right 
I dare say.39 
It seems likely that any sensitive reader would take the 
ita'licized "Hen and the "but" as cavils of the first order; 
a little more than a week later Clough is to be quite ex-
plicit: 
My friend Arnold is getting considerable notice--The West-
minster, and Fraser will I believe both review him. .I con-
fess I, out of a spirit of contradiction, feel rather driven 
into opposition, and do not at all agree with the Preface, 
nor very enthusiastically admire Sohrab and Rustum. • • • I 
think there is at any rate a great merit in the composition· 
38 Clough Correspondence, II, 463. 
39 Clough Correspondence, II, 467-468. 
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of Sohrab. I hope the book has got to you via Ticknor and 
Fields, to whom I directed Arnold to send it.40 
Clough's lack of enthusiasm communicated itself to Norton 
who writes that Fields "thinks it would not do '!=O reprint, 
and I believe he is right." Norton continues: rrThe book 
is too chiselled and cold, too sculpturesque for our hot 
and hasty demands."41 Certainly it is fair to conjecture 
t~at a more positive attitude on Clough's part would have 
influenced young Norton, who as Ticknor and Fields ·editor 
would have influenced the publishers. Clough, in fact, 
agree.s with the decision: "I think that Fields meantime was 
. 
right about Arnold's poems. The critics here have been divi-
ded into two sets--one praising Sohrab highly and speaking 
. 
gently of the preface; the other disparaging the preface and 
the general tone, and praising Tristram. Sohrab I confess for 
myself too did not give me much pleasure, though that might 
have been accident.n42 A psychiatrist might argue that Clough's 
unconscious purpose was to prevent through Norton what he 
40 Clough Correspondence, II, 470. 
41 Letters of Charles Eliot Norton, ed. Sara Norton and 
M. A •. DeWolfe Howe (Boston, 1913), I, 101. 
42 Clough Letters, II, 477. 
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consciously suggested to Ar·nold. ~3 
It is reason~ble to conjecture that a more truly eulo-
gistic review, even a· separate.review, and a more positive 
.. 
correspondence might have resulted in earlier publication 
' 
of Arnold's work in America as well as a more positive 
acceptance of it ~mong the literary Brahmins. Considering, 
however, Clough ~.s love-hate relationship with his friend, 
it is understandable that he could not do more. 
43 A psychiatrist might also conjecture that Clough's 
continued reference to Arnold as "my friendn (to correspon-
dents.who knew he was Arnold's friend) indieates unconscious 
feelings exactly·the opposite. See Clough Letters, I, 456, 
463' 469' 470. 
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CHAPTER III 
REVIEWS TO 1865 
Despite Clough's hesitations, Arnold's poetry gained an 
American audience. And though Arnold's later reputation as 
a critic no doubt helped attract readers to his poetry as 
well, the poetry earned its own audience first. In fact, 
to his American critics, it was Arnold's reputation as a 
poet that first gave him the authority for his critical 
statements. 
Th~ next review of Arnold to be published in America 
appeared in the Literary World (New York), December 10, 1853, 
but it was simply a reprint of an article that had appeared 
in the London Times. 1 However, though the reviewer only 
mentions the anonymous "A," the index to the Literary World 
contains a cross-reference to "Matthew Arnold.tt Obviously 
the editors, Evert A. and George L. Duyckinck, had some 
knowledge of Arnold's slightly kept anonymity, though they 
were in New York, not Boston. 
Between 1854 and 1856 the most important journal that 
kept Arnold's name before the American public was Putnam's, 
1 Literary World, XIII (December 10, 1853), 
printed from /Goldwin·Smith/, "Poems by 'A,!" 
November 4, 1853, p. 5. --
309-312; 
Times, 
' 
re-
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perhaps ttie best American literary magazine to appear until 
the Atlantic. 2 In Putnam's, between 1854-1856, appeared 
three notices, one reference, and one review that treat 
Arnold with increasing respect. The first of these no~ices 
/ 
appeared in the "Editorial Notes" for.April 1854: 
The English press has teemed of late with poetry, but we 
find among the mass nothing worthy of comment, unless it 
be a volume of Poems by MATTHEW ARNOLD, who not only writes 
his verses but prefaces them; like Wor.dsworth, with a long 
dissertation3 in order to show the principles on which he has written. 
The editor briefly sums up Arnold's position and then quotes 
. 
node to /sic/ Philomela" to show that Arnold does not follow 
his own principles. He closes his remark~ by asking, as 
was frequently to be asked, if Arnold is not perhaps too 
. 
nscholarly" to become popular. 
The reviewer's position is amusingly echoed in a review 
which, though not about Arnold, uses his pseudonym. In 
nThe Last Poet Out," the writer castigates one nlin for pre-
. . . 
suming to publish his lyrics simply because "Tennyson, Lang.-
fellow, Smith, The Letter A" have -sold. 4 What concerns the 
reviewer, however~ is not the presumption of a poetic puppy, 
2 See Frank Luther Mott, A History of A~erican Magazines: 
1850-1865 (Cambridge, Mass., 1938), II, 419-427. 
3 Putnam's, 1st Ser., III (April _1854), 452. 
4 Putnam's, 1st Ser., IV (August 1854), 213. 
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but something more important: 
We cannot help feeling melancholy in the end, when we meet 
such vqlumes. We cannot help wondering if ever again we 
shall hail a poet American born. The unborn volumes that 
yet lie sleeping in Lowell's brain, are no consolation to 
us. The hope of what Longfellow, Stoddard, and Read may 
accomplish in a few years more, brings no solace with it. 
We want a new poet. • • • N~t drunk with youth and animal 
life like Alexander Smith, whose genius is but the blood-
fever of twenty; not the result of a college and classical 
father, like the Arnolds'; not the offspring of.the ill- . 
advised praise of turgid critics, like Mr. Sydney Yendys; 
neither do we want a Tennysonian poet.5 · 
The reviewer's cry for an American poet, though part of a 
long cultural debate, is more important to us here as 
indicative of Arnold's increasing reputation. One does not 
allude to a pseudonymous poet in one place and then mention 
his father (even semi-derogatorily) in another, during the 
review of yet another poet, without assuming that a large 
part o~ one •.s audience will recognize the allusion with 
comparative ease~ 
Somewhat more than a year later, in 1855, Putnam's 
published a full-scale review of Arnold's poetry, a review 
containing as favorable an opinion of his work as he 
6 
received during his life-time. The reviewer does, however, 
5 Putnam's, 1st Ser., IV, 216. 
6 
"New English Poets,n Putnam's, 1st Ser., VI (September 
1855), 225-238. This review was the lead article for the 
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start with some strictures on Arnold's nPrefacen: 
Wordsworth has his theory /of poetr~/, and· Shelley, 
Aristotle, and Sir Philip Sidney, and Goethe, had theirs; 
and Mr. Matthew Arnold writes a preface to his first edi-
tion, in which he assails other theories, and asserts his 
own with discrimination and force. But it is only valuable 
as being a view of the proper sphere and material of poetry, 
by a man who can really write poetry. It has as much direct 
bearing upon the excellence even of his own verse, as Words-
worth's belligerent preface had upon his ode upon Intima-
tions of Immortality, but no more.7 
Though the reviewer objects to Arnold's preface, he respects 
it; more important, he finds Arnold-to be a true poet, to 
the manner born. 
But the reviewer is not simply praising Arnold's poetic 
power; he is writing a dissertation on modern poetry that 
frames and enhances his praise of Arnold. The writer's main 
point is that in the welter of published poetry the essential 
character~stic seems to be an exact, scientific, presentation 
of nature and emotion described sensuously--"voluptuous and 
8 gorgeous phrase." It is, he says, because of this similarity 
in their verses that the mob of modern poets is accused of 
plagiarism: 
month. In it the reviewer considered the first and second 
editions of Poems (1853, 1854) and Poems, Second Series (1855). 
Owen Meredith's Clythemnestra: the Earl's Return: the Artist: 
and other Poems was also reviewed. 
7 nNew English Poets," p. 225. 
8 nNew English Poets, 0 p. 226. 
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In its spirit we apprehend that this charge is only meant 
as the assertion, that the verse so censured was directly 
occasioned by other poetry, rather than by actual experi-
ence, and is, therefore, unnecessary and wearisome. It is 
a general resemblance of thought and of treatment, which 
the reader recognizes as peculiar to another. • • • /The 
reader/ recognizes the manner, both of thought. and form, 
which-are charming because they are individual, and which 
are reproduced because the reproducer has a natural 
sympathy with the original.9 , 
. 
In other words, many modern poets do not have a style or 
voice of their own. Neither, says the reviewer, does Owen 
Meredith who "is not a voice, but only a sweet echo.nlO 
In comparison, when he comes to discuss Arnold's poems 
in detail, the praise rings even more sweetly. The writer 
opens his remarks categorically: "Of the new names among 
recent Englis~ poets, that of Matthew Arnold, son of Dr. 
Arnold, of Rugby, is the most significant.nll Though he 
finds the "Preface" incomplete, and the longer Poems (Sohrab 
and Rustum, Tristram and Iseult, Balder Dead, and The Sick 
King in Bokhara) masterly experiments, the praise is not 
muffled: 
Wiser, sadder, completer poems have not been lately written. 
We do not include him in the ranks of the great representative 
9 
"New English Poets," p. 227. 
10 nNew English Poets," p. 235. 
11 nNew English Poets," p. 235. 
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poets. But though only Apollo strike the lyre, yet sweet 
is the faun's piping. 12 
Mr. Arnold's strain is his own. 
The great representative poets to whom Arnold is being 
compared are Goethe and Wordsworth. 
Despite his praise of the longer poems, the reviewer 
reserves his greatest enthusiasm for the shorter, lyric 
poems. The last two pages of the review are dense with 
praise: 
His sadness is more human than Goethe's and more perceptive 
and profound than Wordsworth's •••• For he would be un-
worthy to be considered a poet, in the true sense that he 
undoubtedly is, if in his verse there were only the sigh of 
a strong man, and not his faith. The constant aspiration of 
his mind toward what is permanently grand in nature, and the 
most ennobling in contemplation, • • • all these are illumi-
nated by a faith which cannot form itself into a creed, but 
which makes itself felt by its reality. • • • His poems are 
not aromatic verse, whose pungency will please for a moment. 
They are the thoughts and aspirations of an active and manly 
mind, enriched by various and profound cultivation, trained 
by an intelligent and thoughtful will, and inspired by the 
loftiest problems of human life and destiny.l3 
Moreover, when the writer claims that from the lyrics ("Res-
ignation," "The Buried Life,u "The Youth of Nature," and "The 
Youth of Man") he "will extract nothing since he cannot copy 
all,"14 he is most profoundly and sensitively aware of the 
12 
"New English Poets," p. 237. 
13 
"New English Poets,n pp. 237-238. 
14 
"New English Poets," p. 238. 
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integrity of Arnold's poetry. 15 
To what extent his article, the lead article for the 
September Putnam's, increased Arnold's reading public it 
would be impossible to say. But his popularity must have 
increased enough to warrant Ticknor and Fields pirating a 
two-thousand-copy edition of his poetry on October 10, 
1856. 16 In 1853-54 his verse was too chiseled; in 1856 they 
joined the 1853 Poems and the 1855 Poems: Second Series 
. 
into a neatly and carefully printed three-hundred-and-thi~ty-
six-page volume. As Roger L. Brooks points out: nThis 
. 
publication gave Arnold's poetry a new audience 2n a two-
thousand-copy edition that was probably the largest single 
printing of any of his five published collections.n17 It 
might be added that an audience probably already existed, 
but certainly the edition must have brought him new readers.l8 
15 Nothing in Arnold's letters or diaries reveals whether 
he saw this review or not. Had he, he would have been pleased. 
16 The Cost Books of Ticknor and Fields: And Their Pre-
-- - - - -decessors, 1832-1858, ed. Warren S. Tryon.and William Charvat 
(New York, 1949), p. 366. 
17 
"A Neglect~d Edition of Matthew Arnold's Poetry and A 
Bibliegraphical Correction," Publication of the Bibliographi-
cal Society of America, LV (1961), p. 140. · 
18 Walter E. Bezanson, in "Melville's Reading of Arnold's 
Poetry," PMI.A, LXIX (1954), 365, suggests that Melville may 
have been made aware-of Arnold's poetry through Putnam's 
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Unfortunately, Arnold received no royalties. 
Putnam's thanked Ticknor and Fields for making the 
poems available to "every lover of good literature," but 
rather than re-reviewing the new edition, they referred to 
their earlier review with the recommendation that the reader 
would find in Arnold's poetry a ncalm, subtle, thoughtful, 
and sad music.n19 A year later, just before they ceased 
' 
publication, Putnam's was pleased to announce that: 
MATTHEW ARNOLD, the poet, of whom we have more than once 
spoken in the-Monthly, has been appointed Professor of Poetry 
at the University of Oxford. He is a scholar, a poet; a 
gentleman, and worthily sustains the honor of the name be 
has inherited from his father, Dr. Arnold of Rugby, the 
historian. It is an appointment in which every lover of 
literature will heartily sympathize.20 . 
Putnam's, however, was not alone in propagating Arnold's 
poetry in the years before 1860. 
The Albion on April 15, 1854 printed extracts from "The 
~ 21 ~ ~ 
Forsaken Merman" and Tristram and Iseult. This is the 
-
reviews. Whitman owned a copy of tJ:le "New English Poetsn 
review which he annotated;' see Catalogae of the Whitman · 
Collection in the Duke University Library ••• , comp., 
EllenFrancesFrey-(Durham, N.c., 1945), p. _74. . 
19 "Editorial.Not~s,n Putnam's, 1st S~r., VIII.(December 
1856) ; 4658. 
20
-
110ur Window," Putnam's, 1st Ser., X (July 1857), ··139. 
21 Albion, XXXII (April 15, 1854), 169. 
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first in a long list of eclectic magazine borrowings. On 
May 19, 1855, Litte1 1 s Living Age pirated from Fraser's 
-
for their lead piece nstanzas from the Grande Chartreuse.tt22 
The United States Democratic Review, at this time enjoying 
a brief renaissance, printed 110bermannn in September 1856.23 
The editor prefaced the poem with this enthusiastic note: 
We copy the following noble poem from the proof-sheets of a 
volume of Poems by Matthew Arnold, now in the press of 
Ticknor & Fields, Boston. Mr. Arnold is the most promising 
young poet in England; he is worth a score of Dobells, 
Alexander Smiths, and Gerald Masseys. His book ought to 
make a sensation; and we have no doubt but it wil1.24 
The editor's prophecy was excessively optimistic; but the 
Ticknor and Fields' edition of Arnold's Poems was more widely 
noticed and reviewed than scholars have hitherto realized. 
Albion was the first magazine to review the American 
edition: "Without going into the matter critically here, or 
giving a full reason for the faith that is in us, we are 
disposed to place him among the front rank of living poets, 
immediately after Tennyson and Browning."25 The reviewer 
22 Litte1 1 s Living Age, XLV (May 19, 1855)' 385-386. 
23 United States Democratic Review, XXXVIII (September 
1856)' 156-161. .. " ~ 
24- United States Democratic Review, IDLWIII, 156. 
25 Albion 
' 
XXXIV (August 23, 1856)' 405. 
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may have been influenced by Putnam's review or by the in-
creasingly respectful English reviews of Arnold's poetry. 
Though he criticizes Arnold's too frequent use o:J; "insig-
nificant words" such as "and," for the most part his 
praise--especially of Sohrab and Rustum and Balder Dead--is 
unalloyed. While giving a synopsis of the plot, the reviewer 
quotes extensive e~tracts from Sohrab and Rustum, concluding 
with the exclamation: "Is not that a noble poem?"26 
In November of 1856 the Christian Examiner briefly 
. 
noticed and recommended the Ticknor and Field's edition qf 
Arnold's poetry.27 In December, the Crayon, a short-lived, 
but high-quality, literary magazine, ~riefly reviewed the 
same edition. 28 They found Arnold's "Preface" to be falsely 
. . . 
classical, a fact reflected in falsely. classical poems •. 29 
I 
Nevertheless, they say, "We have some hopes for Mr. Arnold, 
when we find what is perhaps the best poem in the volume 
26 Albion, XXXIV, 405. 
27 
"Literary Intelligence,n Christian Examiner,n LXI 
(November 1856), 477. The reviewer notes that "same few 
of these Poems-may possibly be known to our readers through 
newspapers whose editors use discretion in their selections 
for the Poet's Corner.n 
28 
"The Told and the. Telling of It,'! Crayon, III (December 
1856) ' . 365:-367. 
29 Crayo~, III, 366. 
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completely at variance with his critical dogmas. We refer 
to the Philomela, which we have seen frequently quoted in 
30 
newspaper notices." The relative coolness of the Crayon 
is, in part, explainable by their Pre-Raphaelite bias (William 
Rossetti was their London correspondent for a time). 
Though by no means a popular poet, Arnold's work was 
generally well-received in America and was available to a 
wide audience. As the Christian Examiner and the Crayon 
noted, his verse was reprinted in the newspapers, but it 
was even more available in the most popular American 
anthology of poetry in the mid-nineteenth century, Charles 
Anderson Dana's Household Book of Poetry.31 In the first 
edition, 1857, Dana printed trphilomela," "Excuse" (i.e., 
"Urania"), rnindifference," and Sohrab and.Rustum: 32 A year 
later, Evert A. Duyckinck added to the American edition of 
The Poets of ~ Nineteenth Century the poem nTo a Gipsy 
30 Crayon, III, 367. 
31 D. Appleton & Co.: New York, 1857. 
32 Household. Book of Poetry, pp. 55, 321, 458-470. 
According to the title page, by 1865 the anthology had 
run through ten editions. It appears, however, that the 
ten editions were, in fact, ten reprintings. In 1866, 
Dana revised the book and to this edition added nThe For-
saken Merman." 
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Child by the Shore /sic/."33 
For the next few years, except for the reprint by 
Eclectic Magazine of a critical review about Merope from 
the Dublin University Magazine, 34 no cri.tical articles or 
reprints of Arnold's poetry appear to have been published 
in America. Though the lack of interest may be. accounted 
for by the on-coming Civil War, more likely Arnold's own 
lack of productivity was responsible for the silence of 
these years. When Arnold began to be published again, he 
was, despite America's internal strife, read and reviewed. 
In fact, from 1860 through 1865, Arnold's name was before 
the American public even more than formerly. 
During these years, American interest in his poetry con-
tinued. In 1860, Littel's Living Age, which later reprinted 
five of his critical essays before they appeared in Essays 
in Criticism, pirated nsaint Brandan (and Judas)rr from 
Fraser's. 35 A year later, Fields reprinted "The Youth of 
Man" in Favorite Authors: A Companion Book of Prose and 
33 The Poets of the Ninet.eenth Century, ed. the Rev. Robert 
Aris Willmott with English and American additions by Evert A. 
Duyckinck, (Harper & Brothers: New York, 1858), pp. 547-549. 
34 XXXIV (May 185S), 59-71. 
35 Littel's,.LXVI (August 18, 1860), 386. 
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Poetry. 36 In this small but popular anthology, Arnold's name 
was· juxtaposed with the names of his father and Emerson. 
As well as a continuing interest in his poetry, the 
early 1860's show a growing awareness of Arnold's educa-
tiona! work and literary criticism. In 1861, the North 
American commented favorably on his Popular Education of 
France, though the reviewer is pained by what seems to him 
gratuitous insults to America. 37 The American Journal of 
Education also indicates an awareness of Arnold's work by 
reprinting throughout the 1860's excerpts from his schools 
38 
reports. Littel's Living Age reprinted the first part of 
"A French Eton" from Macmillan's in 1863,39 and Ticknor and 
Of most importance in this period, however, is the 
reception given to Arnold 1 s On Translating Homer and On 
Translating Homer, Last Words.. In January 1862, both the 
North American Review and the Atlantic had long reviews of 
36 (Boston, 1861), pp. 186-188. 
37 XCIII (Octobe~ 1861), 581-582. 
38 See Appendix. 
39 See Appendix. 
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Arnold's book by two of America's leading scholars and 
critics. c. C. Felton, professor of Classical Literature 
at Harvard, says in the North American: 
The subject of translating Homer is a most attractive one 
to a scholar, and Mr. Arnold has handled it not only with 
learning, but with taste and good sense. His remarks and 
criticisms upon the genius, the language, and the manner 
of Homer are founded upon careful study, ·and are marked by 
a just aBpreciation of the solid qualities of the old 
Ionian.4 
Though Felton goes on to criticize Arnold's own renderings 
of Home~, 41 by and large he agrees in principle with Arnold's 
criticism of other translations and criteria for other 
translators. Inter~stingly, Felton adds to Arnold's list 
the necessity for an absolute knowledge of Greek and for a 
knowledge of the history and typography of Greece, the last 
to be preferably a personal knowledge. 42 
In the Atlantic, Lowell reviewed both Arnold's essay 
and Francis W. Newman's Homeric Translation in Theory and 
Practice, and awards the bays to neither of them: "Mr • 
. 
Arnold's little book is, we need scarcely say, full of 
40 
"On Translating Homer,n North American Review, XC 
(January 1862), 113-114. 
41 North American Review, XCIV, 119-121. 
42 North American Review,.XCIV, 121-122. 
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delicate criticism and suggestion.n43 Still, nMr. Newman 
is quite as successful in turning some specimens of Mr. 
Arnold's into ridicule as the latter has been with his."44 
But though the argument, as Lowell sees it, turns on matters 
of taste, he recommends both books as "containing an able 
and entertaining discussion on a question of general a~d 
permanent interest, and as showing that the 'Quarrels of 
45 Authors' may be conducted in a dignified and scholarly way." 
. The next year, interest in Arnold's statements about 
translating Homer continued. A generally eulogistic review 
of his two little books appeared in the Christian Examiner. 46 
The reviewer points out that interest has shifted from 
scholarly, textual problems to a consideration of Homer's 
. 4 
poems "pur~ly as works of art.n 7 And to this·problem has 
been added a problem for translators: "The cultivation of 
.. 
43 /James Russell Lowell/, "Reviews and Literary Notices," 
Atlantic, IX (January 1862), 142. 
44 Atlantic, IX, 144. 
45 Atlantic, IX, 144; below this remark appeared a brief 
obituary on Arthur Hugh Clough. 
46 /Joseph Henry Allen/, nThe New Homeric Question," 
Christian Examiner, LXXIV (May 1863),, 337-355. 
47 Christian Examin~r, LXXIV, 340. 
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the Engli~h ear and ~aste by the mere fact that the poems 
of Tennyson and Matthew Arnold have been written, of itself 
imposes one terrifying condition on the new translator.n48 
In the same essay, the critic ratifies his comparison of 
Arnold with Tennyson by claiming for Arnold the next place 
in the moder~ poetical heirarchy. 49 Lowell, who reviews 
Last Words for the July 1864 Atlantic, starts his article with 
almost as broad a claim: 
WHOEVER loves Homer will like these little books. Mr. Arnold 
is a man of large and liberal intelligence, well up with his 
time; he is critically inspired, yet himself a poet; his 
thinking, while ample, is sing~larly definite; he has an 
admirable faculty of minding his own business, doing what he 
~ do, and speaking where he has a right to speak; his style, 
while precise and vigorous, has a charm of composure and 
naturalness; and he exhibits such a combination of two-edged 
critical truth and intrepidity with perfect temper as is 
rarely seen.SO 
Though later writers will wonder if Arnold does not speak 
. 
where he has no right, this criticism is, until 1867, 
essentially repeated again and again in American literary 
criticism of Arnold's books. He is "cultivated and genuine, 
48 Christian Examiner, LXXIV, 341. 
49 Christian Examiner, LXXIV, 348. 
50 /James Russell Lowell/, ttffi.eview of On Translating 
Homer and ~ Word"i]," Atlantic, XIV (July 1864), 136. 
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manly and mannerly.n51 '+'hough one may disagree with his 
individual judgments, his manner is exceptional and his 
theory deserves attention; his theories carry weight because 
he himself is a poet. 52 
Despite the laudatory reviews, neither of these little 
books was reprinted in America until 1865 when non Transla-
ting Homer" was included in the Ticknor and Fields edition 
. . 
of Essays in Criticism.53 From 1865 on, however, Arnold's 
theories on translating were constantly used as a touch-
stone to determine a translation's efficacy. In a letter 
(1869) to the Round Table, Edmund C. Stedman defended his 
hexameter translation of Theocritus by suggesting that his 
critical reviewer should read Arnold's book. 54 In his turn, 
Stedman's reviewer answered by quoting Arnold chapter and 
verse to demonstrate the justice of his criticism.55 By 
51 Atlantic, XIV, 136 • 
. 
52 However, some critics of the late 1860's began to won-
der if Arnold's "manner" did not disguise his lack of "man-
linessn; see below, pp.·221-223 • 
. 
53 The reason for the late publication, I suspect, is 
that the books were both too specialized and too small--
American publishers prefered hefty books. 
54 
"Translations from Theocritus,n Round Table, IX 
(April.3~ 1869), 215. 
55 nMr. Ste~an and His Reviewer," Round Table, IX 
(April 10, 1869), 231-232. 
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1870, then, Arnold's little books had become minor master-
• • A • 56 p~eces ~n mer~ca. The reception of "On Translating 
Homer" and "Last Wordsu during the Civil War may also have 
led to an increasing interest in Arnold's other work. 
During the next two years, Littel's Living Age reprinted 
five of the essays Arnold published in English magazines 
in 1863-1864, 57 and the Heine essay was reprinted in a 
58 
small pamphlet. 
Despite the increasing interest in his criticism, 
Arnold's poetry was not neglected during this period. 
William R. Alger reviewed the Ticknor and Fields edition of 
the poetry for the North-American Review in January 1863.59 
Actually, like so many reviewers o~ the period, Alger takes 
56 - -E.g. /Louis R. Packard/, "Lord Derby and Professor 
AE_nold on Hom~r,n New Englander, XXV-(January 1866), 47-64; 
/G. H. Calvert/,·"Dante and His La.test-Translators,n·Putnam's, 
N. S., I, (February 1868), 155-167; /A •. Webster, Jr-;}, "The 
Iliad in English," Putnam's, N. S., V (March 1870), 366-371. 
In this last artiele, however, the writer finds that Arnold's 
advice is poor (p. 366). 
57 See Appendix. 
58 Heinrich Heine (F. Leypoldt, Philadelphia, F. W. 
Cheistern, New-York 1863). 
59 
"The Origin and Uses of Poetry," North American Review, 
XCVI (January 1863), 126-148. Leonard (p. 24) gives the 
impression that this review was-unfavorable though he notes 
that Arnold liked it. 
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the occasion for a general discussion of the "origin and 
uses of poetical literature" and uses Arnold's poems, among 
others, to present a romantic view of literature. Before 
passing on to his rich re-hash of Coleridge, Wordsworth, 
and Shelley, Alger makes three statements of interest to us 
here. He claims that Arnold's poetry "has been six years 
before the American public /in the Ticknor and Fields' 
edition/ wi~hout attracting extensive notice."60 When so 
many of Arnold's poems had appeared in the most popular 
anthology of its time, the validity as well as the vague-
ness of this statement might be questioned. Alger, however, 
goes on to say that the poetry has msecured profound, admiring, 
and grateful attention from a select circle of the best judges 
of literary merit,u who have the best pieces nby heart, and 
who never tire of recalling and repeating the rich, pathetic 
lines.n61 
Secondly, Alger points out that nArnold had the happy 
fortune to have the great and good Thomas Arnold, of Rugby 
. 62 
School, for his father." It is no wonder, then, that 
60 North American Review, XCVI, 126. 
61 North American Review, XCVI, 126. 
62 North American Review, XCVI, 126. 
Arnold should show great critical manliness and acumen. 
Finally, Alger claims: 
His best poems have a certain powerful simplicity of form, 
a crystal clearness of phrase, an intensity of emotion, 
associated with and governed by comprehensive reflection, 
a pervading air of originality, and a direct honesty of 
aim and method, which are as·interesting as they are 
49. 
rare. • • • The weight of mind, the earnestness of 
character, the sincerity and strength of feeling, the 
purity and power of expression, which they show to belong 
to their author, must rank him in the class of great poets, 
even should he never print a line more.63 
When he saw this review, Arnold was pleased. 64 
Alger's statement that Arnold's poetry has appealed 
to the best judges concurs with the reminiscences of many 
literary figures, as well as with the conclusions of some 
modern scholarship. Walter E. Bezanson's article on '~el­
ville's Reading of Arnold's Poetry1165 details the impact 
of that poetry on one of America's greatest literary figures. 
Whether Arnold directly influenced Melville it is impossible 
to say, but at the very least Melville 11was soaking up 
prosodic patterns, moods, vocabulary,.imagery and themes 
63 North American Review, XCVI, 127. 
64 Letters of Matthew Arnold: 1848-1888, ed. George W. 
E. Russell (New York, 1895), I, 213; hereafter cited as 
Letters of Arnold. 
-
65 
PMLA, LXIX (1954), 365-391. 
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for his own writing.n66 If Arnold uinfluenced" any·other 
American poetry, the to-be-expected beneficial influences 
. . . 
are not readily seen. 67 Even at this time, however, one 
obs.erves what has become a typical phenomenon in the 
attitude of readers and critics toward Arnold's verse: 
Arnold is a minor poet, known tq and read by the select 
only. Nevertheless, soon and late, the strange secret 
society of thos.e who read Arnold 1 s poetry with pleasure and 
who have passages of his poetry by.heart is surprisingly 
catholic. The extent of the secret fellowship-was equally 
surprising ~o Arnold~68 
66 Bezanson, p. 391. 
67 A further study of Arnold's influence on American 
poetry might -p·rove valuable. Stedman was accused of imita-
ting Arnold; see Life and Letters ••.• , ed., Laura Stedman 
and George M. Gould (New York, 19IO), I, 422. Bayard.Taylor 
read Arnold's poetry~(see note 3 below) as did-~homas Bailey 
Aldrich, though their-reading of Arnold's poetry seems to 
have helped their quality but little. A~drich owned a copy 
of the 1856 ·Ticknor and Fields edition of the Poems. (This 
copy with Bailey's autograph is in my possession.) Aldrich 
was also editor of Every Saturday, a reprint magazine which 
promoted Arnold's writings; see below pp. 54-59; Equally 
with Browning, one could argue, Arnold's poetic diction, 
rhythmic patterns, and themes helped prepare American ears 
and understandings for twentieth-century verse. 
68 Life and ~etters of Bayard Taylor, ed., Marie Hanson-
Taylor and Horace E. Scudder (Boston, 1885), II, 473; Taylor 
wrote Stedman in 1867: "After Thackeray, I think I should 
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Arnold's relationship with America was not one-sided. 
He was always interested in America in general and in 
Emerson in particular. R. H. Super, in his article "Emerson 
and Arnold's Poetry," suggests the existence of "large areas 
of correspondence between Emerson and the young Arnold . . . 
despite the fundamental difference between a transcendentalist 
and a rationalist.n69 Raleigh goes even further, saying: 
. 
"Emerson ••• was both Arnold's teacher and Arnold's pre-
f . A • ;,70 paratory orce ~n mer~ca. Despite the parallels Raleigh 
draws between them, their similarities are, as Super suggests, 
more correspondences than ninfluences," and these similari-
ties rest in the common ground of nineteenth-century thought. 
In any case, Arnold knew Emerson's writing and Emerson knew 
Arnold's, for he commented upon them in his jo~rnals. 71 He 
also seems to have read most of Arnold's writings during 
soon come to like him better than any other Englishman. His 
eyes sparkled when I told him that I always kept his poems 
on my library table. He said they were not popular, and he 
was always a little surprised when any one expressed a par-
ticular liking for them.n 
69 ~' XXXIII.(October 1954}, 403. 
70 ~. . . ~ 
Raleigh, p. 11. 
71 Journals of Ralph Waldo Emerson, ed. Edward Waldo 
Emerson (London, 1914), IX, 255, 480; X, 23, 133, 216. 
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the decade under consideration. 72 In fact, during the 
entire period, almost every literary man still producing 
or about to produce, knew and read Arnold. Those who were 
not aware of his works before 1865 most certainly could not 
have missed them after the publication of Essays in Crit-
icism and its reviews. 
Before considering the reception of the Essays, how-
ever, it would be valuable to see what writings by Arnold 
and what English reviews about Arnold were available through-
out the period under discussion (1860-1870). Appended to 
this study (pp. 228-233) is a chronological list of these 
republications about which a number of comments may be made. 
Many short-lived eclectic magazines flourished during 
this period and the appendix contains by no means· a complete 
record of all re-publications of either Arnold's work or 
reviews of Arnold. 73 Certainly it is reasonable to assume 
that other newspapers besides the New York Times printed 
samplings of Arnold's verse and criticism f~r its readers. 74 
72 Ralph Waldo Emerson's Reading, comp. Kenneth Walter 
Camerson (Raleigh, N. c., 1941), p. 54. 
73 See Mott, II, 129, III, 256. 
74 See above, p. 39, n. 27. 
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Dana's Household~~ Poetry was continually available 
during the period and, undoubtedly, other anthologies and 
Christmas gift books besides those listed in the appendix 
reprinted Arnold's po~ms. Arnold's prose work was available 
in the foreign journals that were sent over to, or re-
published in, America, and after 1868 his books were re-
published in America by Macmillan 1 s.75 
Not only is the entire range of Arnold's work represen-
ted, but also from 1865 on, almost every article or poem by 
Arnold was reprinted at least once. Often the eclectics 
duplicated their piracies, so that, for example, "On the 
Modern Element in Literature" appeared at least three times 
in 1869. Though such borrowings may not be an indication 
of popularity--the eclectics were voracious as well as 
catholic--the frequency with which articles by Arnold were 
lead pieces in Every Saturday, Littel's Living Age, and 
Eclectic Magazine indicates, even at this early date, a great 
degree of interest in Arnold's thought. And, in so far as 
the eclectics reflected American taste in European writings, 
extensive republication may be taken as an indication of 
popularity. On the other hand, a number of unfavorable 
75 Nation, IX (September 2, 1869), 192, announced that 
Macmillan's Company have taken over the old Ticknor and 
Fields' "premises in Bleeker Street." 
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reviews of Arnold's work, as well as favorable reviews of 
his work, were reprinted from English journals. Both types 
of reviews, especially those about Culture and Anarchy, 
reflect American interest in the Cultural Debate. 76 By 
all criteria, then, except possibly that of the best-seller, 
Arnold was a popular writer in America after the Civil War. 
The extent of these "borrowingsn after 1865, suggests 
also that Arnold's concern with international copyright law 
was not totally ndisinterested." Despite rather lax pub-
lishing procedures, however, on at least three occasions 
between 1865 and 1868, Arnold received some remuneration 
from America. The first of these payments was h 50 paid 
by Ticknor and Fields for "Thyrsisu and Essays in Criticism. 
R. H. Super has already noted that the honor of first pub-
lishing nThyrsis" belongs to America and Every Saturday 
(March 10, 1866), rather than to England and Macmillan's 
Magazine (April, 1866). 77 In fact, the publication date may 
be set even earlier since Every Saturday was announced for 
sale on Thursday, March 8 in Boston newspaper advertisements 
which carried--in addition to the table of contents--the 
76 See Chapters V-VII below. 
77 nThe First Publication of 'Thyrsis,•n Notes~ Queries, 
VIII (1961), 229. 
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following note: "We have made arrangements by which we 
shall hereafter procure ADVANCED SHEETS of the Foreign 
Periodicals, and shall thus be able to give the readers 
of Every Saturday the choicest selections at the earliest 
possible day. 1178 What precisely these arrangements were 
is unclear, but it seems probable that Macmillan had some 
hand in whatever negotiations went on, for Arnold wrote 
him on September 30, 1866: 
As you interested yourself about it, I must tell you that 
Ticknor and Fields have sent me ~ 50, which I think is 
very well. I consider I owe it mainly to you, as you sug-
gested it to them, which I should never have done. It is 
for Thyrsis and the Essays together.79 
The "ittt Macmillan suggested probably has to do with period-
ical publication rights because Ticknor and Fields had al-
.ready committed themselves in May 1865 to paying Arnold 
78 Boston Daily Evening Transcript, March 8, 1866, p. 3. 
79 William E. Buckler, Matthew Arnold's Books: Toward a 
Publishing Diary (Geneva, 1958), p. 70. R. H. Super suggests 
in The Complete Prose Works of Matthew Arnold, V (Ann Arbor, 
.1962), 401, that the payment Arnold received came "perhaps 
under pressure from Macmillan." This is possible since 
Macmillan was in correspondence with J. T. Fields (see 
Charles Morgan, The House of Macmillan [New York, 1944], 
pp. 63-64). However, Macmillan did not visit America until 
1866 (Morgan, p. 83) and even though payment was late, 
Ticknor and Fields had committed themselves to paying Arnold 
for the Essays much earlier. 
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h 30 for Essays in Criticism, 80 a commitment about which 
Arnold already knew, however skeptically he regarded that 
•"' 81 
'commitment. 
Since we know how much the Boston publishers had first 
intended to pay Arnold, a little arithmetic gives us the 
price they paid for nThyrsis": b 20, or at then-current 
exchange rates, almost $140. For the period this was a 
munificent sum, as Arnold himself indicates. However, had 
international copy~ight agreements been in force, he might 
have received even more from Ticknor and Fields, who bad 
stereotyped the plates of Essays in Criticism and subse-
quently (October 1865 and July 1866) had run two more im-
pressions of the book which brought the total number of 
. 2280. 82 .. I !•ttl h h E ld cop~es to n L e over a mont , t e ssays so 
80 Unpublished Cost-books of Ticknor and Fields deposited 
by Houghton Mifflin Company, Harvard MS AM 1185.6 (4-5), 
p. 187. I wish here to express my thanks to the authorities 
of Harvard Library for permission to consult and refer to 
this MS. 
81 On May 1, 1865, Arnold wrote his mother: ui have just 
seen an American, a great admirer of mine. • • • He says 
that my Essays are already reprinted and published in America, 
and that I shall get something for them, but we shall see." 
Letters of Arnold, I, 304. 
82 Unpublished Cost-books, IV, 219, 286. 
83 four times as well in America as they did in England. 
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In fact, one indication of Arnold's popularity in America 
is that Ticknor and Fields ran off 330 more copies of the 
book in November 1868. 84 For all these, Ticknor and Fields 
did not pay Arnold. 
Their generosity with respect to "Thyrsis," then, is 
not only munificent but also gratuitous, because Every 
Saturday could just as well have pirated the poem, a fre-
quent practice of this and other American reprint magazines. 
This time, however, as we have seen, Arnold would expect pay-
ment for he bad sent rrThyrsisn to America to fulfill a com-
mitment arranged by Macmillan. He wrote his mother on 
February 3, 1866: 
I have the three next articles for the Corrihill as good as 
done. I think I told you that I cannot manage to send them 
to America, as Smith and Elder have an agreement with an 
American house which prevents me. But I shall publish in 
April my poem about Clough, in Macmillan, and that I can 
send to America, and so fulfil my promise.85 
83 On February 28, 1865, a little less than a month after 
publication of the Essays, Macmillan wrote Arnold that the 
nsale, though not large--something over 400--is brisk and 
encouraging" (Buckler, p. 70). The first printing of the 
essays was not exhausted until July 1, 1868 (see Buckler, 
p. 71). 
84 Unpublished Cost-books, V, 142. 
85 Letters of Arnold, I, 366. 
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Presumably "Thyrsis" was sent with-the understanding that 
it would not be published until April so as to appear simul-
taneously with the English edition (at·least such was the 
practice with respect to advance sheets for books). 86 The 
precipitancy of Every Saturday, then, needs explanation. 
Once he had it in hand, Thomas Bailey Aldrich, editor 
of the magazine, understandably would want to rush the poem 
into print. Every Saturday, only ten issues old and in 
-
competition with the well-estab~ished Littell's Living Age 
and Eclectic Magazine, would have wanted to seize the ad-
vertising advantage Arnold 1 s name could give. Not only had 
Arnold's Essays in Criticism received eulogistic review~, 87 
but in the previous number, Every Saturday had reprinted 
"My Countrymen,u surely a balm to war-weary Americans who 
remembered too well the English attitude toward the Civil 
War. In fact, even though "My Countrymen" was not the lead 
article, advertisements for the March 3 Every Saturday 
played on Anglophobe attitudes: 
This number of EVERY SATURDAY contains a masterly article, 
entitled nMy Countrymen,·~ :ffro.m the pen of Matthew Arnold. 
86 Cost Books of Ticknor and Fields, p. xlvii. 
87 See below Chapter IV. 
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In it some flattering theories respecting themselves most 
tenaciously held by Englishmen, are shown to be utterly 
fallacious. Mr. Arnold says Palmerston found England the 
first ggwer in the world's estimation, and left her the 
third. 
Palmerston was America's b~te noire. 
Despite Arnold's increasing popularity, Ticknor and 
Fields made only one other payment to him, though their 
Every Saturday continued to reprint his articles. In 1867 
they paid for the advance sheets of New Poems ~ 20, or 
about $131. 89 Only 1500 copies of the book were run off 
and the plates were not stereotyped. Ticknor and Fields 
obviously did not expect Arnold to become a best seller. 
If Arnold was not a "popular" poet during these years, 
he was always a highly regarded one, and much of the respect 
he later receives as a prose writer, rests on the critics' 
respect for his poet~y. It .is one of the small ironies of 
literary history that had an international copyright been 
in effect, Arnold might have had sufficient resources to con-
tinue writing poetry, the genre in which so many American 
reviewers desired to see him do more. From a twentieth-
century point of view, on the other hand, it is difficult 
88 Boston Daily Evening Transcript, March 1, 1866, p. 3. 
89 Unpublished Cost-books, V, 96. 
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to find fault with the conditions that led to the multiple 
facets of Arnold's art. To have the poetry we do and the 
Essays in Criticism is to be wealthy. American critics in 
1865 were, for the most part, of like·mind. 
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CHA:PTER IV 
THE RECEPTION OF ESSAYS IN CRITICISM 
When Arnold gathered his essays into one volume, it 
received an overwhelmingly favorable and enthusiastic 
reception in America. The response was not only a function 
of long acquaintance with the work of its author, but at 
least partially a function of the reaction to the revolu-
tionary excesses of the Civil War which had concluded only 
a few months before Essays in Criticism were published in 
America. The interest engendered in Arnold's work at this 
time led to continuing interest and discussion of his 
writings. And in the first responses to the Essays are 
implied many of the directions criticism of Arnold will 
take to the present day. 
In the main, American reviewers were ecstatic. Raleigh 
says that "in his initial role as literary critic, a role 
safely out of the realm of social or religious criticism, 
Arnold met with almost universal approval, James's 1865 
. b . 1 f 1 h . : n 1 revLew eLng on y one o severa ent usLaStLC assessments. 
Actually, Arnold was not ttsafely out of the realm of socialn 
1 Raleigh, p. 50. 
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criticism, as some reviewers noted. 2 And while the "ap-
proval" is noteworthy, more significant are the various 
themes which weave through the.reviews of that year, re-
views which reflect not only the feeling that Arnold was 
disti.nctive in nmatter and manner, n 3 but also quite speci-
fie critical and biographical points as well as the social 
scene and mood of the time. 
The following quotation from the New Englander sums up 
two attitudes in one: 
What is very remarkable for an Englishman, and for a pro-
fessor in and a devotee of Oxford, he urges the claims of 
French education, of French literature, and of the French 
Academies.4 
The implied criticism of England found here is found also 
in virtually every other review, until the reader feels, at 
times, that ~rnold is almost being praised for his criticism 
of England rather than for his criticism. Much of H. T. 
Tuckerman's review reflects this attitude, and in one place 
his bitterness breaks out directly: 
Since the outbreaking of the rebellion, the absolute and 
habitual violation of this fundamental critical requisite 
/disinterestedness/ in England, long known and felt by 
2 See below pp. 77-80. 
3 Raleigh, p. 51. 
4 
"Miscellaneous," New Englander, XXIV (July 1865), 600. 
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liberal scholars everywhere has been recognized by the people 
on this side of the Atlantic, in a manner they are not likely 
to forget.5 
Equally important, however, is the consistent theme that 
Arnold, unlike the English as a whole, by attacking literary 
insularity, has shown the importance of non-Eqglish litera-
tures. 
A natural corollary of this theme is developed in most 
reviews; if the English are insular and can profit from 
Arnold, so may American criticism: 
In this /"The F~nction of Critici~m at the Present Time"7 he 
shows the·great defects of the existing mode of criticism in 
England, his remarks applying to American criticism with at 
least equal force.6 
Noah Porter, President of Yale, makes this comment in the 
recently revived Round Table: 
. . 
The "Essays in Criticism" come to THE ROUND TABLE in good 
time.~ As we are resuming the office.of criticising books, 
it is most seasonable to be reminded of the one-sidedness 
into which criticism in England and America has constantly 
been betrayed, and to be inspired by the ideal of the highest 
and noblest which criticism can aspire to become.7 
5 
"English Criticism," Hours~ Home, II (November 1865), 6. 
6 National Quarterly Review, XI (September 1865), 402. 
7 ;"&/oah/ P/orter/, 11Matthew A~~old," Round Table" III 
(September 16~- 1865),·19. Because of-its captious criticism 
ef the conduct of the war, the Round Table had found it ad-
visable to suspend publication for about a year (see Mott, 
III, 320-321). For the identification of Noah Perter see 
Mott, III, 321. 
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Like the British, Americans lack cosmopolitanism. In fact, 
to one reviewer at least, even Arnold's criticisms of Ameri-
cans are justified: 
It is not pleasant to have the tone of American society so 
recently as before the rebellion compared to "the English 
middle-class spirit;n still less pleasant is it to be styled 
"arrogant and overweening," and then accused of "rawness, 
hardness, and imperfection;" not to mention his regarding 
our great Beecher as "a heated barbarian." It is but too 
evident that our auther ~as not as high opiniun of the lat-
ter gentleman as hims.elf and many of his· friends have. • • • 
At all events, we must not blame him, since he is equally 
free and unceremonious in dealing with the Beechers in England, 
whom he is ill-natured enough to regard not as divines, but 
as fourth-rate politicians, whose teachings have a tendency 
to vitiate the public taste.8 
The obvious·. relish of this critic, who is plainly riding his 
own hobby-horse and whipping with an ironic crop, is not 
shared by other reviewers; but with a few exceptions, the 
reviewers ,hold, at the very least, that American writers 
nmight take a lesson from Arnold's prose, and correct their 
ambitious ·rhetoric, affected quaintness, and other varieties 
of fine writing, by this pure, simple, honest English."9 
Though it is.the quality of Arnold's writing that is 
most frequent+y praised, often a praise juxtaposed against 
8 National Quarterly Review, XI, 405. This article, which 
may be by the editor, Edward I. Sears, is.typical of the 
magazine's generally "classical" bias. It had "an especial 
hatred for 1 puffery. ''' See Mott, II, 5:32. 
9 Atlantic, XVI (August 1865), 256. 
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some criticism of a particular Arnold evaluation, what the 
critic seems most interested in is the state of mind re-
fleeted in the style: 
Now if in England there is such a deficiency from lack of 
concentration of literary influence, much more in America 
where what we may call the practical and lower utilitarian 
influences are much more powerful, and our language is so 
much more at the mercy of the newspapers. The dangers to 
which our language and literature are exposed would not 
probably be met by an academy, ••• but it is not too much 
to ask that criticism should be free, and that every educated 
man should feel a special responsibility in guarding • • • 
against the perversions of his language and against all 
degradations of literature.lO 
As another reviewer says: "The judgments of our author are 
given with a calm and simple positiveness which however is 
never dictatorial, that convinces you how thoughtfully and 
conscientiously he has revolved these matters and settled 
them in his own mind. tt<ll In other words, the one quality 
of Arnold's criticism which seems most enviable is its nndis-
interestedness,n as reflected in his prose style: "Here is 
no bitterness, no illiberality, no affectations.n12 . Whether 
the American critics accepted too uncritically Arnold's 
claim to "disinterestednesstt (motivated perhaps by their 
10 American Presbyterian and Theological Review, N. s., 
III (October 1865), 645. 
11 Boston Review, V (September 1865), 510. 
12 Albion, XLIII (July 8, 1865), 321. 
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willingness to hear John Bull rapped) is unimportant here. 
What is important is the universality of the comment that 
reflects a growing dissatisfaction with the literary climate 
in America, and a search for some objective, external stand-
ard. For men like James and the editor of the National 
Quarterly Review (who claimed that he had always said the 
same thing), Arnold supplied' a needed corrective that could 
be administered to excessive puffery of American books simply 
because they were American books, that.could be applied to 
~merican stylistic deficiencies, and that could. be applied 
to excessive American criticism of Europe~ What Arnold 
furnished, even if he did not always follow his own precepts, 
was a model of dispassion and style dealing with, not the 
vision of the future, the scholarship of the past, the intri-
cacies of aesthetics--but dealing with the literature of the 
past and present as it reflected immediate needs. 
We find this wish for a new voice throughout the reviews, 
specifically, of course, with respect to a new voice in 
literature. For Henry James, however, the need for Arnold 
was even more deeply felt, and his article for the North 
American deserves more attention both because of its intrinsic 
merit, and because of the stature of the reviewer. 
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Raleigh sets forth James's debt to Arnold fully enough; 
and he is probably correct when he says: 
In the realm of idea and attitude,_Arnold was for James a 
• • :..u,·.t k~nd of archetypal angel, for ~n Arnold Q?1was to find a 
persuasive and explicit statement :!:or many:-.:of his own latent 
convictions: the necessity for cosmopolitanism in litera-
ture and life; the usable richness of the European cultural 
tradition; the imitable excellencies of French culture;· • .' • 
the woeful inadequacy of many Anglo-American standards; and, 
finally, the fact that art must be both aesthetically ap-
pealing and morally sound.13 
Evidence from James's memoirs and critical writings substan-
tiates this judgment. But Raleigh does not note the most 
interesting anecdote about James and the American publica-
tion of Essays in Criticism, an anecdote that suggests 
another facet of the impact of Arnold upon James: 
Recalling how J. T. Fields ••• allowed him in the 1860's 
to read certain celebrated works in page-proof, he remem-
bered turning the ink-besmirched pages of Essays in Crit-
icism; ni can still recover the rapture with which, then 
sufferiag under the effects of a bad accident, I lay all 
day on a sofa in Ashburton Place and was somehow trans-
ported, as in a shining silvery dream, to London, to Oxford, 
to the French Academy, to Languedoc, to Brittany, to ancient 
Greece.rr14 
One may conjecture how this "rapturett manife~ted itself in 
his review of the Essays and conjecture also on its cause 
or causes in James's personal life. 
13 Raleigh, p .• 23. 
14 Leon Edel, Henry James: The Untried Years, 1843-1870 
(London, 1~52), p. 185; see.also the Atlantic, CXVI (July 
1915)' 21-31. ~ 
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Henry James had already either heard discussion of 
or had read Arnold's essays in English periodicals or 
American eclectic magazines, for, as he s.ays in the begin-
ning of his review, the Essays "come to American readers 
with a reputation already made,--the reputation of a charm-
ing style, a great deal of excellent feeling, and an almost 
equal amount of questionable reasoning.n15 Raleigh uses 
the last part of this statement as an example of James's 
nqpalification" of his praise for Arnold, 16 but i~ context 
we see tbat James is merely repeating the criticism of 
others, for he goes on to say: 
. 
It is for us either to confirm the verdict passed in the 
author's own country, or to judge his work afresh. It is 
often the fortune of English writers to find mitigation of 
sentence in the United States.l7 
In effect, James's review is just such a mitigation, for he 
upholds those very elements which the English critics had 
attacked (the wit of ''Wragg,n the policy of "disinterested-
ness"); and, even when James seems on the threshold of a 
general criticism, he never crosses into it: 
15 North American Review, CI (July 1865), 206. 
16 Raleigh, p. 206. 
17 North American Review, CI, 206. 
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Mr. Arnold's style has been praised at once too much and 
too little. Its resources are decidedly limited; but if the 
word had not become so cheap, we should nevertheless call it 
fascinating. This quality implies no especial force; it 
rests in this case on the fact that, whether or not you 
agree with the matter beneath it, the manner inspires you 
with a personal affection for the author.l8 
But we never do learn why Arnold's "style has been 
. d h u pra~se • • • too muc • In fact, James on the next page 
compliments Arnold's style as both nsensitive and gener-
ous,n as nsympathetic,u and finally, as ut;l-Frenchified 
English while it shows-a French influence.l9 In suggesting 
a French influence, James probably was referring to Arnold's 
lucidity. 
Further proof of James's essential sympathy with 
Arnold's style (as well as indirect verification of his 
having the Essa;s as his "constant companion") 20 can be 
. -
found in the review where certain passages ref_lect the 
Arnoldian manner. While praising Arnold's rectitude in 
replying to his critics in the tmpreface" to the Essays, 
James says: 
18 North American Review, CI, 206. 
19 North American Review, CI, 207. 
20 Raleigh, p. 19. 
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When you lay down a proposition which is forthwith con-
troverted, it is of course optional with you to take up the 
cudgels in its defence. If you are deeply convinced of its 
truth, you will perhaps be content to leave it to take care 
of itself; or, at all events, you will not go out of your 
way to push its ·fortunes; for you will reflect that in the 
long run an opinion often borrows credit from the forbearance 
of its patrons. In the long run, we say; it will meanwhile 
cost you an occasional pang to see your cherished theory · 
turned into a football by the critics. A football is not, 
as such, a very respectable object, and the more numerous 
the players, the more ridiculous it becomes. Unless; there-
fore, you are very confident of your ability to rescue it 
from the chaos of kicks, you will best consult its interest 
by not mingling in the game. Such has been Mr. Arnold's 
choice. His opponents say that he is too much of a poet to 
be a critac; he is certainly too much of a poet to be a 
disputant.21 
In this, of course, James is mistaken; more important, the 
inversion of the.final line, the extended common image, the 
repetition of a phrase, the short pungent period following 
a series of complex sentences, all echo Arnold's style in 
the Essays. 
In the same issue of the North American, speaking of 
Goethe's Wilhelm Meister, James says: 
This fact gives it a seriousness which is almost sublime. 
To Goethe, nothing was vague, nothing empty, nothing 
trivial,--we had almost said, nothing false. Was there 
ever a book so dispassionate, or, as some persons pre~er 
to call it, cold-blooded?22 
21 North American Review, CI, 207-208. 
22 
"Carlyle's Translation of Wilhelm Meister,n North 
American Review, . CI (July 1865).,. 285. 
And in October, he says in a review of ~ Gayworthys: 
Of the parties yet mentioned, however, neither is to be 
taken for the hero and heroine proper; for in the presence 
of the inevitable, the orthodox little girl,--this time, 
fortunately, matched not with a condescending man of the 
world, but with a lad of her own age, --in the presence, we 
say, of these heroic figures, who shall dare to claim that 
distinction?23 
Hear Arnold in his 11Preface" to the Essays: 
71. 
Well, the demoralisation of our class,--the class which (the 
newsp~pers are constantly saying it, so I may repeat it with-
out vanity) has done all the great things which have ever 
been done in England,--the demoralisation, I say, of our 
class4 caused by the Bow tragedy, was something bewilder-ing.2 
Further evidence that consciously or unconsciously James 
was attuned to Arnold's manner (imitating would be, perhaps, 
too definite) can be found in any of the reviews published 
in the July and October North American. 
Most significant, however, is the stance that James takes 
in his reviewing for that year. For every bad feature in 
a work, he finds mitigating good features, indications of 
potentiality. His criticism of Louisa M. Alcott's Moods is 
that her novel is "innocent of any doctrine whatever," 
23 North American Review, CI (October 1865), 620. 
24 The Complete Prose Works of Matthew Arnold, ed. R. H. 
Super, III (Ann Arbor, 1962), 288-289; hereafter cited as 
Prose Works. 
• 
that it lacks ideas. 25 Still, he finds indications that 
she may write good novels if she will stick to what she 
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can do we11. 26 The same month, he delights in the new 
availability of Wilhelm Meister because it is "serious,n 
full of thought, tt"is the product of a great mind, n and is 
the "specimen of the grand manner. n 27 In October, he 
criticizes The GayWorthys because what is ttadmirable" and 
"powerfuln is "conjoined with what is vulgar and false," 
and the author works "in ignorance of principle."28 Unlike 
his first review, which Leon Edel characterizes as "dis-
tinctly young and yet singularly mature, • • • its youth • 
testified to by its dogmatism, its attempt to demolish in 
cutting phrases,n29 the later reviews in the North American 
are characterized by restraint and nadisinterestedness. 't 
At times, James's irony may be a bit heavy, but he is 
25 North American Review, CI (July 1865), 276. 
26 North American Review, CI, 281. 
27 North American Review, CI, 281-285; my italics. 
28 North American Review, CI (October 1865), 622. 
29 Edel, The Untried Years, p. 211. 
• • 
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obviously attempting to curb his ebullience.30 'That is, 
James is attempting to criticize by precept with the thing 
itself in mind, a critical stance he had learned from Arnold. 
Whatever the depth of Arnold's stylistic influence on 
James, his critical influence was marked. Even in the re-
view of the Essays, James becomes not simply a critic of or 
apologist for Arnold, but--through most of the review--an 
advocate-explicator of Arnold's views. Finding that some of 
Arnold 1 s principles may be open to ll"misinterpretationtt he 
explains the theory of the function of criticism: 
Its business is to urge the claims of all things to be under-
stood. If this is its function in England, as Mr. Arnold 
represents, it seems to us that it is doubly its function in 
this country. Here is no lack of votaries of the practical, 
of experimentalists, of empirics. The tendencies of our 
civilization are certainly not such,as foster a preponderance 
of morbid speculation. Our national genius inclines yearly 
more and more to resolve itself into a vast machine for 
sifting, in all things, the wheat from the chaff. American 
society is so shrewd, that we may safely allow it to make 
application of the truths of the study. Only let us keep 
it supplied with the truths of the study and not with the 
half-truths of the forum. Let criticism take the stream of 
truth at its source, and then practice can take it half-way 
30 I have noticed that James's criticism which appeared in 
the Nation that same year seems much harsher than his reviews 
for the North American. This difference may be accounted 
for by the "firm editing".of Godkin and by Godkin's liking 
for the trenchant (see Matt, III, 337-338). Then again, who 
would not be irritated by some-of the novels James was called 
upon to review. Nevertheless, James learned to control his 
irritation, undoubtedly with the help of the ~tandard that 
Arnold set. 
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down. lVhen criti~ism takes it half-way down, practice will 
come poorly off.3l 
This is not a simple paraphrase of Arnold applied to America; 
in this prose and its images is a passion that is more than 
a reflection of advocacy, more than a "straightforward 
exposition of the now familiar Arnoldi~n doctrines.n32 ' 
Though James is calling attention to much the same 
Arnoldian virtues as will other reviewers of the Essays, 
within James's review there is an anxious involvement which 
might be explained better by James's personal situation than 
by simple 'youthful enthusiasm (had he not been allowed to 
read the Essays in page-proof7). In the review James pays 
little attention to spe.cific judgments by Arnold; what he 
is most concerned with is describing the disinterested 
function of the critic who sees things as they are because 
he is not involved in them. .Secondly, James felt somehow 
guilty about his having avoided participation in the Civil 
War. Leon Edel says that: "Mentally prepared for some 
. 
state of injury by his father's permanent hurt, and for a 
sense therefore of continuing physical inadequacy, Henry 
31 North American Review, CI (July 1865), 211. 
32 1 "gh 21 Ra eJ. , p. • 
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James found himself a prey to anxieties over the fact that 
he might be called a malingerer."33 With care, I should 
like to suggest that, upon the return of his brothers and 
friends from the war--during a period when he might feel 
especially inadequate--Arnold's Essays {those essays which 
reaffirm the eternal value of the life run out of the dust 
d h h 1 . f f h 1 k · t · the de Gue"rl.· ns, an eat, t e J. e o t e on oo er-crJ. J.c, 
Joubert, Spinoza) presented to James an external authority, 
a rationalization perhaps, for a course of action already 
unconsciously decided on. 
For all their praise, none of the other reviewers found 
Arnold to be na kind of archetypal angel," and it would be 
too much to expect them to have allowed Essays in Criticism 
to stand without some demurrers. Many critics did resent 
what they considered the gratuitous attacks on America that 
had appeared in rrA French· Eton.n Some found that Arnold 
tended to be nsu~ercilious.n34 But American critics were, 
on the whole, much more receptive to Arnold's irony and 
33 Edel, p. 186. 
34 /E. W. Gurney_/, "Mathew Lsic/ Arnold's Essays,n Nation, 
I (July 6, 1865), 24.- In fairness to Gurney, this is a com-
ment made in passing about the debate with Newman. Raleigh 
{p. 51) somewhat overstates this criticism. Gurney has more 
important points to make. 
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satire than were their English counterparts. 
The Boston Review, with a few exceptions, found "the 
purely literary efflux of this not particularly Oxford 
quality • • • one of the best points of these Essays. The 
professor of poetry is. a wit.n35 The National-Quarterly 
Review did not even find the oft-criticized "Wragg" passage 
particularly offensive and the critic produced it at 
length.36 As for Arnold's specific literary judgments, 
each reviewer found some particular point to cavil at: one 
rejects Arnold's statement that the mantle of Goethe falls 
on Heine; 37 another feels that Newman was often correct in 
the Homer controversy;38 and another feels rhetoric--and so 
Macaul~y--deserves more respect than Arnold gives it.39 
Whether these criticisms are mere asides or more extended, 
the conclusions are the same: 
35 V (September 1865), 511. 
36 - ' XI (September 1865), 403. 
37 Atl~ntic, XVI (August 1865), 256. 
38 /Joseph He~r; Allen/, Christian Examiner, LXXIX 
(November 1865), 234-235. In the Harvard Library copy of 
this periodical, the initials J. H·. ·A. are written in 
above the article. For identification of the initials see 
Mott, I, 289. 
39 Hours at Home, II (November 1865), 9-10; for agreement 
with Arnold-on. this point, see the Atlantic, XVI (August 
1865)' 256. 
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But whatever such questions we may be tempted to raise--and 
it is a chief merit of Mr. Arnold's writings that it stimu-
lates us to raise them--we feel strongly that there is not 
a judgment expressed in this volume, however casually, to 
which the reader w~ll not find it profitable to turn again 
and again, whether he agrees with it or not.40 
The critical standard and stance that American critics 
needed, Arnold supplied. Not only James, but most American 
critics were prepared to be, in lit~rature, Arnoldians. 
The specific criticisms of Arnold's literary judgments 
are not as interesting as some general observations which 
demonstrate careful reading and critical insight on the part 
of the reviewer. Noah Porter, whose article commences with 
a delightful prophecy ("Mr. Matthew Arnold is likely to 
make his mark in Engli~h literature and criticism"), 41 spends 
much of his review considering the problem of Philistinism, 
though he notes a difficulty in fixing just who are and who 
are not Philistines. 42 Porter grasps immediately many of 
the main lines Arnold is to follow in his social criticism. 
He notes Arnold's attitude toward the upper classes: 
Closely allied with his feelings toward the Church are his 
feelings concerning the State. The aristocracy of England 
40 Nation, I (July 6, 1865), 25. 
41 Round Tabl~: III (September 16, 1865), 19. 
.. . .. -
42 Round ~able, III, 19. 
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cannot command his respect for their service to the most 
essential interests of man. He sees and confesses their 
tendency to intellectual weakness, their certain degeneracy 
and decline in all the manlier virtues, and even their slow 
decrepitude in the very accomplishments and tastes in which 
their wealth and traditional culture should make them pre-
eminent. He confesses the need and rejoices in the triumphs 
of the principles and spirit of the commercial and middling· 
classes, and yet he deprecates most earnestly their complete 
dominion, as certain to vulgarize and debase the entire · 
structure of English society.43 
In a way, this is almost a pre-review of Culture and Anarchy. 
-One other, among many, of Noah Porter's perceptive remarks 
is of particular interest. The reader, he feels, might be 
at a loss if he looks for "distinctive principlestt in the 
Essays: 
He is even tempted to suspect that Mr. Arnold himself would 
find it difficult to state them all in definite proposi-
tions; tha~ he holds them rather as aims than as dogmas or 
canons, and that he occasionally writes quite as much to 
think himself clear as to instruct his reader concerning 
what his own opinions are.44 
Both Porter and E. W. Gurney, reviewing in the Nation, 
note the essential thread in the seemingly diverse Essays 
in Criticism. Gurney finds unity in method: "Mr. Arnold's 
views upon any point, like those of his great exemplar, 
M. Sainte-Beuve, from the very nature of their common method, 
43 Round Table, III, 20. 
44 Round Table, III, 19. 
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are to be fairly obtained and fairly judged only by the 
collocation and comparison of all that he says upon all 
occasions.n45 Porter, who also sensed the organic struc-
ture of the work, is more specific: 11Indeed, it is almost 
necessary to read the whole volume in order fully to under-
stand any part of it. 1146 If nothing else, Porter and 
Gurney demonstrate the potentially acute sensibility and 
fine powers of discrimination of some American critics at 
this time. Or, perhaps, their perceptions demonstrate 
Arnold's ability to call forth the best in all critics. 
Like Porter, however, Gurney was more concerned in 
his review with the. social importance of Arnold's criticism 
than with Arnold's style and stance: 
Coupling these views of the true functions of criticism with 
the conception, ever present in his mind, of the bulk of his 
countrymen as Philistines, blindly and obstinately adhering 
to a worship that cannot elevate them, we shall be in a 
position to do more justice, we believe, to Mr. Arnold's 
aims and aspirations than he commonly receives in England. 
No man has less the air and tone of a missionary or reformer; 
and yet we doubt whether Dr. Arnold ever had more distinctly 
before his mind the changes which he wished to bring about 
in English thought and practice than has his son.47 
45 Nation, I (July 6, 1865), 25. 
46 Round Tabl~~ III (Septe~ber 16, 1865), 19. 
47 Nation, I (July 6, 1865), 25. 
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Gurney then praises Dr. Arnold and suggests that "if the 
son has less weight of character, and a more difficult 
revolution to accomplish, yet he too has, we believe, the 
main current with him, and peculiar gifts to qualify him 
for his mission. n 48 In essays which could have been con-
sidered simply as literary criticism they see prolusions 
to further social criticism. In fact, Gurney astutely 
" 
notes.the seed-bed of Arnold's writings: 
It is noticeable that in controversy Mr. Arnold always 
appears to the best advantage when put upon the defensive--
for we are resolved to forget the guerrilla warfare of the 
preface of which we·have spoken. At no other time is the 
literary athlete so cool, so courteous, or so dangerous.49 
Gurney finds no anomaly in the advocacy of the disputant 
juxtaposed against the ideal of "disinterestedness.n50 
48 Nation, I, 25. 
49 Nation, I, 24. 
5° From an historical point of view, E. K. Brown's Matthew 
Arnold: A Study in Conflict, (Chicago, 1948), might be 
modified. Perhaps the "conflict" we see in Arnold, rests 
less in him and more in·a modern·tendency to suspect the 
multiple personality reacting to situations and ideas with-
out rigidity but without weakness. Or it may be that we 
no longer accept the advocate who, while he attempts to 
convince intellectually, uses the tools of rhetoric to con-
vince emotionally. Finally, Arnold's variation from his 
ideal is no anomaly; simply, the structure we impose on him 
will not fit. 
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Two other strains running through the reviews are of 
interest to us in terms of Arnold's reputation in America. 
None of the critics seems totally unfamiliar with aspects 
of Arnold's earlier work and many seem familiar with the 
whole canon to that date.51 Of the twelve reviews used 
here, seven make more or less extended reference to his 
poetry. The reviewer in the Christian Examiner calls him: 
"A poet inferior only to the very bes~,--the author of 
what, without risk, we may call the finest narrative poem 
in English, 'Sohr.ab and'Rusturn' /sic/,--a scholar whose 
refined appreciation of what is most excellent in the 
ancient classics is seen in such compositions as 1Merope, 1 
and the Lectures 1 0n Translating Homer.'"52 On facing 
pages, the Boston Review noticed the Ticknor and Fields 
edition of the Poems and the Essays. They found Arnold 
to be tta true poet, .born not made. n 53 Gurney, in the 
Nation, though often captious in his criticism, also praises 
the poetry highly: "This is not the occasion to discuss 
51 . 
Se~ e.~~ Albion, XLIII (July 8, 1865), 321; Nation, I 
(July 6, 1865), 24; Atlantic; .xvr (August~1865), 255-256; 
tt /Review of Essays in Criticism/;" New York Times; . July 24, 
1865, p. 2. 
52 LXXIX (November 24, 1865), 433. 
53 V (September 1865), 510. 
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his merits as a poet; and we will only say in passing that 
we hold him fully entitled to a third place with ~ennyson 
and Browning, although the saturation of his mind with the 
spirit of Greek poets, • • • a taste it will be remembered 
which his father • • • did not possess in any high degree--
54 has given a less popular character to his poetical style.n 
The Atlantic reviewer, however, was the only critic who 
noted that Arnold's work was of a· piece: "Some of his 
poems are critical essays, without losing the distinctive 
character of poetry; and some of his best criticisms are 
done in verse.n55 Though the Essays undoubtedly gave 
impetus to Arnold's increasing reputation, the reception of 
the book was enhanced by the general respect in which his 
poetry was held, an attitude summed up by the Albion: 
"Matthew Arnold has long been known to us, through his 
poetry, as one of· the finest minds in England, and we are, 
therefore, less surprised than charmed by the noble spirit, 
' . 
clear ideas, progressive culture, and pure English style 
of this remarkable book.n 56-
54 Nation, I, 24. 
55
. XVI (August 1865), 255. 
56 XLIII (July 8, 1865), 321. 
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As we have seen, many of the reviewers also indicate 
prior familiarity' with the lectures on Homer and with 
Arnold's writings on education. Therefore, when Henry 
James says that the essays "come to American readers with 
. 
a reputation already ·made,n57 he is being accurate as well 
as gracious. Not only do the reviews consistently mention 
Arnold's prior publications, six pf them call attention to 
the fact that Arnold is "the son of a man whose educational 
genius gave a new and permanent impulse to~he wise and 
58 
wholesome discipline of the schools." Being the son of 
Thomas Arnold seem's, understandably, a major factor in 
Arnold'~ initial reception, p~rticularly when he touched 
areas that bordered on educational principles. Dr. Arnold's 
books were used extensively in American schools. 59 It 
could be said, in fact, that before 1870, Thomas Arnol~ 
was as great a figure in America as was his son. Noah 
Porter says: 
57 l 
North American Review, CI (July 1865), 206. 
58 .Hours~ Home, II (November 1865), ~. 
59 E.g. in an advertisement in Appleton's Journal, I 
(August 14, 1869), p. 639, Dr. Arnold's The History of 
Rome and Lectures ~Modern-History are recommended ·to 
libraries. 
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The single circumstance that he is a son of Dr. Arnold, 
of Rugby, would of itself attract to his writings thousands 
of American readers, even though their merits were less 
conspicuous. If we do not greatly mistake, the influence 
of his father has been far more penetrating and widely 
diffused in America than in England.60 
Dr. Arnold was frequently reviewed and discussed. Speaking 
of the Life and Correspondence, the National Quarterly Re-
view had summed up Dr. Arnold 1.s impact as his own son 
might have: nLet us rejoice that such lights as the soul 
of a Dr. Arnold do occasionally burst forth upon society; 
and let us cherish his memory, so that, if it may be, his 
positive manliness may become part of our own ideal, and 
of our achieved character!"61 Matthew Arnold's nRugby 
Chapel,n so far as is know~, was not published until 1867. 
Undoubtedly Arnold's repu~ation was enhanced-by the 
publication in America of his Essays; however, as we have 
seen, it enhanced his reputation rather than made it. 
Especially in the longer reviews, we find a general 
60 Round Table, III (September 16, 1865), 19. 
61 
,;Dr. A~nold of ~u~by, n National Quarterly Review, IV 
(Marcb,l862), 266; see alse the number of items.in Poole's 
Index on Dr. Arnold. For an interesting sidelight, see 
E. E. Hale, "Review of Oakfield," North American Review, 
LXXXII (January 1856), 278-279. ·He remarks that "no one 
reads-Stanley's Life-of Dr. Arnold without wishing to know 
something more of that family of his in which he was so 
happy, and which he must have trained so well." 
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familiarity with his works as well as evidence of careful 
consideration of them. Aside from their intrinsic merit, 
his works attracted attention more because he was the son 
of Dr. Arnold than because he was the friend, as Leonard 
suggest~, of Clough.62 In fact, it may well be that Clough's 
friendship did more harm than good. Finally, Raleigh 
states: 
. 
The possibility of Arnold's being well received was im-
measurably enhanced.by the fact that so much of what he had 
to say--and he always thought of the United States as con-
stituing an audience as well as England--had been antici-
pated or hinted at by American critics and prophets them-
selves, notably Poe, Emerson, and Lowell.63 
In some degree this is true; Poe, Emerson, and Lowell did 
prepare the way with their critical generalities, cosmopoli-
tanfsm, anti-anti-intellectualism, and their insistence on 
the value of aesthetics. As I have tried to suggest, how-
ever, the enthusiasm which greeted the Essays was more than 
intellectual approval for a perceptive critic. Arnold came 
at a time when America psychologically needed him. After 
the passions of the Civil War, he presented a model of dis-
passion and style, dealing with the artistic and social 
problems of the present and future in embryo. I shall have 
62 
"Arnold in America,n p. 22. 
63 Raleigh, p. 7. 
more to say of this later. 
The overwhelmingly favorably reception of Essays in 
Criticism was followed by a measure of "popularity" for 
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Arnold. In three years Ticknor and Fields ran off at least 
2500 copies of the book, 04 and durin~ the two years follow-
ing its publication not only was every new production 
received with pleasure and interest, but also Arnold's al-
ready published works were frequently referred to within 
the text of articles on subjects not related to Arnold. The 
criticism of Homer, as we have seen, becomes one touchstone 
for the evaluation of classical translations. Arnold's 
essay on Maurice de Gue~in was frequently mentioned because 
' - / 
of its republication in the American edition of Guerin's 
Journal, and with the exception of Henry James,65 who 
' 
thought the essay one of Arn~ld's poorer productions, it~ 
was invariably praised.6~ Of all the comments, Virginia 
Vaughan, a frequent contributor to ·the Galaxy, made the 
most interesting: 
64 See above, p. 56. 
65 ''Maurice de Gutrin," in Literary Reviews and Essays E.I_ 
Henry-James, ed. Albert Mordell (New Haven, 1957), p. 104. 
66 S~e e.g., "/Review of The J~urnal of Maurie~ de Gut'rin/," 
Southern Review;-! (January.l867), 497;-y. H. Senter,_'~aurice 
De Gu€rin," Christian Examiner, XCII (May 1867), 329. · 
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To the English public he /Gu~in/ was introduced by an 
equisite and elabo~ate essay of Matthew Arnold, the subtle 
thinker, polished satirist, and the author of one of the 
greatest poems that has ever been written--the episode of 
a great epic--remarkeable not only for its intrinsic 
qualities but fpr the fact that it should h~ye been suc-
ceeded by no effort in a similar direction. 
Her praise of Sohrab and Rustum is, of course, generous. 
Her last remark, on the other hand, is a typical comment 
that seems to come naturally to the lips of most critics, 
even at this early date: Was a poet destroyed in the 
making of a critic? 
Of the new works, the most gratifying to Americans 
was ttMy Countrymen," which was twice pirated by the eclec-
tics~68 The London correspondent o~ the Nation had sug-
gested early in March that American readers would find the 
article of interest, though he himself, while he finds some 
truth in Arnold's attack on "self-laudation,n doubts "whether 
England is a whit worse in these respects than she always 
69 has been." In fact, "I also doubt whether a great portion 
67 
nMatirice de Gue'rin," Galaxy, III (March 1867), 790. 
68 See Appendix. 
69 /Leslie Stephen..2./ nEngland: Correspondent: Feb. 18, 
1866," Nation, II (March 1, 1866), 271. Leslie.Stephen had 
othe~·criticisms about Arnold's comments on his countrymen 
to impart to American audiences. In an article written for 
the October 1868 North American Review, he further reported 
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of our strength and success is not due to the stolid, im-
movable belief in our own goodness and grandeur and excel-
lence.n70 Perhaps, but what concerned Arnold in nMy Country-
men" was no~ England's strength today but tomorrow. And 
its nimmovable belief" today., the belief that mad,e its 
policy, could provoke difficulty for tomorrow: 
It was the strong middle part, speaking through the same 
newspapers, which was full of coldness, slights, and ser-
mons for the American Federals during their late struggle; 
and as soon as they had succeeded, discovered that it had· 
always wished them well, and that nothing was so much to 
be desired as that the United States, and we, should be 
the fastest friends possible. Some people will say that 
the aristocracy was an equal offender in this respect: 
very likely: but the behaviour of the strong middle part 
makes more impression than the behaviour of a weak extreme; 
and the more so, because from the middle class, their fel-
lows in numberless ways, the Americans e2cpected sympathy, 
while from the aristocracy they expected none.71. 
Arnold stated American attitudes with precision, though most 
Americans would have missed the possible barb in the last 
sentence. 
his irritation with Arnold: "A man who is compelled to ex-
plore the gross errors of his own country should do it with 
some little air of vexation, rather than of jaunty self-
satisfaction." "The Political Situation in England," North 
American Review, CVII (October 1868), 549. 
70 Stephen, Nation, II, 271. 
71 "My Countrymen," in Culture and Anarchy and Friendship's 
Garland -;(New York, 1906), p. 327; the italics are mine. 
.. 
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For the next issue of the Nation, Godkin draws his 
. 
own conclusions from "My Countrymen,tt conclusions which 
differ-from those of his London correspondent. First, the 
essay is to be praised for its style as well as its sub-
, • J ject; in fact, "as a piece of English composition~ it is 
worth being lec~ured upon in college."7 ~ However, the 
. ... ~ 
'- . 
J, 
•• ~ 
# • 
t 
, 
. ' 
more important lesson to be drawn from the article is not 
about the state of England, but about the state of intel-
lectual life in America: 
. . 
When one asks one's self what would be the fate of a profes-
sor of a Southern college, or even of a Northern one, who 
had ventured to write in thi~ way of his countrymen, and 
what would be said and thought of the magazine which pub-
lished his revilings, we get an idea of'the extent to . 
which slavery or something has made it difficult even for 
• our ablest men to criticize national faults or shortcomings, 
without loss of reputation or social standing. And yet the 
question whether sound and healthy progress is possible 
without such criticism has still to be answered.73 
This is not the last time we are to he.ar that question. 
Also in March, the Nation reviewed ttThyrsisn and found 
that it compared favorably with "Lycidas" and "Adonais.n 
The reviewer hoped that the poem was indicative of a future 
volume of poetry from Arnold: "Admirable in prose, as his 
72 
n /Review of 11'1y Countrymen 1 I," Nation, II (March 8, 
1866); -290. 
73 Nation, II, 290. 
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volume of essays shows; and, more notably, his recent 
trenchant paper, ''My Countrymen, ' we prefer him in his 
earlier and higher walk of poetry, a walk in which he moves 
alone, in advance of all the younger singers of the time, 
noble, thoughtful, and self-sustained.u74 The high regard 
that Americans had for Arnold's poetry we have already seen. 
In fact, one of the reasons that the Nation had in January 
praised Stoddard's collection, The Late.English Poets, was 
that "many appreciative readers of poetry will here learn 
to know, for the first time, the excellence of the two 
Arnolds, Matthew and Edwin. u7 5 
Richard Henry Stoddard, editor of The Late English 
Poets, claimed ~n-his preface that what he had done in the 
anthology was to "present all at their best, giving each 
the place he seems entitled to, so far·as it can be done in 
a volume of this size.n76 Stoddard not only starts the 
-
anthology with Arnold's poetry, but also gives it more 
74 
"/Review of 'ThyrsisT/," Nation, II (March 22, 1866), 
372. - -
75 Nation, II (January lS, 1866), 87. The error is Stod-
dard 1 s; in his. nPreface" {p. vi) to ~e ~ English Poets 
(New York, 1865), he calls Edwin Arnold the brother of 
Matthew Arnold.~ 
76 Stoddard, p. v. 
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space than that of any other pQet. 77 His inclusion of the 
whole of Sohrab and Rustum reflects the great rep'ute in 
which the poem was held and continued to be held until the 
brief eclipse of Arnold's poetical reputation in the 
1920 1 s. 78 
The ·Late English Poets served as the occasion for an 
article by E. C. Stedman, "English Poetry of the Period,'' 
printed in the July North American Review. 79 Before he 
discusses the anthology, Stedman discour~es at length on 
what seems to him the singular pessimism and ineffective-
ness of most modern English poets. His major question is 
"whether England had not indeed reached her Alexandrine 
~ge,rr80 a~d his answer, after examining Mr. Stoddard's 
book, is in the "affirmative.1181 Stedman's use of the rise 
77 . Stoddard, pp. 1-68; cf. Alexander Smith (pp. 79-103); 
Robert Bulwer Lytton (pp. 123-147); Sidney Dobell (147-162); 
Coventry Patmore (pp.,223-239); Arthur Hugh-Clough-(pp. 239-
253); Charles Kingsley (pp. 253-297); William Makepeace 
Thackeray (pp •. 297 -326); Adelaide Anne. Procter (pp.. 403-419); 
Jean Ingelaw (pp. 427-446); Robert Buchanan (pp~ 4~5-514); -
Algernon c ... Swinburne (pp. ~14-539)-. 
78 Fred B. Edgell, nThe Poetical-Reputation of Matthew 
Arnold in the Twentieth Century," unpubl. diss. (Ohio State 
Univ., 1951), pp. 13-29. Dr. Edgell's count of editions 
may not be,~ however, a true indicator of "pop-ularity. n 
79 North American Review, CII'I (July 1866), 221-240. 
80 North American Review, CIII, 223. 
81 North American Review, CIII, 224. 
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and f~ll of Greek poetry as an analogue to England's 
present position echoes Arnold's "The Function of Criticism 
at the Present Time,n the lectures on Homer, and the uPre-
face" to the 1853 Poems from which Stedman gives an extended 
quotation. He read Arnold closely: nThe Greek was copious, 
but its spe~ific element was simplicity, as distinguished 
~rom the red~ndant variety of our own; and its genius was 
so classical /sic/ and exact, that a departure f~om the 
Attic purity w~s in itself a decadence of letters, involving 
obscurity and affectation rather than fuller expression of · 
theught. n 82 As the Alexandrians "fell" offn from this sim-
plicity, so do the English writers of the day. Stedman 
suggests that it is the age of criticism in England. 83 
Arnold had said "criticism first; a time of true creative 
activity, perhaps ••• hereafter, when criticism has done 
its work. 1184 Stedman's answer to the age of criticism, as 
we shall see, is more chauvinistic. 
l~en Stedman comes te discuss the contents of The 
, 
Late English Poets he finds Arnold to be the "most thought-
fuln of the poets represented--though Arnold,. too, seems 
82 North American Review, CIII, 223. 
83 North American Review, CIII, 224-225. 
84 Prose Works, III, 269. 
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obsessed with the feeling that he was born too late.85 
Still, Arnold uhas perhaps made the most honorable efforts 
to throw off the morbific influence of the day, defining 
his endeavor in a well~known essay which prefaces the 
second edition of his verse. This fine poet and scholar, 
and lesser others of his cast, offer as an escape from 
heresies they justly deplore, and as their substitute for 
poetry of the natural kind, a recurrence to the antique and 
86 mediaeval forms. n Stedman feels, however, that ultimately 
"eloquent reproductions cannot be accepted in the place of 
a D.?-tion 1 s spontaneous song," and though he finds Balder 
Dead interesting, "there is ~omething absent."87 On the 
other band, he does give unqualified praise to Sohrab and 
Rustum and to the "Scholar-Gipsy" though the last is not 
. . 
contained in the Late English Poets. 88 In the nscholar-
Gipsy, u Stedman feels, Arnold "throws aside his theory and 
writes from the heart.n89 
85 
North American Review, CIII, 226. 
86 North American Review, CIII, 226. 
87 North American Review, CIII, 227. 
88 North American Review,· CIII, 227. 
89 North American Review, CIII, 227; as a footnote to his 
94. 
In his article, Stedman again raises the question 
that is to haunt criticism of Arnold: nit is difficult 
to tell whether his acquirements have made or spoiled him 
90 
as a poet." This suspicion of Arnold's learning, even 
though Stedman later in the essay couples him with Tennyson 
and Browning as one of the triumverate maintaining English 
poetic supremacy, 91 is Romantic and, perhaps, on Stedman's 
part chauvinistic. The poet sho4ld be a pure singer, and 
knowledge, learning, and culture destroy the primitive 
spontanaity necessary for the loftiest song.92 As a critic 
and a professor p·f poetry, Arnold (an implied but magnifi-
cent argumentum ad hominum circ~mstancial) is suspect. It 
also seems to Stedman that the poets representing England, 
as he finds them in The ~ English Poets, are out of the 
mainstream. They already are of the past, as England is 
remarks about Clough (p. 234) Stedman comments on the recent 
appearance of wtThyrsisn: "/It/ is noticeable for its theme 
and as exhibiting the precise amount of aid which classicism 
can advantageously give the modern poet. In the latter reppect 
it is somewhat opposed to its author's early theory. As a 
sustained, imaginative elegiac composition, nothing comparable 
with it has appeared since the 1 Adonais 1 of Shelley. tt 
90 North American Review, CIII, 227. 
91 North American Review, CIII, 239. 
92 North American Review, CIII, 227. This attitude echoes 
Clough's criticism; see above, pp. 18-19. 
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part of the past: "The most thoughtful of them all seems 
deeply freighted with this sentiment /the hopelessness of 
the present age/, so far as his own country is concerned.n93 
The new font of song is with America and American ideals: 
We refuse to be discomfited by the condition observed in 
this review, because we derive from the new-born hope and 
liberty of our own country the prediction of a jubilant and 
measureless art-revival. Hitherto we have been children, 
guided by our elders, and taught to repeat lispingly their 
antiquated and,timorous words; but we have attained majority 
through fire and blood, and are henceforth learning to un-
learn. The day is not far distant, when the faith, enter-
prise, and patriotism now manifested all over the land will 
swell into floods of creative song. The most musical of 
England's younger poets--those on whom her hopes depend--
are with us, and inscribe their works to the champions of 
freedom and equality in the European world. Thus our pro-
gress will have a reflex influence on the mother country; 
and to the land from which we inherit the wisdom of Shake-
speare, the rapture of Milton, and Wordsworth's insight of 
natural things, we shall return songs that may animate a 
new-risen choir of her minstrels, thereafter content to 
follow melodiously where we shall be inspired to lead.94 
Matthew Arnold should have liked this article as one more 
example of American provinciality. Still, the hope for an 
art-revival is meritorious if over-optimistic. Most Amer-
icans would have insisted that the hope rested in better 
criticism rather than mere chauvinism, and, in all proba-
bility, such a panegyric could not have been written a 
93 North American Review, CIII, 227. 
94 North American Review, CIII, 240. 
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year later. Stedman's conception that the Civil War will 
function baptismally and that America is now united in pur-
pose and hope was to prove ill-founded. At the very moment 
America is politically unifie~, its literary, critical, 
educational, and cultural vision fragments. Arnold, his 
works and his terminology, becomes part of the resulting 
debate. 
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CHAPTER V 
THE CULTURAL DEBATE: PART ONE: 
,. .;: ~ I "' .. ~ "" J 
EUGENE BENSO~ AND E. L. GODKIN 
To understand the direct and indirect impact Arnold's 
writings ha.d upon Americans immediately after the Civil 
War, we must understand the temper of the period from 1865 
to 1870. Unfortunately, most studies of this period in 
American culture tend to be discursive, either concentra-
ting on political and economic changes or considering 1865-
1890 as historically homogeneous. With various modifica-
.. 
tions, the standard picture of the period is Farrington's: 
. 
A new age had come and other dreams--the age and the dreams 
of a middle-class sovereignty, that was busily surveying 
the fields of its future conquests. From the crude and 
vast romanticisms of that vigorous sovereignty emerged 
eventually a spirit of realistic criticism, seeking to 
evaluate the worth of this new America, and discover if 
possible other philosophies to take the place of those 
which had gone down in the fierce battles of the Civil War.l 
In other words, Americans moved from optimism to guarded 
optimism. 
Parrington, however, and this is partially a function 
of his prose style, paints too uniform a picture of the 
certainty with which Americans, at least educated and 
1 Vernon Louis Farrington, Main Currents in American 
Thought (New York, 1930}, II, 474. 
cultured Americans, faced the future in 1865: 11\.fuen the 
cannon at last had ceased their destruction it was a 
strange new America that looked out confidently on the 
2 
scene." Certainly it is true that from the time of 
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Lincoln's "Second Inaugural Address" we hear that the war 
is America's rites of manhood and that ever afterwards the 
conflict "was thought to have had a baptismal function.n 3 
Even Matthew Arnold felt this to be tru~. 4 Nevertheless, 
contemporary reaction to the war was more complex than the 
simple idea that it had "raised American Culture to a wiser 
and sadder maturity!'5 It had also raised passion, secular-
ism, nint'erestedness,n and we have seen already that concern 
over these excesses underlay some of the enthusiasm with 
which reviewers recommended Arnold's Essays to American 
readers. 
2 Parrington, III, 11. 
3 Raleigh, p. 2. 
4 He wrote to his wife (Letters, I, 300): HI£ Lincoln 
had been killed two years-ago it would have been an·immense 
loss ~o the North, but now he bas done his work. All the 
recent matters have raised America in one's estimation, I 
think, and even this assassination brings into their history 
something of that dash of the tragic, romantic, and imagina-
tive, which it has had so little of. Sic semper tyrannis is 
so unlike anything Yankee or English middle class, both for 
bad and good." 
5 Raleigh, p. 2. 
.· 
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To be sure, cultural historians are cognizant of the 
criticisms intellectuals were making, but they tend to see 
these criticisms as a function of the move to the future 
and·neglect--as they·perhaps must for the broader picture--
the individual visions of the men who, at the moment they 
write their criticisms and express their doubts, are in 
histo~y. Moreover, a tendency exists to draw upon evidence 
from the 1870's rather than from the immediate post-Civil 
War period for this view of American culture as a giant 
coach and six massively grinding into destiny~-annoyed only 
by a few, select, and perhaps merely cantankerous gadflies. 
However true this may be from the economic point of 
view, from the cultural point of view disappointment and 
apprehensian were as typical of the intellectuals' attitudes 
toward America's future as was optimism. In the late 1860's, 
those confident of the long-run were fearful of the short-run. 
Intellectuals in immediate post-war periods normally 
experience a lack of direction, vacuums in the theory and 
practice of literature, criticism, and culture; and the 
writer and critic, creative or social, turn toward prophets, 
prophets removed from the immediacy of the experience, to 
define or set in perspective that experience. Two great 
prophets, Emerson at home and Carlyle abroad, were 
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unavaiiable to post-war America. Emerson was an institu-
tion and though revered he looked out on different facts, 
a non-industrial and non-bourgeois America. 6 Carlyle, as 
has been frequently said, had disqualified himself in 
America because of his later authoritarian works and be-
cause of his attitude toward the Civil ~ar. 7 Where were 
the new prophets? According to Allan Nevins, speaking of 
Charles. Francis Adams: 
For the first time /after the war/ he, with millions of 
others, heard of Darwin. Carlyle was receding into the 
past, his voice less potent than in the fifties; Mill, 
succeeding him, was the chief influence for a few years 
until Darwin, Spencer, Tyndall and Huxley as leaders of 
the new scientific movement, and Arnold, in criticism and 
the~logy, took his place.8 
For th~ new reality, the new grimness, the new insecurity, 
new prophets were needed from outside America. Whether the 
I 
6 See below, pp. 110, 159-162. 
7 See John 0. Waller, nThe American Civil War and Some 
English Men of L~tters: -Carlyle, Mill, Ruskin, Arnold, 
Kingsley, Hughes, Trollope, Thackeray, and Dickens," unpubl. 
diss. (University of Southern California, 1953), PP• 51-52, 
101, 105-107. In nMatthew Arnold and the American Civil 
War," VNL, No. 22 (Fall 1962), pp. 1-5, Waller states "that 
Arnold, at least after January of 1863, was one of~those 
's~ncere' but 1 cold1 Northern sympathizers he later wrote 
about." From the point of view of 1865, Arnold simply had 
written nothing that could be construed as unfavorabl~ to 
the Northern cause. 
8 Tfie Emergence of Modern America: 1865-1878 (New York, 
1927), p. 232. 
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problems were to be seen in their terms or not, the din of 
their voices was necessary to keep one awake in order to 
search for one's own truths. 
In this section I hope to show how one such ·voice was 
Matthew Arnold's, from 1865 to 1870 a more important voice 
than has hitherto been realized. In this period his first 
writings on criticism and culture were read and reacted to 
by Americans. To trace this reaction, to show the spread 
of his terms, the use, acceptance, and rejection of Arnold 
as a symbol as well as Arnold 1 s ideas, is not only to reveal 
something of the nature of Arnold 1 s reputation and ideas 
but also to reveal the multiform ·gropings of American intel-
lectuals as they entered the Gilded Age. 
·In the half-decade following the Civil War a tenuous, 
though very real and articulate debate was going on about 
the direction and nature of American culture. Often this 
debate is obscured in separate arguments about education, 
literature, or democracy. Americans had indeed debated the 
problem of culture in earlier years, but after the war the 
debate took on a new tenor and urgency. Although the dis-
locations of the Civil War left the debate unfocused, ex-
plicitly and implicitly much of it found one foca~ point in 
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those parts of Arnold's writings which explored the problem 
of the Philistine. In America the attack on the Philistine 
can be traced through sorties against the fear of· sensuality. 
• # 
and the fear of the unconventional in literature and criti-
~ism. 
Eugene Benson, a little-remembered critic whose.writings 
appeared mostly in the Galaxy, reflects the position of 
those who dread the American Philistine's want of sympathy 
for intellectuals,.artists, and cosmopolitan standards in 
art.9 The reaction of these individuabis more personal: 
How can I survive as an artist in such a society and yet 
reconcile my commitment to democracy and progress with the 
reality of American anti-intellectualism, Puritanism, and 
vulgarity. Benson was an art critic and painter_whose point 
of view is primarily aesthetic, although in the period under 
consideration his discussion of the aesthet·ic is frequently 
drawn from and primarily.concerned with literary materials. 
Benson demonstrated in his criticism a wide acquaintance 
with the works of Ga~lyle, Emerson, Ruskin, and others, but 
~ 
he had also read Essays in Criticism with care. In fact, 
9 My biographical material on Benson, about whom little is 
known, is drawn from the DAB. 
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his first article for Galaxy, nThe Pagan Element in France,n 
is based on Arnold's "Pagan and Mediaeval Religious Senti-
mentt1 : nThe French alone among modern peoples have felt 
what Matthew Arnold calls 1 the poetry of the life of the 
senses;' and by substituting the poetic sentiment of pleas-
ure, of enjoyment, for the religious sentiment of worship 
and of renunciation, the French have escaped the bestial-
izing effects of indulgence.nlO Benson uses Arnold's 
dichotomy between the pagan life of sense and understanding 
and the religious sentiment inv<:>lving "heart and imagina-
tion"11 to defend French art from those who attack it for its 
seeming frivolity and lasciviousness--in a word, for its 
sensuality. In his essay, Arnold spiritualizes Theocritus' 
Idyll by construing the Argive Women's Daughter's song 
symbolically and thereby finding in its story of Adonis 
an emblem of the power of life and the bloom of beauty, • 
hastening inevitably to diminution and decay, yet in that 
very decay findi~g 
f.TlHope, and a renovation without end. n 12 
Similarly Benson allegorizes the sensual in French Art: 
• • 
10 
"The Pagan Element in ;France," Galaxy, I (June 1, 1866), 
204; ef. Prose Works, III, 227. 
11 Prose Works, III, 226. 
12 Prose Works, III, 222. 
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The pagan idea being dominant in the social life of the 
French people, we repeat, their most natural forms of 
expression (which are painting and letters) show that they 
.rea~t from the life of pleasure--just as ·the pagans did--
by contemplating death. Alone among the modern schools of 
art, the French show the supremacy of woman as a means of 
pleasure, and of death as a destroyer of pleasure.l3 
Although Benson's superstructure is taken from Arnold, even 
to the point of his conceiving French painting as growing 
from the whole life of the nation, Benson has a point to 
make that is non-Arnoldian: 
. 
These ravishing nudities; these pagan offerings to the 
beautiful; these unshrinking, ample.and frank exhibitions 
of the sweet and thrilling fleshhood which sheaths our souls 
and awakens in us the fullest and most ardent life, do not 
affect our public as they affect the cultivated French pub-
lic. We.resis~ them, or we contemplate them as some for-
bidden fruit.l 
Benson is concerned with prudery as a denominator in public 
taste. But despite the d~fferent object of his chastise-
ment, the root of the problem as he sees it is as Arnold 
sees it: "It is almost impossible for an industrial com-
munity having the roots of its life in Puritanism, no matter 
how much it is overlaid with culture, to distinguish between 
the moral and artistic, and enjoy healthfully the latter 
when it conflicts in the least with moral good, or seems to 
13 Galaxy, I, 206. 
14 Galaxy, I, 207. 
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destroy the integrit.y of chastity. n 15 Benson is pessimis-
tic, for he cannot see any release from the somber morality 
which keeps in bondage "the essential life of the artis-
tic." On the other hand, he differs from Arnold, not only 
in his appeal to the sensuous, but in his strategy. Arnold 
presents the extremes--the extremes of Christianity and 
Pompeii: "Pompeii was a sign that for humanity at large 
the measure of sensualism had been overpassed; St. Francis's 
doubt was a sign that for humanity at large the measure of 
16 
spiritualism had been overpassed." He then attempts to 
reconcile the extremes; the modern spirit has to be that 
of "imaginative reason," Pompeii and St. Francis in tandem. 17 
But Arnold, in this essay, leaves unstated specific contem-
porary applications. Benson, and he is of course a less 
subtle critic, sees only the antinomies. Were he given the 
choice between the ttmoral" and the "beautifuln as the "ani-
. ~ 18 . 
mating idea of our social life," his picture of the con-
temporary manifestation of the "moraln life leaves no doubt 
15 Galaxy, I, 207. 
16 - . 
Prose Works, III, 226. 
17 Prose Works, III, 230-231. 
18 Galaxy, I, 206-207. 
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as to his choice--whatever the destructive force of the 
"beautifuln:. 
If you insist that uthe Pompeian extreme" is the result of 
worship of the beautiful, we, on the other hand, must point 
to the viciousness and deformity of the degenerate Puritans 
of factory towns, as the result of industry and formalism, 
unbroken even by the harmless gayety and graceful idleness. 
But it is not our p~rpose to paint the ugliness of the 
forced activity and dismal sentiment of that life which is 
most opposed to the pagan idea.l9 
His occupatio concluded, Benson praises the flowering of 
Paganism in contemporary France and laments the inability 
of the English and Americans to partake in the feast because 
"we are too gross to enjoy, without danger to our moral 
nature, the last and finest expression of the beautiful.n~O 
Like Arnold and James, Benson turned to France as an 
antidote to American Puritanism and Philistinism. In a 
later article, "George Sand and Her Works,n21 Benson praises 
Sand because she embodies the French spirit in its best 
sense, because she has a ~ense of form, because she has 
passion as well as intellect: 
. 
She literally seduces the mind with her·words, and as Heine, 
unquestioned master of the means of expression felicitously 
writes, "she had naturalness, taste, a strong love of truth, 
enthusiasm, and all these qualities are linked together by 
19 Galaxx:, I, 207. 
20 Galaxx:, I, 208-209. 
21 Galaxx:, III (M;arch 15,- 1867), 618-624. 
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the most severe, as also the most perfect harmony. The 
genius of Madame George Sand has an amplitude exquisitely 
beautiful. \.fuatever she feels or thinks breathes grace, 
and makes you dream of immense deeps. Her style is a 
revelation of a pure and melodious form.u Such is the judg-
ment of the man called, after Gothe, b2 Mathew Arnold /sic/, 
the first literary artist of his time. 2 
Not only does Benson call upon Arnold to validate the 
authority of an authority, but the terms of his criticism 
are artistic as well as moral. Like Arnold, one of. Ben-
son's themes is the necessity to turn to France for a 
standard to set against Hebraism, in Benson's case con-
ceived of rather narrowly as the Puritan fear of sensuality. 
Benson attempts to account for the poverty of the 
literary spirit in America in 1866 in nAbout the Literary 
• • tt
23 
. 1 d h f da . f Spl.rl.t, an artl.c e constructe o.n t e oun tl.on o 
nThe Function of Criticism at the Present Time": 
The greatest literature, or rather the epochs which pro-
duced the noblest literature, did not concede so much to 
knowledge, or the mere knowing faculty as we do. The high-
est literature does not depend on knowledge; it depends on 
the quality of the mind, the temperament, and the fulness 
and depth of a writer's nature. But in this country, at this 
stage of our development, we are so unartistic, so unaesthe-
tic, so mechanical, and we employ our mind so much with 
external facts, and the idea of education or knowledge is 
so much in the ascendant that like students and school-
teachers, we cannot appreciate, and we have not the instinct 
22 Galaxy, III, 621. 
23 Galaxy, I (July 15, 1866), 487-492. 
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to feel, the conditions necessary to the development of the 
literary spirit.24 
The man is lacking and the moment is out of joint. Ameri-
cans are too "scientific," "mechanical,n ncommercial,n and 
nmoral": "The American mind is not mellow enough to re-
ceive the ~pressions of beau.tiful things. n 25 As for the 
man, Benson finds American men of letters at one with their 
society: "We long for some creative, revolutionary genius, 
to emancipate American men of letters; for American men of 
letters dread expansiveness of feeling in style; they are 
servile in taste, they are timid in the handling of vital 
social facts; and our serious writers have not orig~nated 
any new literary form. n26' Though Benson di~agrees with 
Arnold that the present ~poch needs "criticism first" and 
"true creative activity • • • when criticism has done its 
. 27 
work," his creative writer is modeled on Arnold's 
24 Galax!, I, 488; cf. Prose Works, III, 259-263. 
25 ·. Galax!, I, 488-489. 
26 Galax!, I, 491. 
27 Prose Works, III, 269; cf. Benson, "About the Literary 
Spirit,n Galax!, I, 492: "Do they forget that a literature 
which takes its note. from academies or schools; that is to 
say, from the average culture of a time, cannot attain the 
first rank. The masters who have enriched, and developed 
the resources of their language, preceded the organization 
of academies, the rules of the grammarians, and the makers 
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creative critic: 
To-day, the literary man who would face and report the myriad 
life of this most complicated age, must be flexible, and 
daring, • • • f~r these are the writers in whom the literary 
or artistic spirit is dominant; who aim to express life, who 
are most modern, who are flexible, varied, individual, in-
dependent, 'despisers of majorities; and, above all others, 
they honor the truly spoken word, and have never thought to 
conform to the rules and precepts of locally accredited 
teachers of the conventionally proper and becoming in letters 
and in life.28 
Bens9n places more emphasis on the individual than on the 
moment. Nevertheless, he senses· that an American literature 
can only arise from a vital American experience--which he 
finds absent in 1866. 
The burden of Benson's argument in his next essay, 
"Lite~ary Frondeurs, 1129 is that the American public cannot 
yet assimilate culture, and its taste, therefore, must be 
trained. A frondeur is one who "assails, criticises, or 
mocks established facts or appea~ances.n30 As Arnold's 
critic prepares for the better age, Benson's frondeur pre-
pares for a better America: "A few literary frondeurs in 
of dictionaries." Similar comments will appear frequently in 
cultural criticism of our period; it appears to be a typical 
response to Arnold's ncriticism first.n 
28 Galaxx, I, 492. 
29 Galaxx, II (September 1, 1866), 78-83. 
30 Galaxx, II, 78. 
the army of American progress would break a great many 
vulgar mirrors in our industrial palaces--would shock a 
great many families; but the next generation would have 
. - ' 
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more artistic homes, would lead freer lives, and the man-
hood of the nation woald be much more frank in expression 
31 
and in action." What the frondeur does specifically is 
to assault the Philistine: 
By Philistine I mean all those who look at life and letters 
and art, without sympathy for their most unconstrained 
forms, and who are without liberality; who are rigid and 
inflexible in their moral sense, pedantic in their literary 
and artistic sense; who are without expansiveness of nature; 
who are insensible to the finest issues of life; who ac-
cumulate but do not distribute; who are stupid materialists 
or sickly spiritualists, and either do not know or dare not 
use this world as "one vast source of delicious sensation.n32 
Unlike Arnold's Philistine, Benson's Philistines are not 
only inaccessible to ideas, they are inaccessible to sensa-
tion. As Benson sees it, America has no frondeurs capable 
of stirring the pot; Emerson might have bee~ one but "he 
is now old and passive, and his most daring utterance fails 
to impart movement to those who think differently or are 
sluggish in their relation to vital truths.u33 Strangely 
31 Galaxi, II, 82. 
32 Galaxi, II, 79. 
33 Galaxi, II, 81. 
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enough, Benson seems to desire a frondeur who can be at the 
same time "disinterested" and "vital"--a man who will "as-
sault the great, gross body of our time. u 34 He must h~ve 
action now. When filtered through the American experience, 
Benson's Arnoldianism comes out more virulent. 
Benson, however, cannot simply be regarded as an 
Arnoldian with modificati~ns; he is not only more inter-
ested, he is more ambivalent. Though his articles of 1866, 
much like Arnold's, seem to be directed toward clearing the 
ground for a unified program leading to the development of 
a critical and artistic attitude and climate, his articles 
. 
of 1867 and 1868 reveal a conflict between his cosmopoli-
tanism and his Americanism. In "Literature and the Peop1e"35 
he rejects the need for an American Saturday Review because 
the culture it promulgates, for all its cleverness, shows 
"hatred of i.deas, hatred of emotion, hatred of religious or 
political enthusiasm, hatred of literary independence, 
hatred of everything not English, and not English of the 
nineteenth century.n36 Yet, if the Saturday.Review is too 
34 Galaxy, II, 82. 
35 Galaxy, III (April 15, 1867), 871-876. 
36 Galaxy, III, 872. Benson appears to be striking at a 
straw man, unless he had. in mind the possibility that the 
growing influence of the Nation might result in its becoming 
nimmacplate" for the American experience, which are we to 
prefer: "The heartless culture of the critic who follows 
the lead of the foreign .review, or the raw and local bar-
barisms of the untravelled American· mind? n37 Like Arnold, 
Benson, too, saw the salutary effects growing from the 
capti?us criticisms of a Saturday Review, if only because 
their standards were literary: nit is not enough (uncommon 
. ' . 
as it is) for our men of letters to be penetrated by the 
American idea: they must be tempered and modified by the 
artistic idea, which is neither French, nor English, nor 
German, but man's highest perception of life from the stand-
point of the senses and the understanding.n38 Nevertheless, 
Benson feels that men of letters "first • • • must reach 
f,:he people,u and this cannot be done by tta purely critical 
effort,n fo~ criticism only reaches the ~ultivated class. 39 
Despite his doubt, expressed in other essays, about 
the Life of the People, Benson here appeals to that life as 
an American Saturday Review. Many of Benson's criticisms re-
call Arnold's ironic asides in various essays directed at the 
Saturday Review; see, e.g., Prose Works, III, 288-289. 
37 Galaxy~ III, 871. 
38 Galaxy, III, 873. 
39 Galaxy, III, 873·874. 
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the source and end of the artist: 
We are to serve the people, not by going down to the level 
of their common life, but by appealing to their conscious-
ness of the highest life: As literary men we must share 
their ideas; as literary men we must correct and advance 
their ideal. They are to stimulate us by their sympathies; 
we are to rejoice them and elevate them with the beautiful. 40 
With the exception of Parke Godwin, Emerson, Beecher, and 
' 
Whitman (about whom Benson feels it is too early to make a 
decision), men ,who have "served the people disinterestedly," 
the main American effort has been critical and therefore 
not sufficiently representative. 41 Still lacking is the 
' 
nnew mann in Am~rican literature, the man who will "illus-
t t th h th h f · t · n 42 A S t da ra e e epoc as e epoc o emanc1pa 1on. a ur y 
Review would only stifle such a growth. In this article, 
despite his use of Arnold's terminology, Benson is quite 
clearly rejecting the conception that the epoch needs 
criticism. Instead of a frondeur, he asks for a writer who 
will exploit the elements which already exist in America. 
Benson would have appeared to have solved the dilemma 
40 , Galaxy, III, 874. 
4l Galaxy, III, 875-876. 
42 Galaxy, III, 876. This statement seems to be Benson's 
American reworking of Arnold's "epoch of expansionrr.; that 
is, a translation of nexpansion'.t into the specific· doctrine 
of "emancip~tion." 
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of the intellectual caught between the ideal worlds of 
politics and of art,. However, in "Solitude and Democracy, n 
the reality of the prese~t moment we.ighs heavily upon him: 
. 
The write~s.who have known solitude, who have given us the 
best of.nature, are not those most representative of the 
modern spirit, or of the American idea of life; on the con-
trary, they have been writers with~the modern spirit modi-
fied by, or allied with, an order of things and a scale of 
feeling utterly neglected or despised by the· democratic or 
working power of our practical life. • • • Each struck 
roots into the pas~3 "and was not exclusively possessed w~th the modern spirit. 
If Benson's plea is Arnoldian in cast, in content it is 
. . 
American: n~ve shall read Gail Hamilton and Mrs. Stowe (who 
. ~ 
are characteristic American writers), till the crack of dqom 
· without being tempe~ed or toned, or. sweetened. n44 If Bensqn 
here seems to contradict his argument in nLitera·ture and the 
People, n that the artist must grow somehow from the people, 
. 
that the artist must not be exclusive, in the former essay 
his mind seems fixed on a future potential. In "Solitude 
and Democracy" his eyes are fixed on the immediate reality: 
It is not that I love democracy less, but solitude more, 
that I make it the condition of salvation from the evils of 
a despotic, intrusive and vulgarizing spirit. The people 
will take care of democracy .. , .• ,. d Let us try to che~k the 
brutal self-assertion of· 4emocracy in departments of life 
43 Galaxy, IV (June 1867), 1168-169. 
44 Galaxy, IV, 169. 
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where it has nothing to give, but may prevent the growth 
of excellent things.45 
Intellectually he grants the justice of a commitment to the 
political idea of democracy in America; emotionally and 
artistically he hardly knows· how he can exist in America 
as it is. One salvation is for the artist to become a 
Scholar-Gipsy. 
Though Benson would grant that the people as a whole 
move more slowly than their thinkers, in an article called 
"Today" he finds conditions lacking for the existence of a 
class of thinkers. America in 1867 has no equivalent for 
-
the Brook Farm group whose work was to "resent the ignoble 
tendencies of their time.n46 It would appear that across 
the ocean the situation is different: 
England is in the same condition, but with the difference 
that the noise of its industrial life is, here and there, 
broken by the voices of ardent and sensitive thinkers, 
whose very existence forbids utter "despair of the regenera-
tion of our modern life. A people have the hope of a better 
life when aroused by the moral indigna~ion of a Ruskin, 
warned by the literary conscience of a Matthe~ Arnold, and 
scorned by the anti-cant spirit of a Carlyle. 7 
And even these men, it seems to Benson, are not 11always 
45 Galaxx:, IV, 170. 
46 Galaxx:, IV (November 1867), 815. 
47 Galaxx:, IV, 816. 
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heard.n48 In "Today," which could be considered an appli-
. 
cation of "Sweetness and Lighttt to America, Benson is almost 
frantic in his despair. 
A year later, in his last article of concern to us, 
Benson accepts his dilemma more calmly: 
. . 
The truth is, we are in the midst of democratic distress, 
and ,our ,democ:~;atic deities cannot save us. The nNorth 
American Review," with Mr. Godkin's pen, has stated our 
trouble, in clear and thoughtful phr~ses, and without 
declamation; and yet, let me also say, without fervor. 
Mr. Godkin expressed the thinking and feeling of most dis-
interested Americans in his arraignment of our society. 
We may boast of and magnify our works,.and by an exclusive 
consideration of our manifest devotion to the sentiment of 
humanity, persuade ourselves that we have fulfilled or are 
fulfilling the whole duty of a civilized people. But this 
thing which we have done does not release us, as civilized 
·agents, from4ghe obligation of doing things that we have left undone. 
Like Arnold, Benson has no quarrel with progress;· simply, 
progress must be whole. Democracy need not mean vulgarity, 
"the declaration of the rights of man does not warrant our 
publicity, our display, or our famil~arity.n50 And though 
Benson fails to mention a catalyst for his thoughts, surely 
he has Arnold, among· others, in mind when he writes: 
48 Galaxy, IV, 816. 
49 
"Democratic Deities,n Galaxy, VI (November 1868), 664. 
50 Galaxy, VI, 664. 
All sensitive and profound men have been struck with a 
mortal sadness at the spectacle of the slow march, and, 
sometimes, dreadful evolution of human society. Their 
hope was clouded; they could not resist the conviction 
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that the generations of men were as cheap as any material 
in the universe; that they were apparently debased and 
s·quandered upon time; that the only enduring and mighty 
thing is our common humanity, which is the noblest wor-
ship of the democratic spirit, which we reverence, and 
sacrifice to, and are zealous for, night and day. Our 
worship is the worship of humanity, which bas practically 
supplanted the gods of Paganism and Puritanism. Our hope 
and our strength is that we are parts.of that progressing 
whole which rolls over us, uses us, crushes us like a vast 
Juggernaut. But already the wise have taken the alarm and 
protested; already they begin to hedge the individual with 
something sacred and inviolable; and it is to the precious-
ness of the individual (his social, literary, and artistic 
life as opposed to the general and common life) that certain 
of our poets and sages have tried and are tryiag to bring 
us:. 51 
Arnold bad just finished publishing the last of the s.eries 
of articles which make up Culture and Anarchy. 
One need not claim that Eugene Benson was Arnold's 
American disciple, though certainly his references to Arnold 
and his use of Arnold's terminology indicate a ready know-
52 ledge of Arnold's work. Often Benson seems to be attempt-
.. 
ing in America what A~nold was attempting in England. 
51 Galaxy, VI, 665. 
52 . In Benson's writing are echoes of Arnold's style; i.e., 
Benson attempts to create class words (as in frondeur), he 
repeats key phrases, and his sentence rhythms and patterns 
are reminiscent of Arnold's. Any fixing of such "influence," 
however, is often tenuous and need not be insisted upon. 
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Benson indicates, however, that he had also read and 
assimilated Carlyle, Ruskin, Emerson, and Whitman. What is 
significant is that unlike Carlyle and Ruskin, and like 
Arnold, Benson looked at the present reality and did not 
reject its truths and its hopes for the future. But unlike 
Whitman and Emerson, he rejects the doctrine of an histor-· 
ical necessity from which the millennium must grow, a 
millennium considered the natural fruit of the great 
American experiment. 
The millennium will not come; it must be brought 
about by criticism, and particularly criticism of 1 the Phili-
stine and his mechanical civilization. However, American 
society, as Benson sees it, no longer welcomes or nurtures 
critics or frondeurs. · Now, it wastes and is a wasteland 
for the artist. Caught between the intellectual and emo-
tional truth of Arnold's classical view of. art and society 
and ~ihitman's organic view of art and society, Benson can 
neither integrate nor choose between the opposing impulses. 
We feel the justice, though with more sympathy, of John 
Burroughs' observation about Benson: 11He is in the wilder-
ness in regard to ~11 matters in art or life or politics, 
119. 
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and will always remain there.n Nevertheless, Benson's 
dilemma is the archetype for the situation of the intel-
lectual in America; and Benson's solution to that situation 
is the prototype. In 1873 he left America. 54 
Because his solution represented one way to deal with 
the American Philistine, I have considered Benson's writings 
separately; they were, of course, part of the larger debate 
concerning education, art, and culture. In the Nation, one 
correspondent who signed himself "A Philistine" indicates 
the ex~ent of that debate: 
. 
SIR: we have had much good writing of late on the subject 
.of culture,· and much disputation as to the comparative 
merits of classical and scientific studies, yet it remains 
for one of the uncultivated to ask the question, "What is 
the end you seek when you claim that culture is the highest 
aim to which we workers must aspire'ln55 
I will have more to say of this rhetorical question in 
another place.. Certainly "A Philistine" had in mind the 
ngood writing" in Arnold's "Culture and Its Enemies," for 
he uses references from it. He had probably, however, also 
read Thomas Wentworth Higginson's "A Plea for Culture" in 
53 Clara Barrus, The Life and Letters of John Burroughs 
(Boston and New York, 1925),~ 142. 
~ 54 
See DAB. 
?5 nA ~~ea for the Uncultivated," Nation, V (September 12, 
1867); 215. 
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the Atlantic,56 and E. L. Godkin's use of this essay in the 
Nation. 57 He may also hav~ seen E. L. Youman's The Culture 
Demanded~ Modern Life, 58 a selection of essays. which 
called for increased scientifie education, or one of the 
many reviews of the book. If ttA Philistine" read widely, 
he might have known of Emerson-• s "Aspects of Culture" an 
address delivered at the Harvard commencement of 1867, 
though not published until early in 1868. 59 Most of the 
writings mentioned above mu-st be consigered as congruent 
to Arnold's essays rather· than influenced by them. On the 
other band, an understanding of these congruent essays helps 
to reveal the conceptual nature of the more direct responses 
to Arnold's Culture and Anarchx, as well as to set the frame 
for the cultural debate. 
I have said that this debate seems at times ambivalent, 
struggling between the American optimistic dream and the 
new realities of the post-Civil War recognition that apho-
risms were less real than economic and class struggles. 
56 Atlanti~, XIX (January 1867), 29-37. 
57 "A Plea for Culture," Nation, IV (February 21, 1867), 
151-1!1)2. 
58 New York, 1867. 
59 Atlantic, XXI (January 1868), 87-95. 
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Emerson had already written an essay on nculture11 in 1860; 
the prophetic voice and theme of this essay, compared with 
the reality of 1865-1870, reveals the change that has taken 
place. In 1860, Emerson's main concern was with the indi-
vidual ·man as he is part of the transcendental universe: 
uAnd if one shall read the future of the race hinted in the 
organic effort of Nature to mount and meliorate, and the 
corresponding impulse to the Better in the human being, we 
shall dare affirm that there is nothing he will not over-
come and convert, until at last culture shall absorb the 
chaos and gehenna." 60 His prophetic voice lacks the 
urgency that we shall find in the post-war discussions; 
for to Emerson culture was a natural condition of mankind: 
Culture is the suggestion, from certain best thoughts·, · that 
a man has a range of affinities through which he can modulate 
the violence of any master-tones that have a droning pre-
ponderance in his scale, and succor him against himself. 
Culture redresses his balance, puts him among his equals 
and superiors, revives the delicious sense of sympathy and 
warns him of the dangers of solitude and repulsion.61 
Later writers, and Arnold more than any, may focus on the 
same ends, and they too may see culture as a stance taken 
toward existence, but culture is not, to a more pessimistic 
60 
rtculture," in. The· Conduct of Life (Boston, 1889), p. 159. 
61 nculture,n p. 132. 
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Higginson, James, Henry Adams, Godkin, or Arnold a natural 
function of man, but is rather a sociological function 
determined by his education, his times, ~is class •. All 
may agree that ultimately man can achieve culture, but 
the pr~mised land is far off and the wilderness is all 
around. Standards and means concern them, whether they 
are to attack or defe~d the American posture. Even Emer-
son is not quite so sanguine during the late 1860 1 s. 62 
T. W. Higginson specified the new terms of the culture 
qu~stion in uA Plea for Culture": "The essential thing is, 
that we should recognize, as a-nation, the value of all 
culture~ and resolutely organize it into ~ institutions.n63 
Primarily Higginson is concerned with institutions of educa-
tion, but he is concerned also with libraries, lyceums, and, 
more generally, nan atmosphere of sympath:y in intellectual 
aimS • It Lack Of lt sympathy, H CaUSed by What he Sees as an 
excessive interest in carpentry not culture, leav.es the 
artfst alienated. Despite his statement, however, that the 
aim of culture is to pursue "science and art as objec-t;s of 
intrinsic worth,n64 and despite the burden of the first six 
62 See below, pp. 160-161. 
63 Atlantic, XIX-(January 1867), 33; the italics are mine. 
64
_Atlantic, XIX, 30. 
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pages, that we do not have the atmosphere for culture in 
the United States, the latter part of Higginson's essay is 
basically optimistic: nwith the immense wealth accumulating 
in America, and the impulse inherent in democracies to 
identify one's own name and successes with the common weal, 
such institutions will rise among us like Aladdin's palace, 
when public spirit is once thoroughly turned that way.n65 
If we do not have culture now, Higginson appears to believe, 
we can prepare the way for it, though in educating the 
masses toward culture we must beware that we do not vitiate 
style, and that we do not become provincial. 66 Underlying 
this appeal is the concept that "the nation has found its 
true grandeur by war, but must retain it in peace," and 
that the ultimate test of a nation is nculture" which is 
. . 67 
"higher than nations, older than many centuries.tt 
Implied in Higginson's de~ense of the classics, of 
tradition, of universality, of intellectualism is that these 
things are under attack or neglected in the America of ntoil11 
and economic success and energy. Implied also in his defense 
65 A 1 . t antJ..c, XIX, 35. 
66 A 1 . t ant1.c, XIX, 36-37. 
67 Atlantic, XIX, 37. 
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is an unstated fear of the present, whatever his hope for 
the future: 
Everything is here, between these Atlantic and Pacific 
shores, save only the perfected utterance that comes with 
years. Between Shakespeare in his cradle and Shakespeare 
in Hamlet there was needed but an interval of time, and 
the same sublime condition is all that lies between the 
America of toil and the America of art.68 . 
Despite the questionable analogy, despite the clarion call 
that runs through the essay, Higginson is far from sanguine, 
far from Emersonian. America may have hope, but as yet it 
has no style--and in this he concurs with Benson and Arnold. 
E. L. Godkin, writing in the Nation, takes Higginson's 
thesis to be the necessity for the creation of an educated 
class nto be the guardian of the traditions and feelings 
and aspirations of high culture." The absence of this class 
"furnish/es7 to most cultivated Americans a standing theme 
. 69 
for lamentation." One might suspect Godkin of slight 
irony, but in this essay he is concerned with making an 
entirely different point. Congress, he continues, seems not 
to "share these regrets," for it has passed a protective 
tariff designed to keep English printed books out of the 
70 
country. Godkin protests on two counts. One,·the tariff 
68 . , .. 
Atlantic, XIX, 37. 
69 Nation, IV (February 21, 1867), 151. 
70 Nation, IV, 151. 
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is not economically sound because it keeps out specialized 
technical books which American publishers would not reprint 
anyway. Two, it interferes with progress, which is the 
result of the work "of a comparatively small number of 
thinkersn whom we must protect: "So far from discouraging 
them here, there is no country in the world in which they 
71 
need to be more cherished and encouraged.n Beneath both 
criticisms is his assumption that the function of society 
and government is not to create institutions, but to keep 
out of their way so that they may develop. America's lack 
of culture, which Godkin implicitely recognizes, can be 
cured if we apply the principles of laissez faire to culture 
as well as to economics. From this implied absolute appli-
cation of principle, Godkin will shortly have to retreat. 
In The Culture·Demanded ~Modern Life, E. L. Youmans 
presents another problem implicit in the debate. The cul-
ture that Youmans demands is scientific: 
As man is a being of action, it is demanded that his educa-
tion shall be a preparation for action. As the highest use 
of knowledge is for guidance, it is insisted that our Col-
legiate establishments shall give a leading place to those 
subjects of study which will afford a better pre~aration for 
the duties and work of the age in which we live. 2 
71 Nation, IV, 152. 
72 Youmans, p. 2. 
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Education for its own sake, he argues, is a foolish aim; 
education's objective is to create a reasoning individual, 
and science accomplishes this more efficiently than do dead 
languages because the sciences are more rational and closer 
to real experience. 73 To master the older system is to 
master na disqualifying culture" for the practical life of 
business, government, and, more~ generally, "Progress. 1174 
Moreover, science, inductive science, is the conceptual 
framework necessary to all human studies--sociology, ethics, 
and aesthetics.75 The old culture, therefore, is not in 
tune with progres~: nits ideal is European; ••• it is 
. 
that of the refined and elegant scholar • • • immersed in 
the past, and disinclined to meddle with the present.n7 6 
Because classical scholars shirk the responsibilities of 
the age--which will, not do in America--the problem is not 
the debate between "liberal culture and money-making,n it 
is how to solve the social problems of the age. And it is 
this problem that the "classical scholar evades.n77 
73 Youmans, pp. 4-6. 
74 Youmans, p. 22. 
75 Youmans, pp. 40-41. 
76 Youmans, p. 53. 
77 Youmans, p. 54. 
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Despite their differences, Higginson, Godkin, and 
Youmans have in common with Arnold the recognition that 
culture depends upon education and the availability o~ th~ 
best cultural tools. Unlike Emerson, all four rely less 
on the essential impulse of the individual hea~t in propa-
gating culture than upon the efficacy of institu~ions. 
However they may disagree on means, Higginson, Godkin, You-
mans, and Arnold stress equally the importance of culture 
for the growth and strength of. the state as well .. as for the 
individual. 
nA Philistine, u· even if he only read the reviews of 
these works, considered his position against. the problems 
-they presented. Moreover, if he only read :t;he Nation, be 
would probably be aware of Arnold's writings toward which 
that magazine had begun to show increasing hostility. The 
notice of "Geist" is the first indica:tion of a shift in the 
attitude of the Nation. In nGone Astray, 11 the reviewer, 
~ 
presumably Godkin, doubts that "all the cis-At~antic. readers 
of Matthew Arnold's sarcasm, entitled 'My Countrymen,' will 
read with the same undiscriminating relish his last effusion 
in the same vein. n 78 It is probable· that Arnold 1 s irony 
78 Nation, III (August 16, 1866), 136. 
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(which, like Defoe's, could be self-defeating) completely 
missed its mark; for Godkin takes Arnold's view of the 
continental situation as being his well-considered opinion: 
nour business is to note Mr. Arnold's unsoundness as a 
political teacher or crusader, as it was our melancholy 
task, not long ago, to do the same by Mr. Ruskin, who, 
after wishing well to the slaveholders' rebellion, at last 
took Gov. Eyre to his bosom." 19 As Godkin sees it, Arnold 
sides with Bismarck and Napoleon III, both of whom are the 
nGeist" of dictatorship. Actually, behind the inask of Von 
Thunder-Ten-Tronckh's ex~ess, Arnold was suggesting that 
England could not rely on the immutability of the status 
quo while great changes were taking place on the conti-
nent.80 However, Godkin's perception of Arnold's intent 
is clouded by his American reaction to what seems an anti-
democ+atic position. But even in tr-Gone Astrayu Godkin was 
more paternally corrective than bitter. 
79 • 1 6 Nat1on, III, 3 • 
80 . Von Thunder-Ten.-Tronckh says: uGre~t events are hap-
pening in the world, and Mr. Goldwin·Smith tells you that 
'England will be compelled to speak at last.' It would be 
truly sad if, when she does speak, she should tell nonsense. 
To prevent such a disaster, I will give you this piece of 
advice • • • 'Get Geist. •n Culture and Anarchy and Friend-
ship's Garland (New York,·l906), pp. 227-228. 
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In the next volume of the Nation, "A Philistine" might 
have read a review of nArminius on Compulsory Education,n 
which the reviewer enjoyed, though with reservations: 
. 
A child of light, whom the British Philistines have brought 
to a garret in Grub street, is supposed to have gone into 
the country with his friend the Prussian, Arminius by name, 
whose acquaintance we made in Mr. Arnold 1 s nMy Countrymenn 
which made so much noise a year or so ago, and between them 
befalls much conversation on the Philistine and his works 
and wars as they have come to fruit in British institutions, 
political and social. To th~ "vivacity!' for which Mr. Arnold 
once half apologized he.gives· its head in these articles, and 
all Philistia will henceforth hate its tormented tormentor 
more cordially than ever.81 
In this case, the reviewer enjoyed nthe dangerous figure 
called irony, 11 and he suggests that "by all per.sons not sub-
jects of Queen Victoria it will be read with lively plea-
. 82 
sure." Still, we find in the review a suggestion that 
Arnold is not, after all, to be taken too seriously; he is 
a "tormented tormentor.n. 
In July 1867, "Culture and Its Enemies" was print;ed in 
England and reprinted in Every Saturday and Eclectic Maga-
zine.83 It is. to this essay that "A Philistinen is most 
81 nLNotice of 1Von Thunder:-Ten Tronckh on Compulsory 
Education~/,u Nation, IV (M€lY' 16, 1867), 389. 
82 Nation, IV, 389. 
83 See Appendix. 
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directly reacting, and he obviously feels "tormented.n To 
the letter of "A Philistine," Godkin attaches the title 
nA Plea for the Unct.iltivatedtt--a title which perfectly 
distils the tone. "A Philistine" is making a plea for a 
place in the sun: "We may have good manners, we may be 
. 
polished men; but if culture consists in the development 
. 
of the mind by ~ts application to language, literature, 
science, or art, we can share in it to a very limited 
84 
extent." nA Philistinen is, of course, accepting the 
popular definition of culture as a having, not a becoming; 
and, like so many critics of Arnold during the time, he 
erects a straw man against which to tilt. He divides society 
into four classes--scholars, men .of science, men of affairs, 
workers--and from this sociological viewpoint argues that 
nexcept for our work, the culture of the scholar who de-
spised our pursuits would be impractic~ble.n85 This is one 
of the classic respon~es to ttsweetness and lightn when it 
is conceived of narrowly: who will carry the hods? 
. 
A corollary to the "hod carriern postulate is the 
ttivory tower't theorem. Pursuit of culture militates against 
84 Nation, V (September 12, 1867), 215. 
85 Nation, V, 215. 
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the practical and so, "A Philistine" asks, why cannot the 
men of culture·understand the economic forces which have 
ca~sed so much perturbation in the human community? To 
him, this blindness is a symbol of culture's ineffective-
ness: ni cha1Jlelnge the man of .pure cult.ure, whose aim is 
. . 
culture, who has made the.development of the_intellectual 
faculties the study of his life, and, absorbed in his books, 
bas simply crammed his head with knowledge, none of which 
comes out, to give 'sweetness and lig~t' to mankind.n86 
It is, indeed, absurd to consider this a real objection to 
Arnold, who himself insisted that culture must be made to 
ttprevail." ·It is, however, a significant objection for 
what it reveals of one type of contemporary response to 
"sweetness and light," a response which is still to be found 
in American culture. 
uA Philistine" wishes that the mo~al doctrine of work 
be given enhanced social status--be given, one is tempted 
to say, aesthetic value. Because Arnold specifically 
questions the validity of this wish in "Doing as One Likes, "~7 
it is worth quoting in full the new conditions of culture 
proposed by uA Philistinen: 
86 
Nation, V, 215. 
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Is ·it not time for the manufacturers, the merchants, the 
traders, and the artisan~ to assert their claim? ·To prove 
that any culture which does not include them is·incomplete? 
to demarid that sociology, social science, political economy, 
the science of wealth,. or by whatever name you may call the 
investigation of the laws of human relations, shall be in-
cluded in every s9heme of education? 
When this has been accomplished we may find merchants and 
traders and artisans no longer accepting their doom as 
.Philistines, or weakly attempting to evade it by a smattering 
of literature or art, but claiming for themselves a position 
as high as that of others who now look down upon them; and 
claiming this position by virtue of a clear perception of 
the fact that by their work the abundance of things is in-
creased, the comfort of humanity promoted, the leisure of 
the scholar made possible, and true culture, or, as it has 
been welk defined by Arnold, sweetness agg light, diffused 
among all, and not monopolized by a few. · 
Though his statement, even today, could not be improved on 
as a concise rationalization of the business ethic, nA 
Philistine" seems to have missed the whole point of "sweet-
ness and light.u His confusidn rests on his acceptance of 
culture as a thing to be possessed. That is, the social 
definit~on of "culturett which Arnold specifically rejects 
is precisely the one "A Philistinen and others use. When 
speaking of literature and the classics, implicitly Higgin-
son, Godkin, and Youmans use this definition and because 
Arnold is the "Apostle of Culture" it is this definition 
that becomes attached to all considerations of his writings. 
88 
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I suggest t9at such semantic confusions, which could--
especially in America--grow from Arnold's vocabulary, often 
caused an out-of-hand resistance to and rejection of his 
ideas, even when the reader might be in essential agreement 
with Arnold. 
In the same issue of the Nation, E. L. Godkin indicates 
still anqther type of pragmatic, contemporary American mis-
understanding of Arnold's concepts when he attempts to 
answer both Arnold and nA Philistine.n89 According to God-
kin, "A Philistinen is correct in asking Arnold "how, as 
long as the world is constituted as at present, most.people 
can ?-void being 'Philistines'": 
. 
If the great mass of mankind, having to work hard in occu-
pations which do not provide much culture for the mind and 
yet· absorb all the attention, learned 11 to see things as they 
are" with as much facility as an Oxford· professor, they 
would be more than human. • • • Mr. Arnold has displayed 
in his latest, as indeed in all his sociological papers., 
considerable difficulty in nseeing things as they are" him-
self. He is bright, sharp,·satirical, and wields a matchless 
style; but then the style very often covers considerable con-
fusion in thought; and confusion in thought, in anybody who 
undertakes to call the attention of mankind to their short-
~omings, is an unpardonable sin.90 
Though we cannot accuse Go&~in of fallaciously believing 
that what is said well is inherently deceptive, nevertheless, 
89 
"SWeetness and Light,n Nation, V (September 12, 1867), 
212-214. 
90 Nation, V, 212. 
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he implies that Arnold's stylistic virtues operate as a 
. ' particularly deceptive mask. It is this mask which ob-
scures Arnold's weaknesses as a critic of the contemporary 
scene; Arnold is not, to Goillt~n, ~ sociological or economic 
realist. Godkin's injured tone is that of a man who has 
discovered bog beneath the grass. 
This criticism by the editor of the Nation is, however, 
merely an assertion to answer an assertion, and he has a 
more fundamental criticism to make.- A diagnostician needs 
to prescribe cures, Godkin says, and though he admits the 
duty to criticize, he feels the critic has an "obligation 
to find a cure for each defect he discovers.n This is "the 
condition of being listened too n 9.1 Mor~over, such a cate-
gorical·imperative acts as a brake against such irresponsible 
critic~sm as that of Carlyle with whom Godkin links Arnold. 
In fact, their different diagnoses of what ails Carlyle 
reveal their polarity. To Arnold, Carlyle's criticisms of 
society have become invalid precisely because Carlyle offers 
:a parti:san solution--the return to aristocratic govern-
92 
ment. To Godkin, ~hey are invalid because Carlyle offers 
91 N • V 212 atJ.on, · , • 
92 
"Doing as One Likes," in Culture and Anarchy 
pp. 53-.54o 
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no solutions. 93 rt may well be that to Godkin and other 
nineteenth-century American liberals, a return to aristo-
cracy is no solution; 
liberalism must be at 
therefore, any critic of English 
ode with Carlyle and .at the same 
I 
time 
offer no .solution to secial problems. In other words, by 
implication Arnold belongs to and argues for the aristo-
·cratic tradition. This attitude toward Arnold is suggested 
in the ·e~amf>}le that Godkin chooses to illustrate nthe 
. . 
. 94 looseness of much of Arnold's talk." Godkin defends the 
ndiss-idet,lce ·of dissent, 11 which is the dissenter's ttmeans of 
doing w~at: Mr. Arnold declares to be the end of culture, 
'making reason and'the will of God prevail. 11195 Everyone 
has a path ·to:. "sweetne·ss and light," and according to Ged-
. ' 
kin, ·Arnold fails· to recognize that 'e-dissidencen and ·npro-
. . . 
·testantismn are "a valuable social agent. n96 To such a 
. . 
nineteenth-century, liberal as Godki~, anyone who attacks 
the instrument.s and spokesmen of liberalism must at best be 
an inc~mpeten~ ·observer of the social and political scene; 
at worst, ~e may be a reactionary. 
93 213. Nation, v, 
94 N . 
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Having answered Arnold to his satisfaction, Godkin 
proceeds to castigate "A Philistine," who nhas, however, 
not been content with defending. his class; he has, we take 
leave to say, come to grief.n97 Surprisingly, 'Godkin here 
u.ses Arnold's criteria to defend classical studies, the 
enquiring m~nd and theoretical knowledge: 
One of th~ greatest hindrances to human progress is the 
narrowness of ~en, and narrowness is generally the· result 
of drawing one's expe~ience of life from a limited portion 
of the earth's surface or a limited period of time. So 
that, while acquiring Greek ~nd Latin may only give a man 
command over his own attention, acquaintance with classical 
history and literature gives him familiarity with a different 
civilization and a different order of ide~s. . • • There-
fore we do say that the uscholar,n in the wide sense.of the 
term, and not in.the narrow sense·in which "A Philistine" 
uses. it, is better equipped • • • for dealing with even · 
such
8
problems as "What is a Dollar'?" than the "Philistinett· 
is. 9 · · · 
The practical man dealing with nthe working of economical 
laws" has less knowledge of their workings than the "scholar;" 
for "political economy ·• • • requires for the successful 
treatment of its pro~lems, not simply familiarity with the 
things with which it is concerned, but t4e mental capacity 
to grasp and apply, through complicated chains of reasoning 
. 
and a great variety of phenomena, the law of their relations 
. 
to man; and this comes through mental discipline and a wide 
97 Nation, V, 213. 
98 
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. 
general culture.n99 Though he might find Arnold's specific 
attacks on liberalism repugnant, Godkin was ultimately com-
mitted to Arnold's doctrine of "disinterestedness" and 
. 1 h . 100 rat~ona uman~sm. 
99 Nation, V, 213·. 
100 Of some significance, if only as an indication.of tqe 
extent to which Arnold was read, is a seri~s of letters to 
the Nation drawn forth by the debate. In the next issue of 
the magazine (September 19, 1867), W. W. N. claims that 
Arnold has "received altogether too much credit for his very 
vague definition" of nsweetness a!-ld light," which is Swift's 
term (Nation, V, · 238) • According to W. W. · N. : nMr. Arnold's 
.strength is rather in quiet perception of all.beauty, crit-
ical acumen, a pointed, semi-French rhetoric, which is new 
and attractive in an English dress, than either in superi-
ority of thought or power of concentrated expression •. YJha·:t;:-
ever excellence there may be in the definition of culture, 
then, ought to be accredited to the true author. Indeed, 
it may be questioned whether the original is not the better; 
and whether the vague words which Arnold has borrowed, while 
they admirably perform the office of indefinite suggestion, 
and serve well as the text of a lively essay, are at all 
suited to convey any scientific truth or exact theory.'' 
A week later (September 26, 1867), J/oseph/ A/nderson/ 
answers W. W. N., and calls attention.to the fact that-Arnold 
does give credit to Swift _(p. 259). In the sa1lle issue, nA 
Philistine" returns to protest that he did not mean to under-
value the scholar. He only wished to point out that the 
scholar must diffuse "sweetness and light." However, as 
he presents the purpose of education in his defense of him-. 
;;elf, education--and particularly "political economy"--has 
the function of leading "us in the·path of true prosperity 
which the scholars have marked out for usn (pp. 258-259). 
Finally, in the October 3 issue of the Nation, Ashtaroth--
"a daughter of the Philistine, who would fain tu~n·. to the · 
light"--shows the she has. read Arnold more closely than any 
of the correspondents. She poi!lts out that culture is Unot 
138. 
Immediately after the publication of "Culture and Its 
Enemies,n Arnold suggested to George Smith, publisher of:· 
the Cornhill, that it might "be better to let-Anarchy.and 
Authority wait a little, so as to be able to gather up all 
the murmurings into one·and· see what they come to.nlO.l 
The first paper of "Anarchy· and Authorityn is, then, ·an 
answer to the cr:Lticism.pf the Mornin~ Star, the Daily 
Telegraph, Frederick Harrison, Godkin and "A Philistinen 
' 102 
as representative "murmurers." The last two especial~y 
provided Arnold with effective ammunition, if only because 
they deliniated the issues so clearly: "An intelligent 
American newspaper, the Nation, says that it is very easy 
to sit in one's study and 'find fault with the course of 
modern society, but the thing is to propose practical im-
provements for it." With mock humility, Arnold claims that 
synonymous with learningn: "For Philistinism, surely, is 
less an intellectual thaa.a moral defect--less an accident 
of education than a tendency of character. It is that 
mental stiff neckedness, that blindness of heart, which 
clings to the darkness and c.iil~ls the light a delusion; its 
very essence is contempt for all that is not 1 practical 1 n 
(p. 280). Ashtaroth herself cast more the light of the sun 
than of-the moon. 
101 
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he is chastened by what he has "heard and read" and will 
"drive at practice as much as I can, by showing the com-
munications and,passages into practical life from the 
doctrine which I am inculcating. n 103 Arnold's practicality, 
however, must have been of slight comfort to both-his 
American and English critics. 
Arnold constructs his retort on a double irony. He 
claims that the most practical action may, in fact, be no 
104 . 
action until the action is 11less at random.·~ His first 
answer, then, is an ironic re-definition of '"'actionn into 
.. 
parts--right and wrong action. But it is in his second 
practical application that Arnold's stre~m of irony mu~t 
have seemed to his critics even deeper and more treacherous; 
for Arnold's practical extension of his doctrine is "to 
. ws find that culture suggests the idea of the State": 
. 
We find no basis for a firm State-power in our ordinary 
selves: culture suggests one to us in our best self. 
It cannot but acutely try a tender conscience to be 
accused, in a practical country like ours, of keeping aloof 
from the work and hope of a multitude of earnest-hearted 
men, and of merely toying with poetry and aesthetics. So 
it is with no little sense of relief that I find myself 
thus in the position of one who makes a co~B5ibution in aid 
of the practical necess~ties of our times. 
103 
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p. 
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From a twentieth-century point of view~ we may agree with 
Lionel Trilling that Arnold "had the democratic insight 
that a human value exists in the degree it is shared, that 
. 
a truth may exist but be unalive until it receives assent, 
that a good. may have meaning but not reality until it is 
t' 
participated in";l07 but to his American and English liberal 
critics, Arnold's descent into the arena of practicality 
must hav~ appeared even less satisfactory than his former 
·stance. of onlooker-judge. 
Aside from his general epistemological ~ de force 
in-~hich he accepts the terminology of all his critic~ but 
keep~ to the terms of his own position, Arnold felt it 
necessary to ans~er a sp~cific charge of Godkin and a· 
specific recommendation of "A Philistine": 
. 
An American friend of the English Liberals says, indee~, 
that their Dissidence of Dissent has been a mere instrument 
of the 'Rolitical Dissenters for making reason and the will 
of God prevail ,• • • and 'that the abolition of a State 
Church is merely the Dissenter's means to this end, just 
as culture is mine. Another American defender of theirs 
says just the same of their industrialism and free trade; 
indeed this gentleman, taking the bull by the horns, pro-
poses that we should for the future call industrialism cul-
ture, and the industrialists the men of culture, and then of 
course there can be no longer ~ny misapprehension about their 
true character; and besides th~ pleasure of being wealthy 
107 Matthew Arnold, p. 245. 
and comfortable they will have authentic recognition as 
vessels of sweetness and light.l08 
141; 
Arnold_sarcastically refocuses and demolishes the position 
held by "A Philistinen by demonstrating that changing defini-
tions will not change a Philistine's ear into a cultured 
< • 
man's purse·. His definition of culture, which he then 
repeats, is not the definition of rrA Philistine,n and that 
is that. To accept the "hod carrier" postulate is, by im-
plication, to accept the view that a large p~rt.of society 
must forever remain in the desert looking at tne oasis of 
"the best that has been thought and said." To call, as 
"A Philistine" does, the desert an oasis is but an anodyne. 
Arnold, on the other hand, takes Godkin's criticism 
more seriously; for though he calls it a "speciousn. argu-
~· 
ment, the criticism forces Arnold to clarify at length his 
attitude toward the dissenters: 
. 
As culture's way of working fo~ rea'Son and the will of God 
is by directly trying to know more about them, while the 
Dissidence of Dissent is evidently in itself·no effort of 
this kind, nor-is its Free Church, in fact, ~church with 
worthier conceptions of God and the ordering .of the-world 
than the State Church professes, but with mainly the same 
conceptions of these as the State Church has, only that every 
man is to comport himself as he likes in professing them,--
this being so, I cannot at once accept the Non-conformity 
108 
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any more than the industrialism and the other great works 
of our Liberal middle class as proof positive that this· 
. class is in the possession of light.l09 
In other words, the Dissenters are dissenting only against 
the institution, not against the basic "conceptions" of 
the State Church. Their dissidence, therefore, is not a 
tool to achieve knowledge, but is simply an anarchical 
instrument for asserting or giving value for its own sake 
to "doing as one likes!' 
In Arnold's answer to Godkin, we see even more clearly 
that by opposing nculture" ,to "Anarchy,tt Arno~d is 'not 
presenting the alternatives of order or chaos in their 
simple definitions. We come to see the importance not only 
of the definition of culture but of the definition of 
anarchy. And anarchy is seen as the result of any social 
or political system or instrument, np matter how conducive 
to-order, which allows or encourages the individual to give 
vent to his worst self--the acquisitive, destructive, anti-
intellectual, artistically Philistine self--and which then 
credits that worst self as the best self. Such anarchy 
can, of course, lead to revolution, but such revolutions 
only accomplish the imposition of the sheer will of one 
109 
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class on another, thereby creating new tensions in society. 
In sum, Arnold questions ·the absolute, inherent efficacy 
of any social mechanism--democracy, revolution, dissidence, 
or liberalism. 
To this criticism of liberal thought, so far as I can 
disc~~er, Godkin made no direct ans~er. 110 ~e certainly, 
-however, had Arnold in mind when he wrote an essay called 
nThe Organization of Culture" for the Nation in 1868. The· 
occasion for the article has some interest in terms of the 
general American concern over culture: 
' 
.A MOVEMENT bas been begun in this city, and, ·as well as we 
can· judge, with every prospect of success, for the forma-
tion of an ninstitute,u like the French one as far as frame-
work is coneerned, with.academies under it all over the 
country--any thirty persons who choose to organize one in 
any city being entitled to do so~lll -
The Institute's function was to coordinate the separate 
cultural organizations so as to disseminate information, 
establish standards and adjudicate in conflicting, though 
minor, matters of usage and t,aste.112 Whether the impetus 
110 His failure to answer is rather unaccountable if only 
because we would expect Godkin to call attention to the 
compliment that Arnold pays the Nation. 
lll Nation, VI (June 18, 1868), 486. 
112
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for such an organization was a reaction to the vulgarity 
of the times or to the increasing awarenes~ of a multiform-
America, the simple fa~t is that such an organization was 
felt to be.necessary in the America of 1868 and reflects, 
I. believe, the widespread concern over American culture. 
And though it is difficult to ascertain whether Arnold 
directly influenced the attempt to form the Institute, God-
kin. immediately saw the relationship between it·and Arnold!s 
essay on the French Academy. 
While Godkin agreed that sue~ an organization was 
necessary, he felt some hesitation witp respect to the model 
already available: "';rile French Institute rests on a basis 
. . . 
of time, of tradition,.of culture, and is fenced about by 
a spirit of criticism and a standard of excellence unknow~ 
here, and which this country will be very lucky if it posesses 
113 
a century hence." Therefore, he argues, nif we thought 
the organization was being set on foot as an end, or as a 
sign of victory, or even as an infallible tribunal to decide 
for us what to admire and what to dislike, .2.!:. ~ to e:ltcer-
t 
cise that •academic influence' on literature which Matthew 
- -......;_~-.;;.;.;...;... ,;.;._.;.;;.;;;..;...;;. ;;.;;.;,;...;....;..;;.;..;;;...;.;.. 
Arnold longs for, we should neither believe in its success 
113 Nation, .VI, 487. 
, 
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d . . "114 nor esJ.re.J.t. That one of Godkin's responses to the 
National Institute should be a response to Arnold--even a 
distorted response--indicates not only the currency Arnold's 
writings had, but also the growth of an attitude toward him.· 
Godkin himself argues that the Institute is needed to infuse 
. 
"something· like discipline and order" upon nthe thoughtful 
classes .of the United States,n115 and he must have been 
aw~re that a majority of its ieadership was t~academic. n 116 
Nevertheless, as a symbol of the "ivory-tower,n Arnold's 
suggestions are suspect, ,possibly undemocratic. Ironically, 
however, while rejecting Arnold's name, Godkin again is 
forced t9 return t·o Arnold' s ideas. 
In nThe Organization of Culture,n Godkin argues that 
standards of excellence will have to be determined separately 
114 Nation, VI, 487; the italics are mine. Arnold, of 
course, clearly.states in "The Literary Influence of Acad-
~mies" that the English character is not amenable to forming 
an academy-, and that perhaps it will suffice to simply keep 
in mind the excesses such a lack causes (Prose Works, III, 
257). But since Arnold seldom ameliorates his position.be-
cause of the realities of the English character, the last 
paragraph of his essay may simply be an exercise in the 
appearance of "disinterestedness.u 
115 . 
Nation, VI, 487. 
116 F ·. 1 1" f b h . f •or a partJ.a J.st o mem ers see T e DJ.ary £_ George 
Templeton Strong, IV, 216-217. 
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from the pressures of popularity, and that from the outset 
the ttauthorityn of the organization "ought to be unquestion-
able, or it will certainly be questionedn by those dis-
appointed in its proposals who might appeal to popular 
. . . 117 H" . . . b . 1" t" op~n~on and taste. ~s pos~t~on ~s, y 1mp ~ca ~on, 
absolute. In order to create standards, the Institute must 
be authoritarian, but it must not be undemocratic. The 
organization must be separate from the political life and 
form of the nation, and yet must not be at odds with it. 
Therein lay one of the dilemmas of such nineteenth-century 
' intellectual-liberals faced with the problem of democracy 
and America. Democracy is the sine qua ~' and Godkin is 
. 
politically a Mill-ite: "Numbers in politics must always 
and should always be a strong argument, nay, may sometimes 
' take the place of right reason, because they supply the 
means of making things practicable, or, in other words, 
meet the greatest difficulty of government.n118 This state ... 
ment may be taken as an answer to Arnold's claim that no 
virtue structurally inheres ~ priori in any insti.tution. 
For what Arnold calls simple "machinerytt Godkin claims an 
117 Nation, VI, 488. 
118 Nation, VI, 487; cf. "Doing as One Likes,n p. 52. 
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inherent efficacy in "making things practicable," seemingly 
to him an even more important criterion than making things 
follow "right reason." Godkin insists on this point even 
though the burden of his essay is that "dominion of numbers 
in matters political /has/ the tendency to extend their 
jurisdiction over matters intellectual and aesthetic.n119 
In fact, Godkin implies that other countries--France, 
Germany, r.r;-and in a minor degree" England--enjoy culture in 
proportion to their lack of democracy. 
Both horns of the dilemma are well-honed. Godkin must 
accept the mystique of majority rule because he believes 
• 0 
in the political truths of liberalism; because he has high 
cultural standards (and he does seem to mean nculturen in 
its narrower sense), he splits off politics from culture in 
order to protect culture from vulgarization by democracy. 
To ensure culture's purity, he agrees to institutions which 
to operate effectively must be non-democratic. Yet even then, 
Godkin cannot accept either "the formation of an intellectual 
ari~tocracy or of an order of illuminati in our minds, or of 
the creation of a body of any kind separated from or opposed 
to the masses in interest or feeling. 'l120 What this believer 
119 Nation, VI, 487. 
120 Nation, VI, 487. 
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in practical in~titutions is finally forced to accept is 
Arnold's impract~cal (in Godkin's sense of the word) 
doctrine that we must educate and appeal to, and rely on 
the "best selves" of the masses, who did not yet have 
"sweetness and light": 
If we rightly understand the great end and aim of modern 
civilization, it is the spread of·this reverence through 
all classes and conditions--the communication to the hod 
carrier not, indeed, of the scholar's or philosopher~s 
knowledge, for this will always be impossible, but of the 
scholar's and philosopher's spirit; not the extinction of 
the passions, but their conversion into the obedient an~21 energetic ministers of a purified and enlightened will. 
i 
Godkin may have resented Arnold, but he was in his army. 
From Godkin's example, I might suggest one other reason 
why intelligent liberals, both in England and in America, 
may have resented Arnold. Not only did he force them to 
face the dilemma of democracy--others had done that--he 
also exposed and undermined the simple mystique of "machin-
ery.n Godkin's label of "impractical" disguises not so much 
a misunderstanding of Arnold as an attitude. The complex 
problems of civilization are simpler to face with a "machine" 
answer--democracy, a "return to the past," socialism, laissez-
faire, or whatever--than with- the complex individual and 
social definition of culture which Arnold offered as a path 
121 Nation, VI, 487. 
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out'of the wilderness. The liberal prefers Alexander's 
solution to the Gordian Knot. If the National Institute, 
too, was hedged about with debates concerning the apparently 
implacable elements of culture and democracy, ·we might 
account for its being still-born. 122 
The responses of Benson, Godkin, Higginson, and others 
in the American establishment to the implications of the 
Philistine, and the burgeoning anti-cultural and anti-
intellectual forces in America tends to be ambivalent. They 
w:i,sh, at the sam~ time, to promulgate the Americ_an experi-
ence without losing the European experience; they wish 
democracy and standards. They are conservatives and wish 
to reform existing institutions--a reform based on the 
assumption that the state of existing institutions boded 
ill for the future· culture, education) and morals of the 
nation. In so far as Arnold was concerned with the same 
problems in England, he was of use to these Americans. 
122 
Aft"f!r·.l868, so far as I have been able to de"termine, 
the National Institute ceased to operate. 
.. 
.. 
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CHAPTER VI 
THE CULTURAL DEBATE: PART' TWO: 
A MORE RADICAL RESPONSE 
If such men as·Godkin were ambivalent in their re-
sponses both 'to the cultural debate as well as to Matthew 
Arnold, the same ambivalence seems not to have been a con~ 
dition of Walt Whitman's response. Apparently Ar~old's 
writings were not at all useful to Whitman and, on the 
surface, "Personalism,"1 his contribution to the cultural 
debate, contains the antithesis to Arnoldianism, though 
I . 
the essay was undoubtedly written with Arnold, among others, 
' 
in mind. For a clearer understanding of Whitman' ·s positj..on, 
however, it.may be profitable to place his response not 
only in the context of the debate, but in the context of 
the entire Arnold-Whitman relationship. 
A truism of Arnold4~itman biographical criticism is 
that, to use Whitman~s characterization, the two writers--
like oil and water--did not mix. 2 To Whitman, Arnold 
\ 
represented over-refined civilization and "style," in the 
1 Galaxy, V (May 1868), 540-547. 
2 Horace Tra~bel, With~ Whitman in Camden:- January 21 
to April ?._, .1887, ed •. Sculley Bradley (Philadelphia, 1953), 
IV, 37. 
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sense of art for art's sake. Most of the remarks which 
punctuate Whitman's conversation with Horace Traubel toward 
the end of his life are of this tenor when he speaks of 
Arnold. Raleigh, in summing up Whitman's 11negative reaction 
to Arnold, both as man and as thinker," correctly sees that 
"at the root of the poet's distaste there was undoubtedly a 
profound revulsion from the so-called 'genteel' tradition, 
which, in \Vhitman's eyes, included not only Brahmins of 
Boston but the Stedmans of New York. 113 Whitman's "revulsion11 
from Arnold's thought, however, proves to be both a later 
and a greatly overstated reaction, but his "revulsion" 
toward Arnold as a personality was so extreme that he pub-
licly displayed it when Arnold died. On April 16, 1888 
the New York Herald wired Whitman asking him for a comment 
on Arnold's death. 4 With an alacrity he later regretted, 
Whitman sent off the following comment: 
nNo doubt," said Walt·Whitman, "a character like Arnold's 
has a meaning and influence in literature, for we welcome 
all kinds, and indeed the glory of our age is that it would 
leave no voice, no claim unrecognized. But the fine gentle-
man, the purist, and even the fine scholar, was probably 
never really less called for. Literature is already over-
weighted with them, and henceforth revolts from being a mere 
3 Raleigh, pp. 58-59. 
4 Horac·e Traubel, With Walt Whitman in Camden: March 28-
July 14, 1888 (New York, 1908), I, 40-41. 
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profession, a select class. I doubt whether America will 
miss Arnold at all. We missed Carlyle hugely, and the taking 
away of Tennyson would make a great void here in the emotions 
and aesthetic intellect of the United States. There are 
three or four great scientists to-day in the British Island's 
any of whose deaths would cause a chill here. But I don't 
think anything of the kind will happen in the present case."5 
The Herald editors wisely published Whitman's comment the 
day after.its more favorable obituaries, and also--wisely--
buried Whitman's piece by printing it in reduced type on the 
editorial page. 6 
In the obituary, it is interesting to see Whitman--as 
part of his eclecticism--making a place in his universe for 
Arnold while claiming that Arnold really has no place in 
America. Even more interesting; however, is the term he 
uses to place Arnold in Limbo; Arnold will not be "missed." 
He does not state that Arnold had no place and influence in 
5 
"/Walt Whitman on Matthew Arnold's Death/," New York 
Herald, April 8, .1888, p. 8, col. 5. Whitman's comment haf? 
been inaccurately reprinted by Howard Birss, "Whitman on 
Arnold: An Uncollected Comment.," MLN, XLVII (May 1932), 
316-317. For a similar statement on Arnold by 1mhitman~see 
Traubel, I, 45. 
6 Whitm~n, too, appears to have recognized that his state-
ment was in poor taste (Traubel, I, 47): n;t I am apt at 
times to go back on my pieces: this Herald-piece, now--it's 
not all that could be said:. it don't· say my say for me in 
the most conclusive way. I'm not sure it's well to put 
yourself on record with such dispatch. I always say I won't 
do it; then I go and do it.'" 
.. 
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the intellectual life of the nation,-· for this is manifestly 
untrue. Rather, he seems to mean literally that Arnold the 
man will not be "missed." Whitman sees literature and 
criticism from the point of view of personalities and biog-
raphies; the writer is the archetype of what he writes: 
"Take Arnold, again. I have been looking a little into his 
peetry today. It is fine--wonderful fine--like some delicate, 
precious bit of porcelain, of china, but it is fragile, it 
lacks substance.n7 
The poet in l~itman recognizes the value o£ Arnold's poetry, 
but his judgment of the poet's personality short-circuits 
the praise one expects. In this way we can account for 
Whitman's criticism of Arnold's lack of t.Jsubstance" when 
most others have criticized his poetry precisely because 
they feel it has too much "substance." 
Such comments by lifu=i:tman also suggest. that, as a matter 
of fact,. he had read a good deal of Arnold. For example, 
Whitman prized the "Heinrich Heine" essay, knew it well, 
and referred to it ·~avera~ ti~es. 8 He knew Arnold's poetry 
and may have read it rather early in Arnold's publishing 
9 
career. His references to "Hein.rich Heinen as well as 
7 Traubel, I, 47. 
8 Traubel, I, 106, 461. 
9 See above, pp. ~6-37, 18. n • 
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other evidence to be presented later, indicate that he had 
read Essays in Criticism, 10 and he owned--though he dis-
liked--Literature and Dogma. 11 Finally, after Arnold's 
death, Whitman made a cryptic remark to Traubel which sug-
gests that at one time Arnold had had a greater influence 
on him than he liked to admit: 
"I would have no original impu~se to do it /read Birrell's 
essay on Arnold/: would not deliberately start out to read 
anything more about Arnold.n Looked at the portrait again--
shook his head: "No, no--he was. not for me: yet he must 
have been because-he was: ~here is no better reason, and 
. noworse! indeed, that is sufficient. ttl2 
Whitman appears to be suggesting that so~etime in the past 
he had found Arnold's writings more to his taste. In fact, 
his later reaction, as revealed in the Traubel conversa-
tions, seems really to be more personal than ideological, 
and he is less concerned about what Arnold said in his prose 
than about what Arnold seemed to be. 13 Once we understand 
10 See below pp. 15"8-159, n. 23. 
11 Traubel, II, 391. 
12 . 
Traubel, II, 544; the italics are mine. 
13 Wh. h. • 1 1 en ~s acqua~ntance Mrs. F orence Ear e Coates, who 
had e.ntertained Arnold in Germantown, defended Arnold a·s a 
man, Whitman softened his opinion (Traubel, II, 112): "For 
every man has that better thing to-be said of-him--is· en-
titled ~o all it may mean, signify, explain'.n See also, 
Raleigh, pp. 60-61. ·· 
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the history of Whitman's persoqal antipathy and discount 
it, we find that he had·an attitude toward culture than on 
several majo~ points is surprisingly parallel to Arnold's. 
The seed of Whitman's antipathy, which grew into the· 
I 
Herald obituary, was planted during 1866. In The Good 
Grey Poet, William O'Connor had appealed to European as 
well as American men of letters, among them Arnold, for 
sup~ort of Whitman after his dismissal from the Department 
of the Interior. 14 This book O'Connor sent to Arnolq. To 
the Whitman coterie, Arnold's response se~med arrogant • 
. 
What upset Burroughs and O'Connor was not so much Arnold's 
criticism of their idol--that \Vhitman's originality was 
. rreccentric" and had no foundation in the Western literary 
tradition (Arnold was mistaken)--~hat upset them was 
Arnold's comment about the future direction of American 
literature: 
A great original literature America will never get in this 
way /without culture/, and her intellect must inevitably 
consent ~o come, in a.considerable measure, into the European 
movement. That she may do this and yet be an independent 
14 Bliss Perry, Walt Whitman: His Life and Work (Boston, 
1906), p. 170: "I send this letter to Victor Hugo for its 
passport through-Europe; I send it to John Stuart Mill, to 
Newman, and Matthew Arnold, fot: England.~' Interestingly, 
it is quite possible thae Whitman had a major hand in com-
posing The Good Grey Poet. 
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intellectual power, not merely as you say an intellectual 
colony of Europe, I cannot doubt; and it is on her doing 
this, and not on her displaying an eccentric and violent 
originality thag wise Americans should in my opinion set 
their desires. 1 . 
O'Connor took Arnold's statement not as a judgment on 
the nature of literary history, but as a political judg-
ment; his reply to Arnold protests that "democracy, true 
or false, is the doctrine or principle in "t~hich this country 
has its start, and her movement, in literature as in every-
thing else, must proceed and be sustained from it, and not 
from anything exterior to it.n16 Burroughs gave a more 
contemptuous rendering of Arnold's meaning: uMatthew 
. 
Arnold ••• acknowledges Walt's power and originality, but 
thinks--to give his meaning in short--that Americans will 
have to fall into the European movement, and that we had 
better not attempt anything on our own hook. Cool, ain't 
Certainly Arnold's answer was communicated to Whit-
. 
man, and it is equally certain that, since Whitman's re-
actions to other writers are proportional to their reactions 
to him, any critic of Whitman was a mortal enemy. 
15 Perry, p. 178. 
16 Perry, p. 179. 
17 The Life and Letter.s:ofJohn Burroughs, I, 121. 
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By the time he started to conceive. nPersonalism," 
Whitman probably still resented the externals of Arnold's 
. . 18 pos1.t1.on: 
We find ourselves abruptly in close quarters with the 
enemy. This word Culture, and what is has come to represent, 
involves, by coq.tra.st, our whole theme, and has been, indeed, 
the spur, urging us to engagement. Certain questions arise. 
As now taught, accepted and carried out, are not the 
processes of Culture rapidly creating a class of supercili-
ous infidels, who believe in nothing?l9 
On one level, this statem~nt would seem to be an answer to 
that aspect of Arnold's doctrine calling for the suspension 
' 
of commitment until nright r(aason" lights the path of right 
action. i:n the coq.text of Arnold's prose, ndisinterested-
nessn often seems to his American critics nsuperciliousn 
and the attitude of one "who b_elieve[s) i~ nothing." Whit-
man rejects the •~rcountless masses of adjustments" which 
would be necessary in Arnold's program and relies on indi-
vidual integrity--an integrity conceived to be both under-
standable and absolute. In short, he is a Romantic. . 
18 In Walt Whitman Reconsidered (New York, 1955), p. 177, 
Richard Chase.has also notad that at several points in Demo-
cratic Vistas, Whitman appears to have Arnold in mind: nThe 
truth is that Democratic Vistas is a kind of American.version 
of Arnold's Culture~ Anarchy ••• despite vfuitman 1 s 
attacks, in the Vistas, on 'culture' and 'the grand style,' 
both of which he understood to be mere dilettantism.n When 
the works ~re placed in their historical sequence, the 
resemblance between them becomes even more striking. 
19 Galaxy, V, 542. 
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"Cultivation," Whitman seems to suggest, destroy~ that part 
of a man which is nsimply good and healthy and brave.n20 
In another place, l~itman more directly suggests that 
he has Arnold ·in mind: 
' 
Much is said, among artists,· of the grand style, as if it 
were a thing by itself. vllien a man, artist or whoever, has 
health, pride, acuteness, noble aspirations and emotions, 
he has the motive-elements of the grandest style. The rest 
is but manipulation (yet that is no small matter). Whoso 
dilates to the idea of the Infinite holds the clue of all 
grandeur, as all meaning.21. 
In what seems a direct thrust at Arnold, Whitman claims 
that the poet must have a unity of personali~y and form. 
And, at least in On Translating Homer, Arnold does seem 
more concerned with the poet's external conditions of crea-
tion. Throughout Whitman's "Personalism" and "Orbic Litera-
ture"--the latter rejected by Galaxy though incorporated 
later into Democratic Vistas?2~-are other answers to and 
echoes of Arnold which. reveal a familiarity with Arnold's 
critical and social writings. 23 
20 Galaxy, V, 542. 
21 Galaxy, V, 543. 
22 . See Walt Whitman: The Correspondence, ed. Edwin Haviland 
Miller (N~w York, 1961),.!!, 32-33. Because norbic Litera-
ture" was conceived of~and·written in 1868, !·have considered 
it in conjunction with "Personalism." All references to 
norbic Literature" are from The Complete Poetry and Prose of 
Walt Whitman, ed.·Malcolm Cowley (New York, 1948), II, 241-259. 
23 In uPersonalismn (p. 544), when Whitman calls history 
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Both articles may be seen, however, not as an attempt 
to refute Arnold, but as an attempt to harmonize Whitman's 
plan for an American culture and his Emersonianism with 
~ 
views and p.erceptions that, at the very' least, are Arnoldian 
in cast. In this sense, tltPersonalism" is a major document 
in. the cultural qebate occuring concurrently with Arnold's 
publication of Culture and Anarchy. But to see Whitman's 
answer in its total perspective, it is necessary to under-
stand that "Personalism" uses an Arnoldian point of view to 
. 24 
answer Emerson's "Aspects of Culture." 
nAspects of Culture,n originally an address to the Phi 
Beta Kappa Society of Harvard University (July 1867) begins 
by celebrating--as one migh~ expect--the multifariousness 
of American life, then continues with the warning that 
modern culture rests on the equivalent advances of past cul-
. 25 tures which we, therefore, cannot discard. The main burden 
"a bald fablen he may have in mind a similar remark made by 
Arnold in nThe Literary Influence of Academies" (Prose Works, 
III, 529);·in Specimen Days Whitman mentions ~-common place 
book he kept and among the quotations he had recorded in it 
is the followit:tg: "Matthew Arnold speaks of 1 the huge(_.., 
Mississippi of falsehood called History'" (Complete Prose 
and Poetry, II, 204). 
24 Atlantic, 
25 A 1 . t ant1.c, 
XXI (January 1868), 87-95. 
XXI, 87-89. 
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of Emerson's essay, however, is to show the place of the 
individual and superior talent in the present scheme of 
things: uthe truth, the hope of any time, must always be 
h . . h . . t" n 26 soug t 1n t e m1nor1 1es.: 
-The importanc·e of the one person who has the truth over 
nations who have it not, is because power obeys reality, 
and not a~~earance; power is according to quality and not 
quantity. 
The "power" of which Emerson speaks is the power of ·the 
intellect, trained in knowledge and supported by u·the moral 
sentiment," which preserves itself among the,cataclysmic 
changes in the modern day. The essay would seem to be a 
repetition of the."American Scholar" were it not for the 
chastisement Emerson gives to his audience--the very peqple· 
whose noblesse oblige born of ttsuperior advantagesn and 
cultivation should inspire them to set standards for their 
age: "Here you are set down, scholars and idealists, as in 
a barbarous age; amidst insanity, to calm and guide it; 
26 A 1 • XXI 90 t ant1c, , • 
27 Atlantic, XXI, 91; by compar~son, Arnold's conception 
of the relationship between "powet"" or "forcen and nright" 
was socially and politically-in tuae with the-Recons·truction: 
nTill right is.ready, force" (Prose Works, III, 265-266). 
To be sure, Arnold saw that; ideally, the measure of one was 
the measure of the other. 
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amidst fools and blind, to see the right done; among violent 
proprietors, to check self-interest stone-blind and stone-
deaf by considerations of humanity to the workman and to his 
~ child; amongst angry politicians • • • under bad govern-
28 
ments.n He accuses his audience of abdicating its respon-
sibilities because of these difficulties, of lacking faith, 
of finding the difficulties not barriers to be joyously sur-
mounted ("a strenuous soul hates cheap successes"), but 
. -
finding them rather barriers to which one accommodates one-
self. . The best have stooped to practice "and take the im-
moral side without .loss of caste."29 Nevertheless, using a 
regressive-progressive dialectic of history, he draws hope 
for the future from the potential greatness he sees in the 
men he addresses. 30 Emerson's faith, saved from complete 
despair by an ad hoc interpretation of and insulation from 
--
the immediacies of post-Civil War realities, seems dated by 
1868. Still, his very tone and appeal indicate a deep frustra-
tion and growing pessimism. The essay becomes an attempt 
to re-affirm for a less hopeful generation pressured by a 
28 Atlantic, XXI, 94. 
2~ Atlantic, XXI, 95. 
30 Atlantic, XXI, 95. 
\ 
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new social, political, and economic out+ook the faith that 
by simply ~eeping standards aloft 'the present insti~utions 
(perfect if purified) and the present American (perfect when 
properly cultivated) will be forced to conform to the ideal 
standard. On the one hand, this yiew is too· simplistic for 
the new pessimists who are faced with immediate sociological 
problems, and on the other hand, it is too narrow for Whit-
man. He takes Emerson's thesis to be that culture is for 
the superior individual and that culture is a garment to be 
worn. 31 
In the rejection of this atti~qde, Whitman shares the 
Arrtoldian point of view; the proper measure of culture is 
its propagation on a universal basis: 
. 
As we have shown, the New World, including in itself, and, 
indeed, founded upon, the all-levelling aggregate of Democ-
racy, we show it also including the all-varied, all-permitting, 
all-free theorem of Individuality, and erecting therefor a 
lofty and hitherto unoccupied framework or platform of Per-
sonalism, broad enough for all, eligible to every farmer and 
mechan~c--to the female equally with the male--a towering 
selfhood.32 
31 Whitman's emancipation from uncritical Emersonianism may 
date from this article. Despite his dislike of Arnold's 
criticism of Emerson (Traubel, III, 189), t~itman too felt 
that Emerson's major value was extra-literary: nEmerson, in 
my opinion, is not most eminent as poet or artist or teacher, 
though valuable in all thesen (Complete Prose and Poetry, II, 
329). What he criticizes in 4 Emerson--objectivity, excess of 
nmann~rs;" and lack of passion--is precisely the characteris-
tics for which be later criticizes Arnold (Complete Prose 
and Poetry,. II, 329-330). 
32 . Galaxy, V, 547. 
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Broadly speaking, "Personalism" is synonymous with Arnold's 
definition of culture as an inward condition which, in 
Whitman's terms, "only seeks to help, systematize, and put · 
in attitude, the elements of fertility and power." Wha~ 
Whitman proposes in "Personalism" is the need to delineate 
a "programme of Culture, drawn out, not for a single class 
alone, or for the parlors or lecture-rooms,n33 but for all 
' Americans--including women. Though the emphasis may be dif-
ferent, both Whitman and Arnold conceive of culture not only 
as an individual attainment but as a nsocial idea. n34 
Whitman's "personalism-culture" is not without its 
religious and moral implications, but where Arnold sees the 
moral element as overdeveloped,35 Whitman fears that in 
36 America this element is underdeveloped~ In "Sweetne~s and 
Light,n we apprehend that religion--though its objective, 
nperfection,n reveals what must pe culture's aim--is only 
one element of culture. .~an .must free himself of "religionsn 
in their provincial particularities if the religious emotion 
33 Galaxy, V, 542. 
34 "Sweetness and Light,tt in Culture and Anarchy ••• p. 38. 
35 
"Sweetness and Light,n pp. 20-21. 
36 Galaxy, V, 543-544. 
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is to function properly.37 Similarly, in "Personalism": 
Religion, although casuaily arrested, and, after a fashion, 
preserVed in the churches and creeds, does not depend at all 
upon them, but is a part of the identified Soul, which, when 
greatest, knows not Bibles in the old way, but in new ways--
the identified Soul, which can really confront Religion when 
it extricates itself entirely from the churches, and not be-
fore.38 
While Whitman, like Arnold, conceives culture's purpose to 
be religious--that is, the pursuit of perfection--his stress 
is not humanistic, but spiritual: "Finally, the theme, great 
as it is, of the Personality of mortal life is most important 
with reference to the immortal, the Unknown, the Spiritual, 
the only permanently real, which, as the ocean waits for 
and receives the rivers, waits for us each and all.n39 But 
one feels that Whitman's spiritualization of culture is ad 
hoc, for the burden of his essay, too, is socially oriented. 
Whitman, on the whole, vitalizes and celebrates his sub-
ject, so that while he might condemn aspects of American 
culture--its materialism and factionalism--at the same time 
he rejoices in the world that these elements will eventually 
37 
"SWeetness and Light,n p. 10. 
~ 
38 
.Galax;v, v, 544. 
39 Galaxl::, v; 547 .. 
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bring forth.40 We may forget, however, that Arnold, though 
he does not celebrate the movement of his times, ~ecognizes 
and approves of "industrialism,~· ndetnocracy, u in short,· of 
the elements of modernism: nBut the flexibility which sweet-
. 
ness and light give • • • enables a man to see that a t~nq-
ency may be necessary, and even, as a preparation for some-
thing in the future, salutary, and yet that the generations 
of individuals who obey this tendency are sacrificed to 
"t n41 J. • Even Whitman, while hailing the age, can pause to 
question and doubt: "I hail with jo~ the oceanic, variegated, 
. 
intense practical energy, the demand for facts, even the 
business materialism of the current age, our States. But 
·wo to the age or land in which these things, movements, 
stopping at themselves, do not tend to ideas. u 42 Arnolp. 
criticizes the Philistine precisely because he does not 
ntend to ideas,n and Whitman, likewise, though basically 
optimistic, fears that aspect of middle-class culture which 
4
° For all his "rejoicing,'n Whi~man is greatly apprehensive 
about increasing factionalism. H~ can suggest that a young 
man enter politics and yet, contradicting himself, recommend 
"disinterestedness": nnisengage yourself from partiesn 
(Galaxy, V, 544). · 
41 
nsweetness and Light," p. 26. 
42 Complete Prose and Poetry, II, 253; Richard Chase 
(p. 155) has also noted the echo of Arnold in this passage. 
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relegates the intellect to the service of progress. But 
Whitman's gaze is at the horizons and he seems willing to 
accept the sacrifice of the past and the present to the 
future, a sacrifice which Arnold recognizes will alter the 
quality of tha't future. 
In one other important area, Whitman and Arn~ld share 
a common point of view. For both, literat~re is not only a 
function of the civilization. Prefiguring Literature and 
Dogma, Arnold claims for poetry the same function as ·religion. 
During the modern age poetry "is destined, adding to itself 
the religious idea of a devout energy, to ~ransform and 
' 
govern" the animal part of our nature.43 Whitman, too, sees 
literature, and particularly poetry, as having a major moral 
function and as revitalizing the religious emotion which 
44 
science has "scared away": 
That which really balances and conserves the social and po-
litical world is not so much legislation, police, trea,ties, 
and dread of punishment, as the latent eternal intuitional 
sense, in humanity, of fairness, manliness, decorum, &. 
Indeed, this perennial regulation, control, and oversight, 
by self-suppliance, is sine qua ~ to democracy; and a 
highest widest aim of democratic literature may well be to 
bring forth, cultivate, brace, and strengthen this sense, 
in individuals and society. A strong mastership of the 
general inferior ~ 2!, the superior self., is to be aided, 
43 11Sweetness and Light," p. 19. 
44 . Complete Prose and Poetry, II, 252-253. 
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secured, indirectly, but surely, by the literatus, in his 
works, shaping, for individual o~ aggregate democracy, a . 
great passionate b~gy, in and along with which goes a great 
maf:!terful spirit.'! 
With overtones vaguely suggestive of "Sweetness and Light" 
a.nd nnoing as One Likes," Whitman claims that ana~chy is 
not to be avoided by machinery,. but by the development. of 
the well-trained "superior self," and literatur'e bas the 
function to train that "better self." Finally, like Arnold, 
Whitman specifically states that "art in its highest" is 
. 
1 
"only the other name for serving God, and serving humanity.n46 
Thus far, in terms of the function of culture and 
literature, Whitman appears to be in many respects at one 
I 
with Arnold, however diverse their tones. Richard Chase 
succinctly sums up this similarity when he asks: 
. 
Do not both authors believe ·that the present danger in their 
countries is anarchy, that modern man places too great a 
faith in the mere machinery of legislation, that lively 
elevating ideas should be current, that the middle class is 
the one to rely on, that aggressive assertions of material 
progress, including the mass production of vulgar litera-
ture may cloak a virulent moral sickness, that poetry has a 
very broad function, includi~g that of' religion747 
Though one doubts Whitman's trust in the middle class, 
45 Com:elete Prose and Poetr;l, II, 255; the italics are mine. 
46 Com:ele.te Prose and Poetry, II, 245. 
47 Walt Whitman Reconsidered, p. 155. 
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essentially their cognitive programs are strikingly similar. 
Chase, however, neglects anoth~r significant similarity, 
that of strategy. Both Whitman's and Arnold's major docu-
ments in the cultural debate are thought of as attempts 
nto preserve the balance." Whitman specifically states that 
his purpose is "to throw what weight we can, not for 
absolute reason~, but current ones."48 One of the major 
critical and social legacies of Matthew Arnold is this very 
strategy. 
From this stance, however, Whitman's doctrine of the 
culture fit for America does take on non-Arnoldian criteria: 
America, betaking herself to formative action, • • • must, 
for her purposes, cease to recognize a theory of character 
formed by merely esthetic or literary standards, or from 
any ultramarine, full-dress formulas of culture, polish, 
caste, etc., and must sternly promulgate her own new stand-
ard, yet old enough, and accepting the old, the perennial, 
elements, and combining them into· groups, unities, appropri-
ate to the modern, the democratic, the West, and to the 
practical occasions and needs of our own cities, and of the 
agricultural regions. Ever the most precious in the common • 
. Ever the fresh breeze of field, hill, or lake, is more than 
any palp!~ation of fans, though of ivory, and redolent with 
perfume. . 
The reference to "ultramarinett doctrines of culture may be 
48 Galaxy, V, 541. 
49 Galaxy, V, 546. 
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an oblique reference to Arnold. But more important; two 
of Whitman's objections to Arnold's essential program are 
visible in this quotation, as distinguished from a misunder-
standing or distortion of "sweetness and lightn or the 
ngrand style." First, throughout Democratic Vistas Whitman 
rejects _npersonalism" constructed intellectually. The new 
cultured American will, somehow, grow organically from the 
conditions of democracy; so that while Whitman places the 
highest value on the formative influence of literature, his 
"personalism" seems instinctive and organic rather than 
formal. Arnold's culture informs the political and economic 
life of the individual; Whitman's culture is the fruit of 
that political and economic life: nAnd then the rest of 
life, the main thing, freely branching and blossoming in 
each individual, and bearing golden fruit.n 50 Some of the 
difference in approach may be accounted for by the relatiyely 
different course of democracy in England and America. 
England in 1865 is still traveling toward democracy, and, 
to Arnold, the future must be prepared for it; Americ~ in 
1865 is already democratic, and, to Whitman, the political 
.. 
condition must be made to mean something. So that while 
50 
Galaxy, V, 546. 
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Arnold posits culture as not only the goal but also the 
pruning shears of Philistinism, to Whitman nculture" is the 
candle in the window that would guide "democracy," "progress," 
and 11liberalismn home. In short, Whitman's npersonalism" 
is not based on "the best that has been thought and said," 
a doctrine which--even an Arnoldian must admit--has, poten-
tially, hot-house overtones. 
From this position and the corrective strategy, grows 
Whitman's second objection to Arnold's doctrine. For 
America to evolve a culture--and a literature--it must not 
enter into the 19European movement" as Arnold claimed. What 
the older culture and traditions visually manifest as cul-
ture is the exponent of their political conditions. Over 
and over again Whitman protests that America is su~feited 
with this "cancer" of culture: 
Thus, in our times, refinement and delicatesse are not only 
attended to sufficiently, but threaten to eat us up, like a 
cancer, Already, the Democratic genius watches, ill-pleased, 
these tendencies. Provision for a little healthy rudeness, 
savage virtue, sanity, equipoise, is demanded.Sl 
Though in this warning Whitman seems only to attack that 
aspect of culture of which Arnold also disapproves, he 
expands the contention to include all European tradition. 
America must reach back to r.nnaturett for its pattern of 
51 
Galaxy, V, 541. 
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/' 
action, not to "any stereotyped eclat of history or 
poems. n 52 In other words, to reject the political condi-
tions of European life we must reject the cultural mani-
festations of that con~ition. "Personalism" will be 
developed by the best that is about to be said. 
When Whitman proposed "Personalism" to the Galaxy he 
claimed that it "overhauls the culture theory., shows its 
dificiencies, tested by any grand, practical Democratic 
test--argues that the main thing wanted for the literary, 
esthetic, & moral areas of the United States is to insti-
tute what must result in copious supplies, amon~ the masses, 
of healthy, acute, handsome Individualities, modernized & 
fully adapted to our soil, our days, city & country.n53 
In the article itself, he claims to "pronounce not so much 
against the principle of Culture; we only supervise it, and 
1 d h d . . 1 tt 54 Th promu ge as eep, per aps a eeper pr1nc1p e. e 
17deeper principle" is culture much as Arnold sees it.-
With the exception of the importance he placed on the 
past and tradition, Arnold said very little in his earlier 
52 Galaxy, V, 546. 
53 
Walt Whitman: The Correspondence, II, 19. 
54 Galaxy, V, 547. 
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writings to which Whitman might object and a great deal more 
· that Whitman would find attractive. That Whitman does, as 
a matte~ of fact, attack Arnold later--and I think this 
accounts for the lapse of tone in his obituary--can be 
accounted for in terms of Arnold's response to O'Connor and 
the increasing identification qf Arnold with a simplistic 
definition of culture and the promulgators of this culture. 
\~itman 1 s substitution of the. word "personalismn for ncul-
ture" is indicative of a reflex association that he wished 
to avoid; for, unlike Godkin, Whitman saw no necessary anti-
t~esis between his culture and democracy. Whitman accom-
plishes his unity of vision, however, by rejecting--though 
paying respects to--the European manifestations of culture 
that Benson, Higginson, Adams, James, Godkin, Norton, and 
others could not reject--those external manifestations of 
culture for which Arnold comes to be one symbol. In his 
attempt'to balance the excess of Europeanism, as he sees it, 
Whitman later becomes violently anti-Arnoldian. In 1868, 
however, Whitman's Emersonianism shows a· post-war tempering 
that makes the elements of Democratic Vistas in combination 
strikingly similar to the heart of Arnold's Culture and 
Anarchy. 
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CHAPTER VII 
ARNOLD AND THE CULTqRAL DEBA.TE: PART THREE: 
RELIGION AND EDUCATION 
Arnold and Religion: 
During a conversation with Horace Traubel about Arnold, 
~lliitman suggested that by 1888 the religious questions dis-
cussed in Literature and Dogma were no longer pertinent: 
n•That matter there which he writes about is old, old--not 
only a thrice told but a three hundred times told ta..le.•n1 
But in the late 1860's and into the 1870's religion was 
intricately twisted into the fabric of the cultural debate, 
and, in fact, apparently .came to be the dominant public 
issue in the American response to Arnold. The problem of 
. 
the relationship between political form and culture, the 
masses and culture, aesthetic standards and democracy, this 
problem becomes not less urgent but less drama.tic and so 
less interesting as American positions crystallize into 
axioms and axioms crystallize into cultural dogma. On the 
other hand, the relationship of culture to religion becomes 
a more immediate and dramatic problem as American thinkers 
1 Traubel, II, 391. 
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realize the implications of Arnold's position and as the 
practical meaning of the Higher Criticism and Darwinism, 
of Huxley and Spencer gradually dawn upon post-Civil War 
-America. The resulting shift in interest, almost exactly 
parallels the growth of Arnold's own dominant concerns. 
As early as the Essays in Criticism some readers noted 
the potential religious implications within Arnold's work. 
Noah Porter's review of the Essays dwells at length on 
Arnold's religious position and he suggests that possibly 
Arnold is too disinterested:. 
Mr~.- Arnold is anything rather than a Roman Catholic,. and 
yet he dwells with charitable fondness upon that which 
is elevating and. inspiring in the grandeur and·- the .associa-
tions of the Papal Church. He cannot, as a true man, avoid 
expressing his dissatisfaction with many of the practical 
workings of Anglican Protestantism. Many of his utterances 
remind us of the fervid denunciations of 4 his father. He can 
as little help rendering his tribute of sympathy for the 
aggressive and progressive Puritanism of the middle classes 
of England. And yet Puritanism has no ideals, in his judg-
ment. It is essentially coarse and commercial. His heart 
cleaves to the Establishment.2 
Noah Porter's last remark, though perceptive, is not so 
important as is his recognition of the potential "directionn 
that Arnold was likely to take "in English criticism, both 
of books and opinions."3 Though Porter at this time reads 
2 Round Table, III (September 16, 1865), 19-20. 
3 Round Table, III, 20. Eight years later, Porter violently 
attacked Arnold's religious position in a two-part review of 
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into Arnold's scattered statements an orthodox Christian 
positio.n, he quite obviously has reservations. On the 
other hand, Alexander H. Stephens, Vice-President of the 
;Confederacy, severely orthodox in religion and politics, 
instantly recognized the smell of brimstone: 
Last night I read Arnold on Spinoza and Marcus Aurelius. I 
have not yet been able to satisfy myself as to this c~itic 1 s 
general object. It seems to me that it is not good, that 
his spirit is evil, that he conceals himself as well a·s he 
can and attempts to inculcate his own views through the 
teachings of others.4 
At·this time, however, most American critics and readers 
were interested in Arnold's literary and critical stance, 
his style and judgments, rather than in the theological 
implications of his position. 
Even when Arnold started to invade the domain of reli-
gious speculation in Culture and Anarchy, his American 
readers did not at first draw out the implications of his 
position, though a few singled out specific attitudes' for 
comment. Godkin defended the ndissidence of dissent and 
Literature and Dogma, which he found to be narrow and dog-
matic; ·see "Matthew Arnold: Literature and Dogma, u Christian 
Union, VII (June 25, 1873), 501-502; "Matthew Arnold's 
Literature and Dogma: Second Paper,n~christian Union, VIII 
(July 23, 1873)f 61-62. 
4 Recollections of Alexander H. 
a Prisoner at Fort Warren 
. . . ' (New York, 1910), p. 493. 
Stephens: His Diar;y When 
ed. Myrta Lockett Avary 
·, 
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the Protestantism of the Protestant religion" by demon-
strating that under existing prejudices 0 the English Non-
conformists may • • • fairly oppose church establishments 
and Catholicism with all their might without laying them-
selves open to the charge of thereby throwing obstacles in 
the way either 'of reason and the will of God' or of 'sweet-
ness and light' .n5 Later, T. W. Higginson '""utterly rejects 
the position taken by Matthew Arnold, that the Puritan 
spirit in America was essentially hostile to literature and 
art. 116 Godkin's and Higginson's remarks, however, are more 
concerned with religions, as they relate to politics and 
art, than with the religious. 
But early in 1868 some of the religious implications of 
Arnold's position with·respect to culture were coming to be 
5 - -
n/Arnold and the Nonconformist~/," Nation, V (September 
19, 1867), 223. The occasion for this article was the report 
that one Mr. Smeeton has been nturned eut of his farmn be-
cause he, as a dissenter, "refused to pay church rates.,.-
6 nAmericanism in Litera~ure," Atlan~ic, XXV (January 
1870), 60. Even earlier, without referring to Arnold 
directly., Higginson claimed that: "It is worth all that has 
been sacrificed in New England to vindicate this one fact, 
the supremacy of the moral naturen; see nLiterature as an 
Art," Atlantic, XX (December 1867), 254.· This statement is 
a diJ;ect r·efutation of Arnold'~ claim in "Sweetness and 
Light" that the Puritan 1 s voyage had not been worth the 
sacrifice. 
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seen more clearly. One of the first responses was "Fri-
volity" which appeared in the Round Table. The anonymous 
author almost confronts.the major issue: 
Lack of earnestness is almost the chief characteristic of 
moder~ society. One is struck by nothing so much as by the 
apparent absence of settled conviction, of far-reaching 
purpose, in the majority of those around him. l-Je live in 
to-day and for to-day only; the past is dead to us, the 
future is unborn. And because we have no memories, we 
have no aspirations; the present is nothing, and it is the 
present only that we believe in or care for. Perhaps such 
a condition is inseparable from a transition period, 
through which, according to Mr. Matthew Arnold, we are now 
passing. Achilles ponders in his tent, he tells us; the 
kings of modern thought are dumb; silent they are but not 
content, and wait to see the future come.7 
By "'frivolity" the author does not mean simple light-
heartedness, and by "earnestnessr.n he does not mean simple 
seriousness. The problem of the age is that modern soci-
eties, and especially American society, do not seriously 
face up to the "awful problem, whose shadow falls across the 
world, which every inexorable day brings nearer."8 The 
author himself can barely state the enormity of what he 
perceives, but the problem is, obviously, how modern society 
is to come to terms with the destruction of traditional 
Christianity: 
7 Round Table, VII (February 22, 1868), 117. 
sentence is a -quotation from "Stanzas from the 
Chartreuse,n 11. 115-118. 
8 
Round Table, VII, 117. 
The last 
Grande 
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The weapons that served us in the past are shattered on the 
- adamantine gates of a future that seems, each day, more 
impenetrable, and with extinguished or, at best, but faintly 
flickering torches we grope in the uncertain darkness for 
new. The old ideas in which the souls of men clad them-
selves and found comfort are dropping from us tattered and 
threadbare; we stand shivering in the chill, pitiless blast 
of progressive enquiry and look in vain for wherewithal to 
c~ver o.ur spiritual nakedness.9 
The authqr elaborates on the Carlylean image of clothing. and 
rejects the new suit of positivism offered by Comte and 
others, contending both that they smell of old closets and 
that the salesmen themselves seem to doubt the quality of 
their substitute wares. And though he weaves into the fabric 
of his article quotations from Arnold's poetry, he finds 
. 
Arnold's goods also unsatisfactory: 
. 
Arnold beckons us into his opposition shop and begs us to 
examine his Religion of Culture, points out the fineness 
of the cloth, the graceful beauty of the form, the novelty 
and attractiveness of the style, its general sweetness and 
lightness, its perfection, in a word; and here again we are 
almost charmed into buying. But is this a coat to serve us 
in time of storm? In a land of always summer one could 
scarcely desire a handsomer or more stylish garment, but 
our winters would make sorry work of its delicate embroi-
dery.lO 
Of all the shops, the author turns away with most reluctance 
from Arnold 1 s :· nso- most of us give up the search in sheer 
weariness, and fold our hands in silent discontent, and 
9 Round Table, VII, 117. 
lO Round Table, VII, llT. 
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wait to see the future come."11 But he does turn away~ 
Since no prophet seems able to solve the problem, the 
modern tendency when faced with religious contradiction is 
not to invent new social theory--as do Arnold and Comte--
but to demolish and sneer. If Arnold and Comte have un-
acceptable answers, they at least have a program: "Mr. 
Swinburne, for example, sneers at, and disbelieves in, 
everything but himself • • • , and is universally read aqd 
admired, while Mr. Matthew Arnold, fairest and sincerest of 
modern writers, is, popularly speaking, scarcely read at 
all.nl2 Throughout the article, the author suggests that 
of all the writers in the ~odern day, Arnold has most 
clearly faced up to the issue of the loss of faith. If he 
cannot accept Arnold's answer, it is only because he thinks 
the answer to the modern confusion is a return to uncon-
sidered, passionate attachment to a cause. Intellect is 
futile and faith--
Faith? what is left us to believe? First came Puritanism, 
and demolished heaven, or made it intolerable for any but 
Puritans to inhabit; then came Universalism, and abolished 
hell; and, finally, Materialism to do away with eternity. 
Let us eat, drink and be merry, for tomorrow we die. And 
then?l3 
11 Round Table, VII, 117. 
12 Round Table, VII, 117. 
l3 Round Table, VII, 117-118. 
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Throughout the essay we know.we are in the presence of a 
man who though passionate in his need for certitude is 
neverthele·ss unwilling to abnegate his will and intellect 
to the old authority. But the new authorities--even the 
most attractive authority, Arnold--present a solution so 
refined that it does not appear sufficient for the enormities 
the writer is willing to face head-on. While the author of 
nFrivolity" obviously desires a prophet who will reconsti-
tute religion on a mere dogmatic foundation than Arnold 
seems to present, he will not blind himself to the religious 
problems facing modern man. To do so would be tr':JlY "fri-
.. 
volous." 
Others were less willing to face up to the implications 
of the new culture and shattered religion than was the author 
of 11Frivolity." James Pyle Wickersham, 'an educator from 
. 14 
Pennsylvania, constructs an argument for a religious over-
view to Arnold 1 s "sweetness and light" in an e.ssay called 
15 
"Culture. tt Up to a point, however, Wickersham's argument 
for culture parallels Arnold's so fearlessly as ·to be almost 
a plagiarism. His article opens with an attack on the 
14 See DAB. 
15 Lippincott's, I (March 1868), 276-283. 
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merely mechanical considerations of educational problems: 
The purpose of this paper is, if possible, to divert a share 
of public.attention from the channel of the stream to its 
foundation, from the house to its occupant, from the d~d 
body to the living soul, from the mere externa~s of an 
education to the nature of the mind itself and the mode of 
its development. The problem proposed for solution is 
CULTURE--its End, its Means, its Conditions, and its 
Power.l6 
To paraphrase the essay further would be to repeat a good 
part of "Sweetness and Light," with the exception that the 
good Wickersham adds a Christian overview to his potpourri 
of Ar.nold. He understands that culture's job is to make 
"reason and the will of God prevail," but ultimately "man 
must perfect him_self for the sake of serving God. n 17 His 
view is closer to that of the English renaissance humanist 
than to Arnold's secular humanism. Despite his praise of 
the very culture he himself describes--Arnold's all-embracing 
culture--Wickersham finds that there is e~something in the 
. . 18 
depths of the human spirit that no culture can reach.u 
The center is the p~edestined seed God plants in us, a seed-
that determines our tropological direction. In the debate 
16 LiEEincott's,_ I, 276. 
17 LiEEi_ncott 1 s, I,. 277. 
18 LiEEincott's, I, 283. 
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over culture, Wickersham's essay indicates one more area of 
possible resistance to Arnoldian humanism. However much he 
likes the program for culture, to the basically religious 
mind, culture is but the appendix to a book that has already 
been written. And because religion comes before and after 
culture, when a Wickersham sees the implications of Arnold's 
attitude toward religion, he will have to reject Arnold. 
Another type of reaction to Arnold's statements is 
represented by Henry Hartshorne, doctor and eclectic 
scholar. 19 His reaction i.s partly religious, partly socio-
logical and partly chauvinistic. Dr. Hartshorne's article, 
nAmerican Culture,"20 is as eclectic as the man, and in it 
he attempts a multiple assault on the implications he sees 
in Arnold's writings: uMATTHEW ARNOLD has said much of 
sweetness and light, but less of another essential element 
21 
of culture--strength." Hartshorne is not so much dis-
agreeing with Arnold as he is trying to place within 
Arnold's scheme for culture the American virtue, nvigour." 
"Vigour110 is as close as he comes to defining what he means 
19 See DAB. 
20 Lippincott's, I (June 1868), 645-647. 
21 Lippincott's, I, 645. 
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by nstrength," but he suggests that the strength of culture 
has to do with its diffusion: "Where, as .in Europe, culture 
belongs to the.few, ±t is concentrated, intensified; al-
though this is not the most healthy life of culture, and 
especially does not favor its strength."22 Hartshorne is 
erecting a strawman, and he obviously understands culture 
to be those external appurtenances of cultivation which 
Arnold clearly states are not culture. Hartshorne's choice 
. -
· of the word n strengthn to indicate the weakness in Arnold' s 
position also suggests the continuing implicit and explicit 
attack on Arnold's doctrine as being soft, effeminate, 
delicate, cold, supercilious--in a word, unmanly23 __ a sug-
gestion that is to become part of the anti-Arnoldian 
I 
critique. 24 
Nevertheless, Hartshorne implicitly accepts Arnold's 
condemnation of the English-Philistine as applicable to 
American culture, a culture for which he elaborately apol-
ogizes. We do not have a high state of culture in 1868, he 
states, because in broadening culture nwhen the many ascend, 
22 
LiEEincott's, I, 645. 
23 LiEEincott's, I, 646-647. 
24 See below, pp. 217-220. 
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the few must come down to meet them.n25 Almost plaintively, 
Hartshorne contends that "another obvious element in the 
comparison of our country with Europe is a certain crude-
n~ss and immaturity, hurried, unfinished work-~in a word, 
. -. 
provincialism. • • • We were, indeed, but the other day 
colonies--now grown to be States: How could we be other 
than immature?"26 Hartshorne can, then, accept the criticism 
of America in the expect~tion of its future maturity. 
'•, 
Unlike Whitman, however, Hartshorne's future is assured 
not by the political form, bu·t by the religious form. Like 
Arnold, he is uncertain as to the essential compatibility 
between democracy and excellence. But the future, as Hart-
shorne sees it, is assured by America's essential Christian-
ity: 
One thought more of our American culture, present and future. 
No other civilization is, as yet, so founded upon • • • the 
"Christian cultus." To-day, America is the most Christian 
eountry of the world in its polity.27 
Everyone knows, he states, that only Christianity could pro-
duce ".the Inferno, Paradise Lost, Hamlet, ••• Evangeline. n 
25 Lippincott's, I, 645. 
26 Lippincott's, I, 645. 
27 Lippincott's, I, 647. 
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Finally, "the bloom of all culture is, everywhere, of 
relig-ious growth. n 28 This is an answer to Arnold's conten-
tion that presently religion retards culture, and that in 
the modern world culture should embrace Christianity, not 
vice versa. As does Wickersham, Hartshorne rejects the 
religious implications of Arnold's doctrines, though one 
senses that possibly his last remarks are simple lip-service 
to prevailing beliefs. In .the last analysis he is less con-
cerned, in this essay at least, with his belief in an over-
view than he is with creating the conditions whereby th~ 
reader will accept his primary conclusion: that it is 
. 
necessary to create institutions for an American culture. 
Two slightly later responses to the religiou.s implica-
tions of Arnold's work almost complete the spectrum of 
possible reactions. Both the response of the Nation to 
Saint Paul and Protestantism (appearing at that -time in tp~ 
Cornhill and in Every Saturday) and the response of the New 
Englander to Culture and Anarchy were mild in tone. 29 The 
reviewer in the Nation ironically doubted ni£ Mr. Arnold 
28 Lippincott's, I, 647. 
29 - ' 
n/Note on Saint Paul and Protestantisi7,n ·Nation, IX 
(November 11, 1869), 411; nMatthew Arnold on !Culture and 
Anarchy,"' New Englander, XXIX (January 1870), 182-185. 
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holds quite the right opinion" about Paul's creed, but he 
appears not to be unduly disturbed by Arnold's heterodoxy. 
In fact, the reviewer approves of Arnold's "view of Paul 
which, to our apprehension, goes deeper than Renan's, and, 
indeed, deeper than any other with which we have any 
acquaintance. n30 Though he objects to Arnold's misunder-
standing of America, he praises both Saint Paul and Prot-
estantism and Culture and Anarchy: "We may add that these 
essays and those, although not undisfigured by the conscious-
ness of self, to which we owe much of what is good and of 
what is bad in Mr. Arnold's writings, are both, on the 
whole, more earnest and manly than is common with their 
.author to be.n31 In what writings Arnold is less "manly," 
the reviewer fails to indicate, but that he can find the 
religious implications in both works ttmanly" indicates an 
acceptance of, or least a lack of concern over, Arnold's 
humanistic-historical attitude toward religion.32 
30 Nation, IX, 411. 
31 Nation, IX, 411. 
32 The mildly favorable attitude exhibited by the Nation 
at this time is surprising in one respect. Not only had it 
formerly severely criticized Culture and Anarchy, but a 
month before it had attacked Arnold's criticism of America: 
"There is an increasing number of Englishmen who, though 
they concede the truth of Matthew Arnold's proposition that 
the United States is the Paradise of Mediocrities, yet, 
"187. 
The ~ Englander, de~pite its Congregationalist bias, 
was equally mild, though more orthodox in its criticism. 
The reviewer found in Culture and Anarchy a great many use-
ful c~ncepts--especially the concept of "Hebraizing and 
Hel~enizing,n33 and found that the work as a whole "abounds 
in felicitou~ hits. n 34 He objects, however, to Arnold's 
criticism of Christianity; for Christianity is broader than 
either "Hebraismn or "Hellenism.u Christianity has trall 
that can be needed or wanted for man's salvation and per-
fection.n35 The reviewer also defends religious machinery. 36 
But on the whole he seems so secure in his faith that he 
allows himself only one smug irony: nrn fact, he /Arnold/ 
- -
.. 
seems to feel it is worse for those who have such a religion 
as ours, than for those who are utterly 'without religion.'"37 
The variety of views represented in this section pre-
figure the response to Arnold's religious writings after 1870. 
even • • • venture to doubt ·• • • if there are not one or 
two dreadful admissions for Mr. Arnold also to make.n See 
Nation, IX (September 9, 186S), 213. 
3~ New Englander, XXIX (January 1870), 182-183. 
34 New En~lander, XXIX, 184. 
35 New En~lander, XXIX, 183. 
36 New En~lander, XXIX, 184. 
37 New En~lander, XXIX, 185. 
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At one end of the spectrum are those who, like the reviewer 
in the Nation and Hartshorne in Lippincott's, simply pay lip-
service to Christianity but who exhibit little concern about 
secularized religion. At the other end of.the spectrum are 
those who, like the reviewer in the New Englander and 
Wickersham, recognize the importance of the culture Arnold 
is promulgating but who wish to subordinate i~ to a Christian 
overview; they either do not, or will not, explore the p·oten-
tial contradictions between Arnold's view of culture and 
traditional Christianity. In the center are those who, like 
the writer of "Frivolity, tt recognize the implications and 
truths in Arnold's speculations, but who seek the reconstitu-
tion of religion on a more dogmatic, absolutist basis. For 
some, culture may replace religion, but for most, only 
religion will replace religion. 
By 1870, within the various responses to Arnold's secu-
larized culture, religion and Bible, we already find a mi-
crocosm of.Amer~can responses to the religious dilemmas of 
the time--with one exception. Some later reviewers are less 
mild in their responses and verge, at times, on the hysteri-
cal in their defens~ of traditional Christianity.38 For the 
38 See, e.g., nLReview of Literature and DogmiJ, n Methodist 
Qua:rterly Review; LV (July 1873), 507-509; "Literary · 
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most part, however, Arnold 1 s religious views were probably 
. 39 
accepted w~th more equanimity in America than in England • 
. 
In America, Christianity was already secularized within the 
political form. Arnold1 s via media between religion and 
science, the Holy Bible and the great books bible, Chris-
tianity and secularism·was probably more acceptable to 
pra~tical America than was theological dogmatism and dispute. 
. . 
Therefore, although attention appears to shift to Arnold1 s 
religious position,. the real concern remains the problem of 
the quality of thought to be demand~d of Americans, whether 
in their religious, political, intellectual, or aesthetic 
life. 
·Arnold and American Education: 
Ultimately, a more important problem than the religious 
reaction to secularized culture is the problem of what ele-
ments should constitute a democratic education. This problem 
underlies an~ is often subsumed within the general cultural 
Scepticism,~ American Church Review, XXV_lOctober 1873), 
534-567; "/Review of Literature~ Dogmg}," Overland Monthly, 
XI (August 1873), 185-188. . . · 
~ 
39 In Old and New, VIII (October 1873), 497-501, Edward 
Everett Hale could find.that Literature~and Dogma supports 
uthe fundamental postulates of the Christian-Religion" 
(p. 501). 
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debate. Americans asked, which principle is our education 
t,o be founded on: "The best that has been thought and said 
.. 
in the worldn; the best that is now done; or the best that 
is about to be thought and said? That is, is our schooling 
to be classical, technical, or scientific? 
Arnold, as most critics h~ve "noted, clearly perceived 
that to fit the Philistine (and Populace) for political 
freedom, England needed an educational syst~m that did not 
simply_provide skills with which to serve the industrial 
machine. Such an education would create another machine, 
not a modern man fit to partake in the political life of 
the nation, to deal with the changing spiritual and moral 
life, and to enjoy and contribute to the aesthetic inherit-
ance of mankind: 
And I cannot see any means so direct and powerful for devel-
oping this ~reat and beneficent power /the spirit of the 
middle class/ as the public establishment of schools for 
the middle class. By public establishment they may be made 
cheap anq accessible to all. By public establishment they 
may give securities for the culture offered in them being 
really good and sound, and the best that our time knows. 
By public establishment they,may communicate to those reared 
in them the -sense of being brought in contact with their 
country, with the national life~ with the life of the world; 
and they-will expand and dignify their spirits by communicat-
ing this sense to them. I ·can see no other mode of institu- 0 tion which will offer the same advantages in the same degree. 4 
40 nA French Eton,n in Prose Works, II, pp. 322-323. 
. , 
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Therefore, all questions of culture, religion, and democracy 
ultimately involved the practical implementation of an educa-
tion fit for the new epoch. 
By 1865 universal public education was not seriously 
debated in America, 41 but many were opposed to any subject 
matter except the basic intellectual tools.42 In one sense, 
Whitman could be placed in this camp. Though he made no 
specific extended statements about the education suited to 
a democratic soctety, it is quite obvious that by rejecting 
the classroom as an instrument in education, he rejected the 
value of "the best that has been thought and said" as the 
primary instrument in education: 
"What do you make out of the college business? I confess I 
am still skeptical: no doubt they get a sort of technical 
knowledge in the schools--the technique, as they call it--
but the real stuff, oh! that is to be found somewhere else: 
that is outside all institutions: that can only be won from 
life its?lf." He referred to my printer apprenticeship. 
"The benefits are inestimable: there you get your culture 
direct: not through borrowed sources--no: a century of 43 
college training could not confer such results on anyone." 
41 R. Freeman Butts and Lawrence A. Cremin, A History of 
Education in American Culture (New York, 1953), pp. 361-364. 
Actually, Butts and Cremin cite a few obviously right-wing 
opponents to public education as well as some church groups. 
These last, however, are not opposed to universal education 
but to education paid for by the government (pp. 363-364) • 
42 Butts and Cremin, pp. 385-386. 
43 Traubel, IV, 505-506; see also Traubel, IV, 379-380. 
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If experience and nature are the best teacher, then every 
man can intuit the eternal verities and for himself arrive 
at uthe best that has been thought and said. n His attitude 
may seem at variance with certain fears he expressed about 
the course of America and with his belief that scientific 
education was the best education. vlliitman, however, seems 
to suggest that any formal education should be oriented to 
the future and practical life of the nation, and that clas~ 
sical education, therefore, should be personal, self-educa-
tion--as was his. As a young and new nation we can discover 
truths for ourselves. 
Most articulate Americans, however, wer~ convinced of' 
the ~eed for a multi-stepped educational system which would 
inculcate their particular view of the cultural stance de-
manded by modern life. Like Arnold, they saw clearly that 
,the curriculum of the school not only reflected the ultimate 
values and direction of the nation but also to a large 
extent determined them and should determine them. On the 
other hand, those concerned with education were by no means 
in agreement about the nature of the curriculum, especially 
in that area of the cultural debate that concerned the 
relative value of the ancients and the moderns, classics 
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and science. Opposed to formal education in the classics 
was E. L. Youmans who, in The Culture Demanded ~ Modern 
Life, preached that a practical, scientific curriculum was 
the one most fit for the schools. 44 Most literary men in 
the debate, however, were of Arnold's opinion: "The best 
that has been thought and said" is to be found in a liberal 
education, humanities and sciences in tandem. . The real 
problem is to teach both to all classes and to teach both 
meaningfully: 
Let .not Philistinism clap its hands too hastily, however; 
for the object of this Cambridge book /Essays ~ ~ Liberal 
Education/ is, not to sup~rsede, but to complement, classi-
cal studies. It declares, not against the study of anti-
quity (Alterthumswissenschaft), but against the pedantry 
with which that study is now carried on; and one of the 
ablest essays in the volume is devoted to showing that 
physical 'science is habitually taught with quite as much 
pedantry as any branch of ancient learning.45 
So speaks Youmans' disciple John Fiske, who was himself a 
popul~rizer of scientific education. ~iske, who reviewed 
Arnold during the late 1860's, probably had Arnold in mind 
when he set forth the true motive power which should animate 
education: "Scholarly enthusiasm, an exalted opinion of 
the value of knowledge, faith in culture as such,--ndivine 
44 See above, pp. 125-126. 
45 John Fiske, "Liberal Education," North American Review, 
CVII (July 1868), 120. 
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curiosity,' in a word,--should be the student's incentive 
to labor. These are the only motives which can ever lead 
to any culture worthy of the name.rr46 
Ideally, most Americans concerned with education may 
have agreed that there is "no real ground of quarrel betwe~n 
' ' 
the classics and science,n47 but practically the advocates 
of classical education were o.n th.e defensive. Even Arnold 
could be turned into a spokesman for the utilitarian; so 
that one writer who appears to have had no sense of the 
irony involved used Schools and Universities ~ the Continent 
as a springboard to demonstrate the necessity for good 
technical education in the United States. 48 His review of 
the book begins wi~h warm praise of Arnold: 
. 
The system of sending· competent men out into other countries, 
to study the operation of government and the practical 
working of all its branches, was never more effectually 
tried than in this matter of education. Here we have the 
round man in the round hole: a thorough scholar by right 
of descent, a critic in all.matters of pedagogy, by common 
46 Fiske, p. 133. This essay was highly approved by those 
who favored a more liberal education at Harvard. The 
Philistine, Fiske claimed, must not "be allowed the exclusive 
prot~ctorship of physical science.n ·It may be that the 
Harvard free elective .system owed its existence less to 
princip,le and more :to the via media made necessary by the 
debate between literature and science. 
47 Hartshorne, "American Culture,n p. 647. 
48 nf..Review of Schools and Universities an the ContinentJ,n 
Lippincott's, II (August 1868), 228-230. 
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consent the man of nicest intellectual acuteness in all 
England, thoroughly in harmony and sympathy with what is 
best in the culture and literature of foreign countries, 
set to work at the very task which, of all others, he could 
best do. 49 · · . 
. 
The burden of the review, however, is that the United States 
must provide a good education for its young if it is to 
compete in the world's markets. In comparison to conti-
nental practices as found in Arnold's report, American educ~-
tion wants a ttsystem," and, perhaps, "the practical American 
mind has • • • been a little too practical, and a great 
deal too indifferent to a thorough primary education and 
good scientific and technical training.u50 Though this may 
seem to be an appeal for formation instead of information, 
the reviewer has a philistine end in mind: t 1If, in over 
haste. to get our young men out into the wbrld, we have -
neglected to fit them for the work they have to do in it, 
we may find in this fact a reason for the absolute diminution 
of American enterprise outside the .limits of our own countr.y, 
apd the gradual invasion of European science and skill in 
-
countries that once looked to us for their supply in all 
51 
mechanic arts.n The writer is un-Arnoldia1;1 in his 
49 Lippincott 1 s,_II, 228. 
50 Lippincott's, II, 230. 
51 .Lippincott's, II, 230. 
- / , . 
. ' 
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jingoism and util~tariartism, but he is Arnoldian in his 
recognition that a nation'~· strength rests in its providing 
schools with standards--whether they are the standards of 
science or of literature.52 
Others saw the implications of Arnold's position more 
clearly. In the Congregational Review, the ·book was highly 
praised also: "The poet and literary critic here appears in 
a new character, for which his Rugbeian ~ducation, if not 
his Oxford associations, may be presumed to have fi_tted 
him. Not a word of 'Philistines;" throughout this handsome 
. . 53 
volume." The oblique reference to Arnold's social com-
mentary may be mildly ironic, but, in the main, the reviewer 
takes Arnold seriously. He finds two major points of 
interest in the volume. In the first place, he comments 
approvingly on Arnold's recognition of the relationship be-
tween education and democracy and states that he .is not at 
52 The reviewer in Lippincott's was not the last to use 
Arnold to prove a point that appears to be non-Arnoldian. 
James A. Garfield, arguing not against federal aid to educa-
tion but against federal administration of education (cf. 
Raleigh, p. 53) cites "one of the most cultivated and-pro-
found thinkers~of Englandn to prove the advisability of 
local control in matters ef education; see the Congressional 
Globe, February 6, 1872, p. 859. 
53 
n/Review of Schools and Universities on the Continent]," 
Congregational Review, VIII (July 1868), 389.--- · 
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all disturbed by Arnold's comments about the defects in 
American education. Secondly, referring to the battle of 
the ancients and the moderns, the reviewer sees Arnold as 
a defender of the classics, and he especially approves of 
Arnold's point· that the classics will more and more be 
studied as literature rather than as philo~o~y. 54 It is 
this last point which also dominates Samuel H. Taylor's 
answer to Youmans. Classical Study: Its Value Illustrated 
(Andover, 1870) was projected as a counterpoise to The 
Culture Demanded £I Modern Life, and among the authorities 
that Taylor cites in defense of the classics is Arnold. 55 
By 1870, then, Arnold was considered an authority in 
matters of the proper curriculum for the proper modern life. 
Unfortunately, the debate between the classics and science 
could accidentally obscure Arnold's meaning. His identifi-
cation with the attack on the Philistine could inadvertently 
result in identifying him with a simplistic defense of the 
classics. Therefore, though a Fiske, or a Congregational 
Review might report the complexity of his educational thought, 
what is remembered is Arnold's position that the classics 
54 Congregational Review, VIII, 390-391. 
55 Taylor, pp. XX-XXI. 
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are valuable rather than his position on what value the 
classics have now. 
·I~ m~g~t be noted here that Arnold's authority as an 
educator extended into areas other than those of curriculum 
and culture. His reputation as an expert in matters of 
school inspection and school management was promulgated among 
American educators by Henry Barnard's influential Journal of 
American Education. Barnard printed excerpts frQm Arnold'~ 
school reports throughout the decade and in 1870 he based 
an entire section of his magazine on Schools and Universities 
on the Continent: 
The following notices of this class of institutions /second-
ary schools/ • • • are partly taken from an admirable report 
by Professor Matthew Arnold, a son and pupil of Arnold of 
Rugby, a graduate and professor of Oxford, one of her 
Majesty's inspectors of schools and assistant commissioner 
to the schools' inquiry commission ..••• The opinions and 
representations of an English scholar of such antecedents 
on the constitution and operation of the secondary schools 
of Prussia, and particular~y of Berlin, are entitled t0 more 
than ordinary consideration.S6 
Copio~s extracts from Arnold's repor~ follow this introduc-
tion. 
A satisfactory history of Arnold's influence on American 
56 
n/Report of Public Instruction in Prussia/,n American 
Journal of Education, XIX (1870), 625. 
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education has yet to be written, 57 ·though u~doubte~ly he 
has affected the theory and practice in school management, 
educational objectives, and school curriculum. If Arnold 
has not been of direct help in the shaping of the liber.al 
arts system, he has, at least, served as a support for that 
system. And though his vision might fail about particul?r 
points of practice, his basic touchstone for education ·~till 
proves valuable: nThe essential·~task of education [ii] to 
make a human being. ~~d human society more truly human. "~.8 
Buttressing this touchstone was Arnold's firm conviction 
that education not only should but could perform the task. 
In America, however, we have not always been certain about 
. -
the importance of education in the humanization of society. 
In 1868, the Round Table noted that "General Grant's 
literary culture b~s somehow been dragged into the discus-
sioq. of his presidential qualificationsn: 
-
What we would note at present is that the oracle of the 
party of progress /the New York Tribun§?, the apostle of 
the new era, holds--and speaks the sentiment of its class 
'
57 Though. Seymour G. Link in "Matthew Arnold's •sweetness 
and Light' in America, 1849-1938u proposed to examine the 
effect of Arnold's "principal educational theory" on American 
culture, he fails te demonstrate specifically how Arnold's 
thought is reflected in the school system. 
58 . 
William F. Con~ell, The Educational Thought and In-
fluence of Matthew Arnold (London, 1950), p. 277. 
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in holding--not merely what we suppose most of us do, that 
the lack of refinement is no insuperable obstacle, if there 
be redeeming features, but that the utmost degree of what 
Mr. Matthew Arnold wo.uld term "sweetness and lightn that 
is to be regarded as desirable-in our great man, is that 
which is involved in "graduating with average credit at 
West Point.•JS~ 
Though the editor of the Round Table has a· slight political 
bias, evidence from our own time justifies his irony ~nd 
his comparison of the "apostle of culturen to the "apostle 
of progress." The management of our society required and 
· still requires a greater degree of humanization than is 
represented by ngraduating with average credit at West 
Point.n Our ambivalence about the value of a liberal educa-
tion in life's mundane work, our doubt as to what precisely 
the educational system is to do, is a reflection of our 
doubt as to the culture the educational system should embody 
in this new land. The debate between the classics and 
science in 1865-1870 is, then, not only a manifestation of 
the cultural debate as a whole but is also a manifestation 
of the continuing American myth that we are young and new. 
The entire image of the baptismal effect of· the Civil War 
embodies this belief which is further reflected in the 
insistence on an American culture, an American literature,' 
59 
nTable Talk,u Round Table,.VII (February 22, 1868), 123. 
' 
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and on an American education. 60 Arnold's insistence that 
we are poth old and young, that culture is a growth through 
time, proved valuable to those in America who began to 
resist the provin~ialism of the child an~.insisted on the 
cosmopolitanism of the adult. He is still valuable. 
60 Arnold's view of .the baptismal effect of the war is a 
bit darker: "Now they are transforming their spirit in the 
furnace of.civil war; with what success we shall in due time 
see. But the lovers of perfection in America itself ought 
to rejoice--some of the~, no doubt, do rejoice--that the 
national spirit should be compelled, even at any cost of 
suffering to transform itself, to become something higher, 
ampler, more gracious. To be glad that it should be compelled 
thus to transform itself, that i~ should not be permitted 
to triumph untransformed, is no insult, no unkindness; it. 
is a homage to perfection. • • • God.keeps tossing back to 
the human race its failures, and commanding it to try again." 
"A French Eton," in Prose Works, II, 319-320. 
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CHAPTER VIII 
RESIDUES AND CONCLUSION 
Though the cultural debate was not caused by Arnold's 
writings, his concepts and terminology served as .a touch-
stone against whi~h critics and defenders could measure 
. 
America~ aims and accomplishments. But Arnold's place in 
the debate did serve to complicate his own reputation. 
nReputation" is, at best, a compl~x literary term; 
that is, it may be taken as referring (1) to the simple• 
~ognizance of the writer's personal existence, (2) to his 
popularity, (3) to the intellectual respect in which his 
work is held, and (4) to his personal or intellectual in-
fluence. All these are factors in what today might·be 
called the writer's "public image." Arnold had public 
images. 
I 
On one. level of "reputation," we have seen that his 
works and terms had wider currency than has been assumed. 
Undoubtedly Arnold' s writings were being widely read and 
discussed in America. The eclectics would not have so 
frequently pirated and duplicated piracies of his articles 
•had they not expected their readers to be interested in 
I 
them. Likewise, Ticknor and Fields would not have paid· 
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for the writings of a foreign author from whom they did· not 
1 
expect some return. Evidence for the currency of Arnold's 
name and terms (if not his work) might also be drawn from 
the frequent references made to them; generally, allusions 
in articles printed in mass circulation magazines may be 
taken as an indication of the writer's assumption that the 
reader will recognize the reference. For the most part, 
however, Arnold's terms rather than his writings w~re 
widely known. Americans, on the· other hand, would have 
been interested in him if only because he was the so~ of 
Thomas Arnold. The "efficientn cause of Arnold's being 
read can be found in the Civil War, the Cultural Debate, 
and the inherent literary values to be found his work; the 
"accidentalrr cause was his parentage. It ,may well be 'that 
in America, Arnold's patrimony from his father was .an 
audience, a more respectful hearing, and a buh-1ark against 
overly-vituperative personal criticism. 
In all senses of the word, Arnold's ttreputationn as a 
poet was scarcely affected by his place.in the cultural 
1 That certain works were not reprinted in America (i.e. 
Culture and Anarchy) is most probably accounted for by the' 
establishment in America of a branch of Hacmillan •.s and the 
multiple eclectic reprintings. 
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debate. Individual poems were reprinted throughout the 
. . 
period, and Ticknor and Fields published New Poems in 1867. 
One of the first responses to this volume appeared in the 
Albion: 
Had we been asked ten years ago whom we considered the most 
promising of the younger English poets--the best after 
Tennyson and Browning--we should have answered without 
hesitation--Matthew Arnold. He was known at that time as 
the author of two volumes of poems, which were reprinted 
in this country by Messrs. Ticknor and Fields, and though 
they were not very widely read, they were certainly in.high 
esteem among all good judges of poetry. What struck one 
most in them, after the genius which they manifested, and 
which was of a high order, was their elevation of purpose, 
the air of philosophic thought by which they were informed, 
and the conscientious severity of their art .• 
From the reviewer's point of view, Arnold 'unfortunately 
accepted the Professorship at Oxford: nThe poet • • • was 
lost for a time in the critic; and though we admire the 
critic greatly, believing him to be the finest in England, 
we regret the lost time and the lesser poet."2 The reviewer 
does not approve of republishing Empedocles ~ Etna and con-
siders maQ.y of Arnold's verse experiments--as in "Rugby 
• 
Chapeltt--a mistake. Among the poems that be praises are 
nThyrsisu and nThe Last Word," which he feels are "wrung 
.. 
from • • • I Arnold/ by the Philistines of the time. n So 
- - -
2 
"/Review of New Poem§], u Albion, XLV (September 14, 
1867), 441. As a matter of.fact, ten years before, the 
Albic:>n bad considered Arnold the nmost promising of the 
younger .English Poets"; see above; pp. 38-39. 
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that, though the reviewer welcomes ~Poems, ninferior as we 
think them to his earlier efforts," the review as a whole 
is an eulogy for the poet lost to the critic of literature 
and of the Philistine. 
On the other hand, John Fiske, who reviewed both New 
Poems and Celtic Literature for the New York World, con-
nects Arnold the poet and Arnold the critic from a different 
viewpoint: 
Whatever may be Mr. Arnold's shortcomings as a critic--and 
some may think them neither few nor small--his claim upon 
our respect and gratitude is far more than redeemed by his 
supreme excellence as a poet. It is as a poet, indeed, 
rather than as a writer of prose, that he must be finally 
judged. His essays, with all their bizarrerie, their 
occasional perverseness, and their excessive daintiness, 
are nevertheless so bright and racy, are written with so J 
much good humor, politeness, naivete, that they cannot fail 
to bewitch the reader; but it is, after all, in his poetry 
only, or almost only, that to these charming qualities is 
added that peculiar dignity, that auctoritas, which on his 
own theory, is the most essential element· in a great style. 
In his essays he is a man whom you cannot help liking, even 
when his crookedness is most apparent to you. In his poems, 
however, he carries you along with him, heart and soul. 
Bad, indeed, must be the Philistinism of him whose voice 
does not choke a little as he reads some part of-"Empedocles 
on Etna.u3 
Fiske~s love of foreign words betrays him; who could call 
Arnold naive? But unlike the reviewer in Albion he admires 
every poem in the volume and particularly admires Arnold's 
3 ttArnold's Poems,n New York World, November 23, 1867, p. 2. 
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lack of "sentimentality." Arnold':"•and to Fiske this appears 
to be one of his chief values--avoids the pathetic fallacy: 
"No egotism of sentiment constrains him to view the outward 
world through the warping prism of his own joyous or gloomy 
thoughts.n In fact, Fiske so approves of Arnold's "antique 
mind" which reminds him of Thomas Arnold's, that he seems to 
have read even Merope, which "is, perhaps, the most success-
ful of all modern imitations of the Greek tragedy; and, by 
the way, deserves to be reprinted in this country as least 
as much as Mr.· Swinburne's 'Atalanta'--a work containing 
many excellences, but not to be compared, either for interest 
or for merit, to Mr. Arnold's.n4 Fiske's enthusiastic re-
view concludes with the following encomium: 
Here we have the man as he is: too grand and self-sufficing 
to let his manliness be conditioned on any petty, exclusive 
4 Fiske, p. 2. On several occasions Swinburne was compared 
disadvantageously to Arnold. t~An English Paper says 'Mr. 
Swinburne is at work on his ttTristram and Yseult" which, when 
finished is intended by its author to exhibit the poetic ca-
pabilities of the subject to Mr. Matthew Arnold.' If Mr. 
Swinburne's poem is half as fine as Matthew Arnold's 'Tristram 
and Iseult,' it will be altogether the best thing Mr. Swin-
burne ever wrote"; "Foreign Notes," Every Saturday, VII (June 
25, 1869), 828. ·In·"Literiana," Round Table, VI (November 2, 
1867), 296, the editor makes a different comparison: nMr. 
Arnold who is naturally a critic, constantly surprises·by his 
excellence as a poet; Mr. Swinburne is such a poet as to make 
us wonder that he should ever criticise so well as he fre-
quently does. But Mr. Arnold would never fail in either so 
utterly as Mr. Swinburne sometimes does from lack of the self-
possessed repose and mental poise which are scarcely more dis-
cernible in Essays on /Sic7 Criticism than in Thyrsis;u see 
also above, p. 179·. 
creed--a man who, whether Christian, Jew, 
still be one of nature's noblemen •••• 
teaching we all of us need, and all honor 
so courageously and sweetly imparts it to 
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or atheist, would 
It is a kind of 
to the teacher who 
us!5 
Though no other review was quite so enthusiastic, Fiske 
is not simply responding in the heat of uncritical youth. 
In the same issue of the World he rejects a good deal of 
what Arnold has to say in Celtic Literature. 6 But, unlike 
the reviewer in the Albion, Fiske did not r0mantically con-
ceive the critical and poetic faculties as opposing one 
another. 
Two shorter reviews of New Poems were not at all affected 
by considerations of Arnold's prose writings. The New York 
Times praised the volume and especially Empedocles, though 
its reviewer felt that the majority of readers would m9st 
likely enjoy the shorter poems. 7 The reviewer especially 
noted Arnold's "careful finish" as well as his ·thought. 
Hours at Home, on the other hand, though it too praised 
Empedocles, felt that the poems "will be valued for the 
thought which they contain rather than for remarkable skill 
5 Fiske, p. 2. 
6 See below, pp. 213-214. 
7 
"[Matthew Arnold's New Poemi/, u New York Times, September 
9, 1867, p. 2. For some weeks the-Times .had been publishing 
selections from the short poems. See Appendix. 
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or great smartness in versification.n8 In both reviews 
there was hardly a word about the critic of the Philistine. 
Reservations about Arnold's writings, however, appear 
to have influenced the tone and content of the review of · 
New Poems which appeared in the Nation.9 Starting with an 
implied attack on Arnold's critical theory, the. reviewer 
suggests that culture is debilitating to the.poet: nculture, 
though serviceable to genius, is not productive of it, and 
an age of culture may be abundantly fertile in excellent 
verse while it may remain barren of the poetry that has 
permanent, absolute, and universal worth. nlO With this 
v.iew Arnold might not quarrel, but the reviewer draws 
entirely different conclusions than one might expect from 
his observation: 
Only the most powerful natures can resist the influence of 
culture t~ diminish individuality; weak natures are subdued 
by it, the strong alone are competent to turn it to the 
advantage of their own genius, instead of having their 
genius shaped by it into a more or less exact conformity 
to the general features of the intellectual life of their 
times. Culture unquestionably quickens the tendency to 
verse-writing. It enables the average man to acquire without 
difficulty the form of poetry, and the exercise of the 
8 "/Note on New Poems/," Hours at Home, V (October 1867), 
569 •• -
9 ttMr. Matthew Arnold's New Poems," Nation, V (September 19, 
1867), 228-229. 
10. 
Nation, V, 228. 
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capacity, to write out one's thoughts or feelings in rhythm 
and rhyme is attended very frequently with an excitement 
that is, not unnaturally, frequently mistaken for genuine 
inspiration. But if there be nothing more than this capacity, 
the exercise of it is a poor, unmanly, and worthless occupa-· 
tion, and, with a higher degree of culture than ours, men 
will come to regard verse-writing not as meritorious, but 
as an idle and somewhat debilitating process. There will 
be fewer volumes of what is called poetry, even.if not more 
numerous volumes of what is poetry.ll 
The belief in an antithesis between culture and genius is 
one Arnold would vigorously deny, and, in any case, in his 
own age Arnold was concerned not with the p~etry of geniuses 
but with training the average literary capacity. To this 
capacity and its products, the reviewer appears at first to 
deny value. But if he is suggesting that Arnold is only a 
journeyman poet, he does not lack some insight into what 
value Arnold has. Between the imitator and the genius is a 
class of poets who "though destitute of what we are forced 
to call original, creative power ••• /are/ yet endowed 
with more or less faculty of embodying in fresh forms con-
ceptions derived from external sources, and of expressing 
sentiments which can only in a limited sense be called native 
to their own souls." Matthew Arnol9. belongs to this "highly 
cultivated" group: nHis poems are most attractive to those 
who have a sympathy with the schol~rly habit they disclose, 
11 i\T • 228 l"la tJ.on, V, • 
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and who are fond of indulging themselves in sentiment of a 
fabric not uncommon in our days, of which the warp is honest 
manliness, while the woof is a morbid philisophico-senti-
mental morality.n12 In sum, within the critical context, 
Arnold is damned with faint praise. 
According to the Nation, therefore, New Poems "will not 
add greatly to his reputation,n his earlier poems were more 
lyrical, and Empedocles, though not completely worthless, 
is academic. With few exceptions, the shorter lyrics are 
condemned. But despite the generally unfavorable tone, one 
does not expect to see "Thyrsisu likewise condemned, espe-
cially since the Nation had highly praised the poem in 1866. 
That year, Arnold had accomplished in "Thyrsis" what "no· 
other living English poet could have accomplished--written 
a monody to commemorate his friend, which is almost unique 
in English Literature."13 In 1866, Arnold was compared to 
Shelley and Milton and to no disadvantage: ".Admirable in 
prose, as his volume of essays shows, and, more notably his 
recent trenchant paper, 'My Countrymen,' we prefer him in his 
earlier and higher walk of poetry, a walk in which he moves 
12 Nation, V, 228. 
13 
n/Arnold and Clough/,n Nation, II (March 22, 1866), 372. 
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alone, in advance of all the younger singers of the time, 
noble, thoughtful, and self-sustained.n14 And in 1866, the 
Nation hoped that "Thyrs'isn was a prelude to a new volume. 
In the fall of 1867, however, nThyrsis" is singled out 
for particular condemnation: "In it Oxford and Sicily, 
Clough and Thyrsis, are painfully jumbled, and the pastoral 
imagery~ far from producing ~ pleasing effect, only gives 
to the lament of the poet for his friend an air of coldness 
and unreality. A piece of worse taste than this poem, from 
a man of such claims to good taste as Mr. Arnold, is not 
often to be met with.nlS By contrast, the reviewer claims, 
Clough is a much better poet--the poet 1111of genius with cul-
ture. 11 .Arnold is "the poet of a discontent which never 
rises to the force or dignity of despair.nl6 Though the 
-reviewer finds some value in "Progress," nRugby Chapel," 
and npalladium, n which demonstrate na much higher and more 
manly strain," as a whole he finds that 11the general effect 
14 
Nation, II, 372. 
15 . Nation, V (September 1~, 1867), 229; for another criti-
cism of Arnold, see also "/Notice of Norton's Review of 
Clough's RemainsT/," Natien, V (October 24, 1867~, 332 • 
. 
16 Nation, V, 229. 
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of the volume is not of 'sweetness and light.•u17 
The reviewer in the Nation quite obviously read New 
Poems with Arnold's literary and social criticism uppermost 
in his mind. In view of the response in the Nation only 
the week before to "Sweetness and Light," such a reaction 
to the poems in understandable though uniquely virulent. 
For the most part, by 1870 Arnold's poetic reputation was 
firmly established in America. His poetry was available to 
the American public; it was widely known; it was generally 
liked. All this, despite the suspicion of American critics 
that a man who intellectualizes about art, culture, politics, 
and education somehow cuts himself off from the source of 
true poetry, emotiori. 18 Finally, Arnold's reputation as a 
poet was firmly established despite his apparent pessimism; 
in America, the poetry of weltschmerz was thought of as 
suspiciously nunmanly,n a word often taken as the critical 
antonym of "optimistic.ul9 
i7 Nation, V, 229. 
18 The myth of the "pure" poet is, to be sure~ English as 
well as American. Yet one·feels that to the English it is 
no more than a useful fantasy, while to the American it is 
a very real concommitant to his incipient or over anti-intel-
lectualism. 
19 See below, pp. 218-220. 
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Not only his reputation as a poet, but his reputation 
as a critic was firmly established by 1870. After the 
'· ~ppearance of Essays in Criticism, whatever critical papers 
Arnold published were reprinted in the 4merican eclectics 
and were often commented upon. favorably. In 186~, the 
Nation reviewed tton Celtic Literature,n then being published 
in the Cornhill: nMATTHEW ARNOLD has lately published three 
. 
papers on 'The Study of Celtic Literature,' which are among 
the best ~hings that he has written, being excellent speci-
mens o~ intelligent and judicial criticism, and containing, 
in small space, a deal of curious and interesting matter.n20 
The remainder of the article notes specific comments by 
Arnold, and the reviewer appears to accept Arnold's conclu-
s.icins w.ithout question. 
John Fiske was more critical in his article for the 
New York World. 21 Generalizations, he claims, are dangerous--
esp~cially generalizations 11which relate to national charac-
teristics and idiosyncracies of different races.n22 Fiske, 
too, accepts the doctrine of race "peculiarities," but he 
20 
"/Matthew Arnold's 'On Celtic Literature'/," Nation, II 
(May 18, 1866), 627. 
21 ~ 
"Arnold's Celtic Literature,n New York World,. November 
23, 1867, pp. 2, 11. 
22 
Fiske, p. 2. 
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feels that Arnold's division of English characteristics 
into the Teutonic and Celtic does not hold .up.under careful 
investigation. Other race elements--10the Dutch and Scandi-
navian races"--shew similarities to the English. However, 
though Arnold's ethnology may be primitive--and Fiske's 
also--Fiske recognizes that at the heart of Arnold's book 
is an attempt to convince the English of the value and 
relevance of Celtic literature: n/Arnold/ has gone to work 
in the very best way to interest the public in so apparently 
l remote a subject, by showing that it is after all not nearly 
so remote as it seems.n23 His conclusion is that nhistory, 
physiology and philology must accomplish much more than they 
have yet done before literary criticism can safely step in 
to complete the work." Arnold's chief value, thE7refore, is 
in introducing the 111~~'matter" in so delightful a nmanner. n 24 
Fiske was not primarily a literary critic, but other 
comments appear during the period that demonstrate the · 
American critic's awareness of Arnold's nmatter" and nmanner.n 
The Round Table claimed, while defending classical studies, 
that classicists should ·~be made to show their capacity for 
23 Fiske, p. 2. 
24 F" k J.S e, p. 11. 
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judgment by proving an ability to appreciate Lessing and 
Schiller, Corneille and Sainte-Beauve, Beaumont and Fletcher 
25 . 
and Matthew Arnold.u Whether or not they were suggesting 
that Arnold was already a modern classic himself, by 1870 
Arnold's criticism was held in great repute. The Galaxy 
c~aimed, in fact, that in his article on Sainte-Beuve, 
Arnold had even surpassed Renan, though the article nwould 
not be Matthew Arnold's, of course, if it did not contain 
some sort of fling at the politicians. n 26 As with his 
poetic reputation, however, the general rule is that Arnold's 
reputation as a critic was often separated from, though 
affected by, his reputation as a religious and political 
commentator. 
When Every Saturday published a brief biography of 
Arnold--along with a portrait--they largely neglected his 
1 . . f . 27 ro e as crLtLC o socLety. In Appletons' Journal, Richard 
Henry Stoddard similarly stressed the poetry and literary 
25 
nThe Anti-Classic Reform, n Round Table, VI (December 21,. 
1867)' 410. 
26 
"/Notice of 1 Sainte-BeuveT/ n Galaxy, IX (January 1870), 
133-134. - , 
27 
"Matthew Arnold (with Portrait)," Every Saturday, IX 
(December 10, 1870), 798~ 808. ~ · 
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criticism~ 28 St0ddard1 s contemporary biography best sums 
up the pro-Arnoldian position. First, says Stoddard, Arnold 
may ·rwell be proud of his /ancestr~/; for, among the divines 
and scholars of England, there is no brighter name than that 
of his father, the Rev. Thomas Arnold, the famous head-
maste~ of Rugby."~9 As for the poetry, it is valuable 
. 
because it does not follow Arnold's own classical dogma: 
·After.Wordsworth, he is the most reflective of modern English 
poets, and the one whose ideals of life and character are 
the highest. His noblest poems--nobler than any we have 
named--are "The Scholar Gypsy, 111 and miThyrsis, n the monody 
in which he·has immortally embalmed the memory of his friend 
Clough, adding to English Poetry the third of its great death-
dirges, its predecessors being Milton's nLycidas" and Shelley's 
"Adonais .n30 
Unfortunately, Arnold became a critic; yet, Stoddard appears 
to feel, perhaps the misfortune is limited. After all, 
Arnold 1 s "genius, and thorough classical scholarship" '\vould 
naturally lend itself to'the critical faculty. In fact, such 
critics being so rare and Arnold's wit being so uniquely ir-
ritating to the Philistine, perhaps the criticism is worth 
the loss of the poet. More important, perhap~ the literary 
critic is what America most needs: 
28 
"Matthew A~nold (with Portrait), n Appletons 1 Journal, 
III (January 8, 1870}, 46-48. - • . 
. . 
29 ~Appletons 1 Journal, III, 46. 
30 Appletons' Journal, III, 48. 
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We cannot but wish, in conclusion, that we had a writer like 
Mr. Arnold in this country (even if a poet were spoiled in 
making him), a scholarly and conscientious·man of letters, 
who would devote himself to the examination of our authors, 
and to the destruction of their present low ideals, and 
their thousand faults of temper and taste. We must have an 
American critic, if we are to have an American literature; 
fqr, when the age of creative energies is past, •• ·• there 
can be no literature without criticism.31 
Arnold's critical doctrine, then, is as much necessary for 
America as for England. 
Stoddardts hagiography, however, is too exclusive. 
Despite such panegyrics, despite the wide respect for both 
Arnold's criticism and poetry, and despite his undoubted in-
fluence on the sensibility and judgment of many American men 
of letters, American intellectuals had many reservations, 
specific and general, about Arnold as a man and as a writer. 
One indication of American ambivalence was that Arnold 
did not become personally popular. Since few Americans had 
direct contaqt with him, and those who did seemed to like 
him well enough, the growth of such reservations is partie· 
ularly interesting for what it reveals of American literary 
and social standards. The seeds of later antipathy to Arnold 
can be accounted for partly by understanding unstated critical 
touchstones held in common by many Americans. These touch-
31 Appletons' Journal, III, 48. 
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stones are best summed up under the doctrine of "manliness," 
a word frequently occurring in criticism of Arnold. The 
Nation, for example, while commenting favorably on Saint 
Paul and Protestantism, felt called upon to 'radd that these 
essays • • . are both, on the whole, more earnest and manly 
than is common with their author to be."32 nEarnest".we 
can understand, but "manlyn as a critical touchstone remains 
elusive. In context, the Nation may be referring to 
Arnold's critical strategy; that is, Arnold's pretense of 
humility as a modern Diogenes who, though searching for the 
light, has no particular skills except his desire for light. 
. . 
Beneath this definition, howsver, are other critical pre-
suppositions. 
In "Before Genius,n33 an article he thought best en-
titled "The Manhood Test, n34. ·Burroughs most clearly states 
the definition of this literary touchstone. The article, 
undoubtedly influenced by Whitman, is an attack "on the 
fashion of the day to attribute all splendid results to 
genius and culture."35 The result of this fashion is to give 
32 Nation, IX (November 11, 1~69), 411. 
33 Galaxy, V (April 1868), 421-426. 
34 Life and Letters of John Burroughs, I, 136. 
35 Galaxy, V; 421. 
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"undue deference" to the European tradition, a deference 
which further manifests itself in the inanity of most 
-American literature: We have enough .skill in literature, 
n.ot enough blood. ''Manliness" becomes equivalent to force, 
vigor and daring, roughness and 4irectness--in other words, 
it is equivalent to the virtues of "our hardy Western stockn 
and antithetical to the nsickly and decayed standards of the 
· expiring feudal world. n 36 When Arnold is called tt1manly, u 
it is obviously the highest praise a friend of.American 
democracy can give. ~1hen it is suggested--and the suggestion 
is frequently made or implied--that he is nuntnanly,n it is 
the quintessence of critical damnation. 
Other concepts cluster around the doctrine of ~:manli­
ness." Firstly, to be pessimistic is to be nunmanly" and to 
be critical is "unmanly." Often behind the dislike of, or 
personal reservations about, Arnold is hidden the American 
distrust of criticism itself; because it involves judgment, 
criticism may seem undemocratic. Secondly, if one is not 
~'manly, n one might be effeminate--weak, narty, u and ndelicate." 
One. of the surprises to Americans when Arnold finally visited 
the country in 1882-1883 was that he did not, as a matter of 
36 Galaxy, V, 424. 
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fact, seem physically unmanly. Burroughs found, for example, 
that he liked Arnold better than he expected to: ttA large 
tall man with nearly black hair, closely-cut side whiskers, 
prominent nose, large, coarse, but pure, mouth, and muscular 
neck. In fact, a much coarser man than you would expect to 
see, and stronger-looking.n37 Burroughs, however, looked 
for "unmanliness" and found it: 
But what is that look I see, or think I see, at times, about 
his nose and upper lip? Just a faint suspicion of scorn: I 
was looking for this in his face. It is not in his brow, 
it is here, if anywhere--the nose sniffs a bad smell, or an 
affront, and there hovers about it a little contempt.38 
Despite his having found, or thinking he might have found, 
ttunmanliness,u Burroughs from this time had greater respect 
for Arnold. Arnold, having been found "manlytt looking, was 
to be taken more seriously. 
Arnold's apparent position in the cultural debate also 
reinforced the suspicion about his "manliness... To be "manlyu 
is to be democratic and, from one point of view, Arnold seemed 
to be undemocratic because he criticized the liberal's politi-
cal assumptions and dared question the absolute value of 
American middle class democracy. Therefore, though he might 
37 Life and Letters of John Burroughs, I, 258-259. 
38 Life and Letters of John Burroughs, I, 259. 
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be respected in the realm of Letters, in the realm of Cul-
ture, Politics, and Religion he is a careless thinker and a 
carping critic. One indication of Arnold's basic unsound-
ness was his very stylistic proficiency: "Matthew Arnold 
writes brilliant nonsense about •culture• in prose as re-
fined and finished as his verse.n39 One senses that often 
behind such criticism of Arnold existed an attitude still 
current in America: anyone who writes and speaks well is · 
masking his real intent and is, ~ priori, a fa~lacious 
thinker. The condition of truth in speaking of political 
and religious matters is proportional to the simplicity, 
rough-hewedness, and directness of expression. 
Arnold's terminology, as well as his style, is· suspect. 
Higginson related the following anecdote in a letter of 1869: 
Also Cousin Susan says, uJ.v1y dear, the greatest objection I 
have to Boston is that there is always some word which every-
body u·ses.· When I was there last, the word was culture. 
Every chit of a girl who came to see Bessie talked about cul-
ture. I got so tired of it I forbade· Bessie to use it in my 
presence. In my young days we talked about education or 
cultivation." Mary suggests that to say culture, after these, 
is to substitute guano for the common manures.40 
39 George Exmouth Percy, "The Prose of Poets,n Hours at 
Home, VII (May. 1868), 28. 
40 . . 
Letters and Journals of Thomas Wentworth Higginson: 
1846-1906, ed. Mary Thacher Higginson (Boston and New York, 
1921)-;p7 255. 
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Higginson's anecdote both illustrates the extent of the de-
bate and ·the fact that, despite Arnold's care, "-culture" 
came more and more to suggest over-refinement, effeteness--
in a word "guano," a foreign import replacing an American 
product. The substitution of "culture" for ucultivationtt 
indicates a shift from the concept that culture is an indi-
vidual acquirement, to the concept that culture is acquired 
by the individual for the society. Whatever dilution this 
concept may undergo, its place in American thinking and 
American schools owes much to Arnold. 
In so far as pejorative connotations adhere to the 
word, however, one who espouses r.~rculturen must be likewise 
super-refined, aristocratic, anti-democratic. Much of the 
fun Americans had with Arnold on his American tour can be 
accounted for by the presuppositions about his personality 
based on his diction. Such locutions as "culture,n "sweet-
ness and light," nreason and the will of God,u ttgrand 
style,n "disinterestedness,n "Philistine and Populace," and 
so fort~, seemed to American audience~ pr~cious. In fact, 
one might conjecture that Arnold's very felicity in phrase-
making had a negative as well as a positive affect on his 
reputation. Ironically, his very ability to coin memorable 
expressions and so to be understood at one level, masks the 
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. complexity, and so leads to the misunderstanding of Arnold's 
thought. When Arnold was making some of the very points a . 
Godkin or a Whitman was making, to them his position appeared 
to be antithetical. 
In another way Arnold's involvement in the general cul-
tural debate had an effect on his reputation. To the extent 
. 
that the Boston and New York group of literati, Aldrich, 
Norton, Henry James, Stedman, Benson, Higginson, espoused 
culture--whether or not they agreed with Arnold or whether 
or not they understood him--to the same extent was Arnold 
identified with them. To Whitman and Burroughs, who resented 
this group, Arnold was of the same cast, an over-civilized, 
effete, European. 
On one point, however, all the groups generally con-
curred. America must produce an original man of letters who 
will carry'all before him; a man who will create his own 
moment; a man who will not need culture. The rejection of 
this aspect of Arnold's criticism indicates two facets of 
American cultural tradition. First, democracy must neces-
sarily cre~te the great man so long as the political condi-
tions allow him to express himself. Second, criticism is 
undemocratic in so far as it judges and set standards which 
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may confine the potential Shakespeare. The connotative 
definition of "criticismn as destructive and judicial rather 
than as evaluative is still orie of its primary definitions 
as anyone who has taught knows. To criticize and set 
standards of culture may be potentially .undemocratic, be-
cause in democracy everything and everyone must be allowed 
to seek its own level. A place ~ust be made for everyone 
. and, more importantly, a high value must be put on that place. 
One should have sympathy. Lowell illuminates and carries to 
its logical conclusion this doctrine: "Even the Philistine 
is a man and a ·brether, and is entirely right so far as h~ 
sees. To demand more of him is to be unreasonable.n41 
Arnold was not so aristocratically democratic, and he clear~y 
saw that such a doctrine potentially leads to anarchy in art, 
education, religion, and government. We might further argue 
for Arnold, that the frondeur cannot observe the niceties 
while he ridicules the absurdities. To do so mitigates his 
power. In America, moreover, because we know that the nPhili-
stine is a man and a brother,tt we often forget that he is 
still a "Philistine" although he may not have to be one. 
Arnold never forgot: nsprung of the middle class himself, 
4l ttnryden,n North American Review, CVII (July 1868), 247. 
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fully conversant with and at times painfully aware of its 
shortcomings, able to stand aside and above it to point out 
its imperfections, he yet never lost faith in it and ever 
had its best interests at heart.n42 Arnold's essential 
sympathy with what he saw as the drab and meaningless life 
of the Philistine is frequently ove~looked in his attack on 
the ideas and institutions that keep the Philistine phili-
stine. 
Specific or implied criticisms of Arnold, however, are 
not so important as is Arnold's general impact on the American 
search for a culture. In so fa~ as America was undergoing 
the ·same cultural upheaval as was England, Arnold's writings 
on the Philistine and his culture struck the American nerve , 
also. As early as the late 1860's his standards and answers 
offered a focal point for the discontents of both younger and 
older critics of American culture. Though Arnold could come 
too close to a political, religious, or aesthetic nerve, 
what he had to say was relevant to their concerns and helped 
make visible the shadows of their own fears. To be sure, 
,many felt that Arnold was too aloof, too "unmanly." For, 
whatever their present fears, Americans were essentially 
42 Connell, The Educational Thought and Influences of 
Matthew Arnold:-p. 252. 
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optimistic in their hope that the predestined working out of 
democracy would bring about the condition necessary for cul-
ture either in its limited or broad sense. To the extent 
that Arnold did not share this faith he was often criticized. 
But to the extent that he aided in the creation of counter-
attitudes toward criticism, government, religion and educa-
tion, he was'useful to Americans. Whatever the state of 
Arnold's personal "reputation," he was relevant to their 
search for an understanding of post-Civil War, industrial, 
mass society. This relevance, this usefulness began early 
and has continued and is more widespread than we realize. 
It is a mistake, therefore, to think that Arnold 
served only the Arnoldians: 
. 
Arn9ld1 s advice, irritating to some Americans, seemed to a 
few the sum of wisdom. The American .. Arnoldians sometimes 
failed to see that the program had suffered a serious loss 
in crossing the ocean. Some of the traditions which Arnold 
valued most were not alive in America; the saving graces 
were different ones. Sometimes, translated too literally, 
Arnold's program became in America a program to preserve 
those things which had never existed. This explains, in 
part, '='lhy some American followers of Arn9ld, despite their 
moral earnestness, relapsed eventually into a distinguished 
and congenial despair.43 
For his part, Arnold seldom "despairedtt; possibly because he 
was not a 1111literal" Arnoldian. And Arnold gave to Americans 
43 Henry F. May, The End of American Innocence: A Study of 
the First Years of Our Own Time, 1912-1917 (New York, 1959}:-
- ---- -p. 33. 
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less a program than an attitude. So much did Arnold aid in 
the development of that counter-impulse in our culture, the 
desire to see things as they are, that his ultimate rele-
vance--as distinguished from his reputation--is difficult 
to judge. The ambivalent reactions to Arnold, which began 
early and continue late, are witness, in fact, to the extent 
of his concerns and talent; and are witness, in fact, to our 
own contradictory impulses. Without mitigating the value 
and influence of other writers on the development of American 
culture, it is impossible to overestimate the value of know-
ing Matthew Arnold in order to know ourselves. 
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The following chronological list of piracies is dis-
cussed above, pp. 52-54. 
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"Joubert; or, a French Coleridge," Littel 1 s, I.JL~ (March 5, 
1864), 462-475; printed without-Arnold1 s name. 
1 R. H. Super does not note this borrowing in Prose Works, 
III, 319. 
2 R. H. Super does not list this reprinting in Prose Works, 
III, 319. For a description of the pamphlet see I. R •. 
Brussel, Anglo-American First Editions, 1826-1900: East ~ 
~(London, 1935), p. 37. 
"The l..iterary Influence of Academies, n Littel 1 s, LXXXII 
(September 17, 1864), 560-572. · 
Quotations from Arnold's Report~ Popular Education in 
France. • • • American Journal of Education, XIV 
(December 1864), 694, 712-720. --
1865 
229. 
Essays in Criticism. Boston: Ticknor and Fields, 1865.~ 
/Adams, W. D./ "Review of Essays in Ctiticism,".·Eclectic, 
LXV (July 1865), .67-82. · 
"Indifference," Littel' s, LXXXVI (August· 5, 1865), 227. 
nself•Dependence, rr Radical, I (Sep.tember 1865), 25. 
"A Prayer fTstagirus' tn Littel' s, L~II (December 23, 
1865), 575. , 
Sohrab and Rustum, Tristram and Iseult, "The Neckan·, n "The 
Forsaken Merman," "Obermann, n in The Late English Po.ets, 
ed. Richard Henry Stoddard. New York: Bunce and Hunting-
ton, 1865. Pp. 1-68.4 
3 To this edition, Ticknor and Fields added A French ~' 
On Translating Homer, and On Translatin~ Homer: Last Words·. 
~4 This volume was also_published in The Golden Leaves 
Series: IV (New York, /cl865/) with sri!x illustrat'ions. It 
may be to~hese volumes-that~rnold refers when he writes 
Frederick Hedge on March 2, 1865 thanking him for his good 
offices in the publication of the former's /Arnold's/poems. 
(I want to thank Dr. David B. Green for calling thii infor-
mation to my.attention.) Arnold seems to have received no 
money for his work though he has a notation in his diary for 
January 9 to "copy poems. tt It appears possible that Arnold 
provided the text which appeared in The Late English Poets. 
See William. Bell Guthrie, "Matthew Arnold's Diaries, the 
Unpublished Items: A Transcription and Commentary," Unpubl. 
Diss. (Virginia, 1959), II, 472. 
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1866 
.-
nMy Countrymen,u Every Saturday, I (March 3, 1866), 240-248. 
"My Countrymen,n Littel 1 s, LXXXVIII (March 17, 1866), 784-
. 796. 
11Thyrsis," Every Saturday, I (March 10, 1866), 278-280.5 
"The Study of Celtic Literature (Part One),u Eclectic, LXVI 
· (June 1866), 728-739. ~ " 
nThe Study of Celtic Literature /Parts Two, Three and Four/,n 
· Eclectic, ~II (August, September, October, 1866), 201-
212, 274-287,.443-456. 
nGeist /A Letter ~rom Germanx/," Every Saturday, .II (August 18, 
. 1866), 175-177. 
1867 
"Essay on The Life and Genius of Maurice de Guerin,u in The 
Journal of Maurice de Guerin. Trans. Edward Thornton 
Fisher. ~ew York: :Leypoldt and Holt, 1867. Pp. 1-12.7 
nculture and Its Enemies," Every Saturday, IV (August ~867), 
. 97-105. 
nculture and Its Enemies," Eclectic, LXIX (August 1867), 232-
.. 245. 
"A Wish," New York Times, August 25, 1867, p. 3. 
ncalais Sands,n New York Times, September 8, 1867, p. 2. 
5 See above, pp. 54-59. 
6 Every Saturday printed th~ following note in brackets at 
the head of this article: "/The following characteristic 
, letter from Matthet-7 Arnold is published in a late number of 
the Pall Mall Gazette/.n 
7 
This frequently reviewed volume is not listed in Prose 
Works, III, 516. 
231. 
New Poems. Boston: Ticknor and Fields, 1867. 
"Matthew Arnold's New Poems. u Anon. rev., Every Saturday, 
· IV (September 14;-1867), 318-319. 
~ 
nRachel /Stanza Three/,n Every Saturday, IV (September 14, 
" 1867), 352. 
"A Wish, u Albion, XLV (September 14, 1867), 433. 
-
"The Sadness of a Transition Period /from 'Stanzas From the 
·-Grande Chartreuse, 1 11. 114-150/, n-Littel 1 s, XC ~ovember 2, 
1867), 258. -
·"Growing Old," New York Times, November 3, 1867, p. 2. 
Sidgwick, Henry. "The Prophet of Culture, 11 Eclectic, L"'{IX 
(October 1867), 490-498. 
"Matthew Arnold's New Poems." Anon. rev., Eclectic, LXIX 
· (November 1867), 631-634. · 
/Bayne, Peter/. nHr. Arm;,ld and Mr. Swinburne, n Every 
Saturday, IV (December 14, 1867), 752-761. 
1868 
"Culture and Action." Anon. rev., ~ Eclectic, I (January 
. 1868)' 15-21. 
11New Poems by Matthew Arnold. 11 Anon. rev., New Eclectic, I 
· (January 1868), 107-108. .· 
"A Wish,n Eclectic, LXX (January 1868), 135-136. 
11Anarchy and Authority /Parts One, Two and Three/,n Every 
- Saturday, V (February 1, 29, June 27, 1868), 131-139, 262-
271, 801-808. 
/Bayne, Peter/. ''Mr. Arnold and Hr. Swinburne," New Eclectic, 
I (February 1868), 144-164. 
232. 
"Anarchy and Authority /Part I/," New Eclect.ic, I (March 
1868), 297-313. 
- -
"Anarchy and Authority /Parts IV-VI, n Every Saturday, VI 
(August 1, 29, 186&), 139-147, 257-264. 
"Matthew Arnold vs. Thomas Carlyle." Anon. rev.;, Littel's, 
XCVIII (September 5, 1868), 629-632. 
1869 
"Excuse,n in The Poet and the Painter. New York: Appleton's, 
1868. '·Pp. 316-317. --
"On the Modern Element in Literature," Every Saturday, VII 
(February 27, 1869), 275-281. 
"On the Modern Element in Literature, n Eclectic, 'I!JL~II 
(April 1869), 412-421. 
"Modern English Poets.n Anon. rev., Littel's, CI (June 5, 
1869)' 67-86. 
"On the Modern Element in Litera.ture, n New Eclectic, V 
(July 1869), 49-61. 
nWhat -rs· Man's ch-ref En¢!?." Anon rev L-rttel' s CII ~ ~ .. . ' ~ ' (July 10' 1869)' 67-86 oJ 
"Mr. Arnold's Poems,n Amon. rev., Littel's, CII (July 31, 
1869), 259-263. 
"Obermann,n New York Times, October 24, 1869, p. 3. 
nsaint Paul. and Protestantism [Parts I-Iif/, tr Every Saturday, 
VIII (October 30, November 27, December 4, 1869), 545-553, 
697-704, 718-723. 
nobermann,u Every Saturday, VIII (November 6, 1869), 577-579. 
. ' 
"New Elegies." Anon. rev., Every Saturday, VIII (November 13, 
1869), 632-635. 
233 •. 
'Shirley' /J. Skelton/. "The Poetry of the Period: Mr. 
Matthew Arnold and Mr. William Morris," Eclectic, LXXIII 
(November 1869), 551-559. 
"Sainte-Beuve, 11 Every Saturday, VIII (December 11, 1869), 
. 749-751. 
nExcerpt from Arnold's School Reports," American Journal of 
· Education, XIX (1869), 625-6?1. · . --
1870 
uA Buddhist 'Matthew Arnold. 1 n Anon. rev., Lit tel's, CV 
· (April_23, 1870), 235-338. · 
/Hutton, R. H-:/. "The Modern Poetry of Doubt," New Eclectic, 
-VI (April 1870),·490-494. ---
nMr. Arnold on Saint Paul.u Anon. rev., Littel's, CV 
4 (June 18, 1870), 764-767; 
nEngland1 s Position.," Littel 1 s, CVI (September 10, 1870), 
' 702-704. 
"/Note on Arnold's England and the Italian Questio:W,n 
· Littel's, CVII (October 29, 1870), 288. · 
"Excerpt from Popular Education On the Continent," American 
· Journal of Education, XX (1870), 331_~332. 
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}fATTHEW ARNOLD'S OTHER COUNTRYMEN: THE REPUTATION 
OF MATTHEt\T ARl'IOLD IN AMERICA FROM 1853 TO 1870 
(Library of Congress No. ].iic. 64 ) 
Allan Lefcowitz 
Boston University Graduate School, 1964 
Major Professor: David B. Green, Associate Professor of English 
The purpose of this study is twofold: first, the collec-
tion and discussion of neglected bibliographical material in 
order to demonstrate the availability of Arnold's writings to 
the American public and to show that Arnold's works were more 
widely revi~wed and read before 1870 than has been realized; 
and second, to discuss Arnold's influence-on an acerbated 
post-Civil War cultural debate, a debate which, in turn, 
affected his reputation. 
Clough might easily have advanced Arnold's reception in 
America, but both in his article for the North American Re-
view and in his.letters to C. E. Norton he attempted to·keep 
Arnold's poetry from making its way. Nevertheless,· most 
other reviews of Arnold were favorable; a volume of his 
poetry was published before the Civil War and individual 
poems appeared in popular anthologies; reviews of his crit-
icism frequently started with praise of Arnold as a poet; 
most American critics placed him among the three major liv-
ing English poets; both young and old American men of let-
ters were familiar with his verse. A major factor in the 
2. 
initial reception of his literary criticism was Arnold's 
reputation as a poet. 
By the early 1860 1 s Arnold's criticism began to appear 
in American eclectic magazines and by the late 1860's al-
most every work Arnold published was reprinted in America--
piracies often being duplicated. America's need for ndis-
interestedn criticism, Arnol¢1. 1 s authority as a poet and .as 
the son of Thomas Arnold, and his criticism of the English 
were among the major factors in the enthusiastic welcome 
given Essays in Criticism, the publishing event of 1865. 
During the half-decade following the publication of 
the Essays, an informal, though very real, debate concern-
ing the direction and nature of American culture found one 
focal point in Arnold's criticism of the Philistine. Though 
his position was attractive to Henry James, ·John Fiske, 
Eugene Benson, and others, such critics as E. L. Godkin and 
/ 
T. W. Higginson found Arnold's complex solu~ions to cultural 
needs either not sufficiently liberal or t"Oo impractical. 
Surprisingly, despite his personal antipathy toward Arnold, 
Whitman's contribution to the debate, Democratic Vistas, is 
in many ways similar to Culture and Anarchy and may have been 
written with Arnold's doctrines of culture in mind. By 1870, 
Arnold also had a r~putation as a religious controversialist 
3. 
and as an authority in matters of education. 
Most critics, whether they agreed or disagreed, saw the 
implications in his 'cultural position and the fu~ther direc-
tions in which his thought would develop. During the 1860's, 
therefore, the spectrum of possible American reactions to 
Arnold and his work was to a great extent fixe~. Despite 
the Obvious relevance of his writings to America's search 
for an understanding of post-Civil War, industrial, mass 
soc-iety, Arnold's criticisi;D of the liberals; his seeming 
pessimism, and the complexity of his solutions suggested to 
many American critics that Arnold was nunmanly." Nevertheless, 
he helped Americans then, as he does now, in their s~arch 
for an understanding of American culture and American anarchy. 
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